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Executive summary
Sub-Saharan Africa has not been able to benefit from the Clean Development Mechanism
(CDM). Less than 2% of registered project worldwide are situated in Africa with South-Africa
accounting for more than half. This thesis examines the implementation and materialisation
of the CDM in Uganda a) to provide the UNFCCC and the international climate change
community with additional insights on the implementation of the CDM in sub-Saharan
countries in general and Uganda in specific, and b) to contribute to the determination of a
starting point for renewed capacity building in Uganda. The analysis is based on the Policy
Arrangement Approach, a multi-level and multi-actor theoretical framework that can be
used to capture the stability and dynamics of (environmental) policy. The emphasis on
Ugandan stakeholders, their roles and their perspectives provides a number of interesting
insights and outcomes.
It is found that CDM has materialised into two closely related arrangements in
Uganda. The Carbon Market Arrangement, a rather narrow arrangement that concentrates
on concrete project development, is nested in the broader Climate Change Arrangement,
which materialises on policy level and places CDM in a context of climate change. However,
these arrangements are still pre-mature and relatively unstable. Despite of early efforts to
domesticate CDM and to develop projects, the outcomes after a decade of implementation
work are disappointing. Especially private project developers, who were excited about CDM
initially, have encountered serious problems in advancing their projects in the registration
process. Core reasons for this are the mismatch between CDM rules and the development
profile of Uganda, the lack of finances and domestic expertise, and the lack of a conducive
legal, regulatory and policy environment. Domestic experts have been important with regard
to domestication of CDM, training and project initiation, but they do not have the capacity to
develop full project documentation. This forces project developers to hire more expensive
foreign consultants. Local NGOs, which could act as a watchdog, have been hardly involved
in CDM. Governmental actors, on the other hand, have become the most dominant actors:
the recently established Climate Change Unit in the Ministry of Water and Environment is a
key actor for policy and framework development, two semi-autonomous agencies manage
two of the most advanced CDM projects in Uganda and also national project approval is the
domain of the government. Project developers and NGOs find it hard to influence
governmental actors.
Nevertheless, for the larger part of the decade CDM and climate change have not
been identified as priority areas for the Government of Uganda. Increasing realisation of the
importance of these issues, stimulated by the opportunities under CDM, has lead to a
significant upgrade of the institutional framework in 2009, a more prominent place for
climate change in Uganda’s National Development Plan, and the establishment of a
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parliamentary forum. This provides a better basis for a more comprehensive approach to
CDM and climate change, especially with the development of a climate change strategy
ahead. On the other hand, limited involvement of the Ministry of Finance, limited
information sharing between actors and unaddressed issues in the National Development
Plan may hamper this process. There is also a risk of unclear and biased policy development
as experiences in concrete CDM project development are not fully in line with the
expectations of policy-makers. Both the Carbon Market Arrangement and the Climate
Change Arrangement are highly dependent on the input of bilateral and multilateral
development partners. This also explains the prominent role of governmental actors. A lack
of coordination among development partners has made capacity building suboptimal and
has lead to confusing messages on the role of CDM in broader climate change responses.
Recommendations for capacity building in Uganda encompass the creation of an
inclusive Ugandan carbon forum as a central point for interaction between stakeholders of
all kinds, the establishment of public-private-partnerships for project development,
increased communication between development partners and continued improvement of
the institutional framework. To make these efforts worthwhile this should be accompanied
by changes at UNFCCC level, as current rules and procedures are too constraining for project
development in Uganda and sub-Saharan Africa. Accordingly, a more suitable CDM for
project development in sub-Saharan Africa would include the endorsement of small and
micro-scale methodologies, the stimulation of the Programme of Activities (PoA) and
Reduced Emissions from Deforestation and Forest Degradation (REDD), enhancement of the
transfer of technical expertise and the creation of a multi-lateral fund for sustainable project
development.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1 The UNFCCC, the Kyoto Protocol & the CDM
Global warming and climate change, caused by anthropogenic greenhouse gas emissions
(GHGs), have been recognised as major drivers of more frequent occurrences of natural
disasters and alterations in ecosystems on all continents. In 1992 the United Nations
Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) was adopted as a global response to
climate change. The Convention entered into force in 1994 and currently has 192 membercountries, also known as Parties. In 1997 the UNFCCC was complemented by the Kyoto
Protocol (KP). It sets binding targets on the reduction of greenhouse gases (GHGs) for 37
countries and the European Union, averaging to 5% against 1990 levels over the period
2008-2012. To assist these countries and regions (or: Annex B Parties) in achieving their
reduction targets, and to encourage involvement of the private sector and developing
countries, the Kyoto Protocol established three market-based ‘flexible’ mechanisms:
Emissions Trading (ET), the Joint Implementation (JI) and the Clean Development Mechanism
(CDM). To enable deployment of these mechanisms Annex B Parties received ‘Assigned
Amount Units (AAU)’ proportional to their emission targets. Emissions Trading, also known
as the carbon market, allows countries to sell excess emission units to countries that have
insufficient units to meet their target. Joint Implementation and the Clean Development
Mechanism offer the possibility to earn emission reduction credits, each equivalent to 1
tonne of CO2, outside national boundaries. These credits can count towards Kyoto targets.
The main difference between the two mechanisms is that JI projects are situated in Annex B
countries, whereas CDM projects are based in a developing country. JI credits (ERU: Emission
Reduction Units) and CDM credits (CER: Certified Emission Reductions) earned between
2000 and 2012 can be used to achieve national or regional Kyoto targets. CDM, specifically,
has the duel goal of providing Annex B countries with flexibility to meet their Kyoto targets,
while stimulating developing countries to follow a sustainable path of development
(UNFCCC, 2009a; UNFCCC, 1997).

1.2 Problem statement
Operational since 2006, the CDM registered more than 2,300 projects by August 2010. It is
expected to produce over 2.7 billion tonnes of CO2-equivalent in the first commitment
period (UNFCCC, 2009a). Therefore the CDM is arguably successful in providing developed
countries with an opportunity for emission reduction in developing countries. However, it
can be observed that the projects are unevenly distributed among developing countries
(UNFCCC, 2009b). Newly Industrialised Countries (NIC) like China, India and Brazil attract the
vast majority of projects, while many Least Developed Countries (LCD’s), particularly in subSaharan Africa, have not been able to participate. Indicative is the fact that less than 2% of
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the registered projects in CDM are currently based in Africa, with South Africa accounting for
17 of the total of 36 projects on the continent (UNFCCC, 2009a). In other words; whereas the
mechanism has provided developed countries with flexibility and cost-efficient emission
reduction, the majority of developing countries have not been able to reap the benefits.
This has been of increasing concern to the international climate change community.
In 2006 the Nairobi Framework was developed by the UNFCCC Secretariat; the World Bank,
the African Development Bank, the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) and the
United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) to forward CDM in African countries. The
framework defines a number of specific capacity building interventions: (1) build the
capacity of designated national authorities (DNAs), (2) build national capacity to develop
CDM projects, (3) promote investment opportunities for projects, (4) improve information
exchange, and (5) enhance coordination among the partner agencies (UNFCCC, 2006; Lopez,
et al, 2009). So far this has not lead to a marked increase of registered projects in Africa. This
is a reason for concern, certainly at a time when the successor of the Kyoto Protocol is being
negotiated.

1.3 Research objectives
Taking the limited participation of sub-Saharan African countries into consideration - but
without explicit assumptions on the reasons - this thesis presents an in-depth analysis of
CDM implementation in Uganda. Uganda was selected as a case study as it is assumed to
provide a representative image of the difficulties that sub-Saharan countries1 have been
facing in CDM. It is not the most developed, nor the least developed country in sub-Saharan
African. The country has a comparatively long history of CDM implementation, with the
DNA2 being established in 2004, and it has had limited success terms of project registration,
with two CDM registered projects by 2010. This makes the country appropriate for thorough
analysis. Also from a practical point of view the selection of Uganda makes sense; most
organisations relevant for CDM are located in or near Kampala, the capital of Uganda.
The objective of this research is twofold:
- To provide the UNFCCC and the international climate change community with additional
insights on the implementation of the CDM in Uganda in specific and sub-Saharan
countries in general.
- To contribute to the determination of a starting point for renewed capacity building
interventions in Uganda and other sub-Saharan countries, which account for synergies
and contradictions in CDM policy and stakeholders’ experiences.

1

This excludes South-Africa, which registered 17 project by 2010 and cannot be equated with other countries in
sub-Saharan Africa
2
The establishment of a Designated National Authority (DNA) for the approval of projects is required for
participation in the CDM.
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1.4 Case Study: Uganda
Uganda is located in East Africa and is neighboured by Congo (West), Rwanda and Tanzania
(South), Kenya (East) and Sudan (North). It has a rapidly growing population of
approximately 31 million people. The country is categorised by the United Nations as Least
Developed Country (LDC) and Land Locked Developing Country (LLDC). From 1860 to 1962 it
was a British Protectorate (World Bank, 2009). Since independence in 1962 the country has
had seven leaders, including Milton Obote and Idi Amin. After independence Obote inherited
a nation fragmented along religious and ethnic lines. He made himself ´Life President of
Uganda´ and increasingly relied on the use of force to retain power. In 1971 he was
overthrown by Idi Amin, an army general under Obote. The eight years that Amin was in
charge had far-reaching consequences for the country: 13 out of 23 highly ranked army
officers were murdered, all Asians were expelled from the country leading to economic
downfall, and an estimated 300,000 Ugandans were killed. He was defeated in 1979, when
he attacked Tanzania. Obote shortly took over again, followed by several other leaders.
In 1986 Museveni of the National Resistance Movement (NRM) took control. Under
NRM rule the turbulent situation in large parts of the country gradually stabilised. Economic
downfall was turned into economic growth. Currently Uganda is one of the fastest growing
economies of Africa (Briggs, 2006); in spite of the prolonged droughts, energy crisis and
volatile world oil prices, the growth rate has accelerated to 8.3% in recent years (World
Bank, 2009). Museveni appointed a broad-based government across party and ethnic lines,
he re-established the rule of law, appointed a Human-Rights Commission, increased freedom
of press, encouraged the return of Asians, encouraged foreign investment and introduced
multi-party elections in 1996 and 2001 (Briggs, 2006). Uganda's Human Development Index
(HDI) increased from 0.392 to 0.514 between 1990 and 2007, now ranking 157th out of 182
countries. The country is also making progress toward Millennium Development Goals
(MDGs). Uganda is on track to halve poverty by 2015 and it may achieve gender and
education targets as well. Also key health indicators have improved. Under-5 Mortality Rate,
for instance, has dropped from 186/1000 in 1990 to 135/1000 in 2009 (World Bank, 2009).3
Yet, many challenges remain. Social and economic indicators show that there is still a
lot of work to be done: life expectancy at birth is around 54 years, population growth rate
(3.3%) and dependency ratio (1:12) rank among the highest in the world, and strong regional
differences have remained, with high concentrations of poverty in the North and the East. In
recent years Uganda has been facing increased volatility in agricultural production due to
drought, a power crisis due to a decrease in hydro-power generation and a shock in imports
of oil caused by increased oil prices. Additionally, there are significant challenges for the
short term like infrastructure issues, corruption, internal budgets, exogenous shocks, cost
recovery and return to peace in the North (World Bank, 2009).
3

Annex 1 provides an overview of progress towards Millennium Development Goals in Uganda.
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1.5 CDM literature and research
Since the adoption of the Kyoto Protocol in 1997 numerous studies have examined the CDM.
Among them, some have focussed on sustainable development benefits from CDM project
activities, some on the unequal distribution of projects among developing countries, and
others on the implementation of - and potential for CDM - at country level. A small selection
of international literature gives an idea of what has been done.4 Afterwards, research
specifically focussing on Uganda is shortly discussed with in order to define the position of
this research.
CDM in general
A number of studies have considered the dual objective of the CDM. Before large-scale
deployment of the CDM, Risoe (1999) found that the CDM could be particularly beneficial for
African countries due to the promotion of sustainable development. Stronger national
capacities were considered as necessary for realising its potential in developing countries.
More recently, however, it has become clear that this potential has not been realised. Olsen
and Fenhann (2008) state that there are tradeoffs between the objectives of emission
reduction and sustainable development in CDM, and that the contribution of CDM to
sustainable development will not be significant when left to market forces. Sutter and
Parreño (2007) are more explicit and conclude that most projects contribute to emission
reduction, but not significantly to sustainable development. They recommend a premium
price for CERs with high sustainable development benefits.
Other studies have focussed on the unequal distribution of projects among
developing countries. Jung (2005), for instance, analyses the CDM attractiveness of host
countries for non-carbon sink projects based on three main criteria: general investment
climate, (non-sink) emission reduction potential and CDM institutional capacity. Especially
LDCs and African countries receive low scores and are therefore labelled ‘very unattractive’
or, in case there is some potential, as ‘attractive to a limited extent’. Silayan (2005)
attributes the clustering of projects in a few countries to differences in institutional
capacities and investors seeking optimal investment. Lesolle (2008) points out that low
capacity and limited experience are key reasons for the poor performance of African
countries. Recommendations include institutional reform, the introduction of management
systems and extra capacity building interventions to overcome these barriers. Development
of carbon sequestration projects, for which Africa has a high potential in theory, are not
expected to turn the tide. This is underlined by Unruh (2008), who concludes that tenure
issues significantly weaken the prospects for carbon sequestration projects in Africa. Lopez
et al (2009) discuss the reform of CDM rules to the benefit of LDCs. They argue that
modifications like simplification of procedures, a more appropriate balance between

4

It is beyond the scope of this research to provide a comprehensive overview of studies.
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sustainable development and emission reductions monitoring, and development of microscale baselines and methodologies will increase opportunities for LDCs. However, CDM
reform alone will not ‘open a floodgate of registration of projects’ as technical and financial
constraints remain significant.
Lastly, there are studies that have analysed the implementation of CDM at country
level. Sieghart (2009), for example, analyses opportunities for the development of unilateral
CDM projects in Yemen. Findings indicate that opportunities are limited. Domestic project
developers identify lack of finances as a key barrier. Domestic capacity building, financial
support from developed countries and the creation of initiatives to invest in LDCs are
brought forward as possible solutions. Ganapati and Liu (2008) make a comparative
institutional analysis between the Designated National Authorities (DNAs) in China and India.
China’s institutional model has been most successful; it has been able to set priorities for the
selection of CDM projects, to generate considerable resources by taxing CER proceeds and to
reduce transaction costs.
CDM in Uganda
Also Uganda has been the subject of study in the course of time. In a capacity development
paper EDRC (2002) identifies CDM stakeholders and initial capacity building needs. It
registers a great willingness to participate among CDM stakeholders. In 2003 Uganda
Management institute (UMI, 2003) - supported by UNEP - developed a more elaborate work
plan for capacity building on the CDM in Uganda. It identifies actual stakeholders and
potential stakeholders, ongoing projects and upcoming projects. The work plan focuses on
the establishment of the DNA and the development of project development skills. Meena
(2003) assesses the possibilities for mitigation in an integrated East-African power
development. He concludes that there is significant potential for big as well as for small CDM
projects. Particularly small hydropower generation offers good opportunities. Nevertheless,
there are a lot of implementation barriers, including a lack of institutional and technical
capacity at regional level, a lack of political will and a lack of finances for capital intensive
projects. Apuuli (2004) investigates the potential economic benefits from carbon trade for
Uganda. He finds that Uganda had the potential to earn approximately €574 million in the
next decade.5 To achieve this Uganda should at least establish a DNA, raise awareness
among stakeholders, formulate policy and create an enabling environment to attract CDM
investment. Namanya (2004) examines the relevance of the UNFCCC, the Kyoto Protocol and
CDM for a developing country like Uganda. He concludes that Uganda should embrace the
CDM, but also be cautious for the lack of sustainable development benefits in the rush to
stimulate CDM investments. He also points out that Uganda lacks an institutional framework
to facilitate CDM investments. Olsen (2006) investigates Uganda’s policy responses to

5

Converted from $740 million
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foreign interventions in the field of CDM and climate change. She finds that there is a
conflict between global and national climate change priorities; the international community
focuses on mitigation, while Uganda’s priorities are in the area of adaptation. It is concluded,
inter alia, that international efforts on climate change, have not helped to prioritise
Uganda’s needs. GTZ REAP (2007) commissioned a study to identify capacity related
obstacles in CDM in relation to energy in East-Africa. It exposes a number of obstacles in
Uganda including an inadequate policy framework, a lack of staff and financial resources at
the DNA and inadequate information provision. However, promising efforts are underway to
better facilitate CDM in Uganda. Ruhweza and Masiga (2007) identify barriers and
institutional issues that Uganda faces in up-scaling the implementation of Payments for
Ecosystem Services (PES), including CDM. Insecure tenure and property rights, high
transaction cost, a lack of intermediates between local and international actors, and a lack of
transparent regulatory systems are pointed out as the main challenges. JOFCA (2008)
studied baselines for forestry projects in 17 countries around the world, including Uganda, to
facilitate participation of interested entities in CDM forestry projects. LTS International
(2008) performed a scoping mission on climate change for the Department for International
Development (DFID) Uganda. It is stated that Uganda has not been able to benefit from CDM
so far, despite of significant potential. Appointing local verifiers would address problems of
high transaction costs and the low availability of skills. DANIDA (2008) performed a scoping
mission for the identification of climate sensitive areas in Uganda and to consider the
mainstreaming of climate change. It is concluded that there is major potential to make
natural systems and society more resilient. Recommendations included the refocusing of
government budgets and the improvement of knowledge at national and local basis.
Namanya (2008) and Tadeus (2008) both review the policy and legal framework. Namanya
(2008) finds that relevant policy has been scattered over different policy instruments and
makes a case for a specific legislation to support CDM implementation. Also Tadeus (2008)
identifies a need to address CDM specifically. Additionally, he observes a need for capacity
building at national and local level, prioritisation of climate change by the government and
an increase of donor funding. Finally, Econ Pöyry (2009) performed CDM gap analysis to
identify capacity building needs. Recommendations include the improvement of local project
development capacity, integration of capacity building programmes, support to the World
Bank for assigning a dedicated person on climate change, and facilitating data acquisition for
project development.

1.6 Research questions and scope
Previous studies have produced a lot of valuable insights on CDM in Uganda. They
addressed, inter alia, the roles of key stakeholders in Uganda, relevant policies and
regulations and project potential. However, since Olsen (2006) there has not been a
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scientific analysis that considers the CDM state of play in Uganda as a whole, including
different aspects such as policy development, project development and stakeholder
interaction. The research question therefore reads:
-

Research question
How has the Clean Development Mechanism (CDM) materialised in Uganda and what
lessons can be learned from this at national and international level?

To be more specific, this general question is divided into three (sets of) sub-questions:
-

Sub-question 1
What are the outcomes of a decade of CDM implementation work in terms of projects,
institutions, policies and stakeholder involvement?

-

Sub-question 2
How does Uganda make sense of the CDM? What are the most important considerations
for CDM implementation in Uganda? And which implementation barriers can be
observed?

-

Sub-question 3
What options can be identified to better facilitate CDM implementation in Uganda in
specific and sub-Saharan Africa in general?

Sub-question 1 describes the implementation of the CDM in more or less concrete
outcomes. Sub-question 2 is of a more analytical nature and requires in-depth research. A
framework for this analysis is provided by the Policy Arrangements Approach (PAA). The
outcomes of sub-questions 1 and 2, in turn, provide the basis for recommendations, as
addressed by sub-question 3.
It is worth noting that it is not primarily the scope of the research nor its objectives that are
unique. Rather it is the approach to the problem - with a strong focus on stakeholders, their
roles and their perceptions - that is expected to generate valuable new insights.
There are also a number of limitations to this research:
-

It does not present an in-depth legal and policy document analysis.6

-

The focus is not on technical details of CDM methodologies and procedures, nor on
specific project level sustainability concerns.

-

6

It does not examine the role of Uganda in international climate change negotiations
under the UNFCCC.

For in-depth analysis see Namanya (2008) and Tadeus (2008).
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1.7 Research Methods
Three methods are used for information acquisition:
- Literature review: Literature was obtained from peer-reviewed journals and books. It is
primarily used for the formulation of the research questions and for the delineation of the
research. It also provides a framework for policy analysis, additional information for the
analysis, and background information for increased understanding of the issues at stake.
- Interviews: Three semi-structured questionnaires were drafted to obtain information and
perspectives of various actors relevant for the CDM in Uganda; one questionnaire for
general stakeholders, one for project developers, one for development partners (Annex
2). Content of the three questionnaires is similar for the most part, but specific questions
are modified to fit the type of stakeholder and the information that can be acquired from
them. Probing is applied to obtain additional information. 43 interviews were conducted
during a four month visit to Uganda, between May-August 2009. An additional five
questionnaires were returned by e-mail. The completed questionnaires provide the basis
for the analysis.
- Document analysis: A whole range of documents was reviewed. Inventories and scoping
missions feed into the research question and provide a reference for the analysis in case
of ambiguities. Project related documents provide detailed information on specific
projects. Policy documents define national priorities and actions.

1.8 Outline of the report
Chapter 2 describes the Policy Arrangement Approach (PAA) and specifies on the application
of this framework to the case under consideration. Chapter 3 describes the working of the
CDM in general lines. Chapter 4 describes the history of CDM in Uganda, the national
approval process and CDM projects in different stages of development. Chapter 5 elaborates
on CDM stakeholders in Uganda. Chapters 6, 7 and 8 analyse the CDM in Uganda in
accordance with the application of the PAA, discussing ‘relational power’, ‘discourse
coalitions’ and the ‘rules of interaction’ respectively. Chapter 10 concludes on the findings of
the analysis. Finally, Chapter 11 sets out a number of recommendations for national and
international level.
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Chapter 2: The Policy Arrangements Approach
The CDM encompasses several levels of organisation, from international level and national
level to project level, and a vast number of actors, from the Executive Board (EB) and
Designated National Authorities (DNAs) to experts, investors and local communities.
Notwithstanding the focus on Uganda, international actors are an indissoluble part of the
mechanism and need to be taken into account for a comprehensive picture. Analysing the
CDM thus requires a multi-level and multi-actor approach that can expose different aspects
of policy and implementation. These characteristics are found in the Policy Arrangements
Approach (PAA).

2.1 Theory and characteristics
The Policy Arrangements Approach is a conceptual framework that was developed to
increase understanding of ‘the synthesis of stability and change in environmental policy’ by
linking changes in day-to-day practices to broader changes in society. It provides an
‘encompassing and dynamic analysis of policy processes’ (Liefferink, 2005). The approach is
based on the theoretical concepts of institutionalisation, political modernisation and policy
arrangements, and inspired by the duality of actor and structure:
-

Institutionalisation: in a policy context this concept refers to the process in which actors
gradually develop more or less stable rules, policy approaches, problem definitions and
patterns of interaction. As a result, specific structures and/or institutions arise. In turn,
structures and institutions are subject to gradual change, no matter how stable.

-

Political modernisation: this concept refers to ‘structural processes of social change’
(e.g. individualisation, globalisation and privatisation) ‘and their impact on the political
domain’. Relationships between state, market and civil society may be altered and new
ideas about steering and policy may arise.

-

Policy arrangements: this concept refers to the way in which a policy domain is shaped
in terms of organisation (e.g. departments, procedures and division of tasks) and
substance (e.g. principles, objectives and measures). A policy arrangement is bound by
time, as any shape of a policy domain is temporary, and by space, as any policy applies to
a defined geographical area. A policy arrangement may evolve at different levels of
organisation or interconnect these levels.

-

Duality of actor and structure: this assumes the mutual dependency of actor and
structure for the institutionalisation of policy arrangements: actors are bound by certain
rules and power. Structures, on the other hand, are formed and altered through
continual interaction between actors. Both ‘actor’ and ‘structure’ are therefore essential
and indissoluble aspects of policy-making and thus of policy analysis.
(Arts & Tatenhove 2004; Arts, et al., 2006)
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Policy decisions and policy-making processes within a policy arrangement are assumed to be
the result of the interplay between Political Modernisation, a slow structuralisation process,
and Policy Innovation, ‘the problem-oriented renewal of policy making by agents in day-today practices’ (Arts & Tatenhove, p.344). The PAA thus aspires:
… (a) to make a connection between all kinds of everyday policy processes and
long-term developments; (b) to do justice to the interaction between actor and
structure, meaning the relationship between the impact of the strategic action of
actors and structural developments; and (c) to do justice to broader social and
political developments that are also, but not exclusively, influential in the
environmental policy domain (Arts, et al, 2006, p.96).
The policy domain under consideration can be described and analysed using the four
dimensions of a policy arrangement: (1) Actors and Policy Coalitions, (2) Power and
Resources, (3) Rules of the game, and (4) Discourses and Programmes. Whereas the
dimensions of Actors, Power and Rules of the Game concern the organisation of a policy
arrangement, Discourses deals with substance:
-

Actors and Coalitions: actor refers to an individual participant or a participating
company, organisation or institution. A coalition consists of a number of actors who
share resources and/or interpretations of a policy discourse. Coalitions of actors have
similar policy goals and may support or challenge the dominant policy discourse or rules
of the game.

-

Power and Resources: the division of resources between actors leads to differences in
power and influence. Power refers to ‘the mobilisation and deployment of available
resources’, whereas influence refers to ‘who determines policy outcomes and how’.7

-

Rules of the game: the rules of the game delineate a policy domain; they define how the
game should be played. Institutions are considered as sets of rules that guide and
constrain the behaviour of actors. Actors can also draw upon the rules to legitimise
certain behaviour and disapprove deviant behaviour. Rules can thereby define the
relations between actors and delineate the boundaries of policy coalitions.

-

Discourses: discourses are dominant interpretative schemes (or: narratives/storylines)
through which actors give meaning to a policy domain. A discourse is composed of a
specific set of concepts, categories, norms and values, definitions of problems and
approaches to solutions.
(Arts & Tatenhove, 2004; Liefferink, 2005; Arts, et al., 2006)

7

Power can be further specified into: ‘relational power’, the capacity of agents to achieve policy outcomes;
‘dispositional power’, the positioning of agents in arrangements mediated by rules and resources; and ‘structural
power’, the asymmetrical distribution of resources in a society (Arts & Tatenhove, 2004).
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The four dimensions are closely linked to each other. A shift in one dimension generally
leads to changes in the other dimensions. This, in turn, signifies a change in the arrangement
as a whole. The interconnectedness of the dimensions is resembled by the tetrahedron in
Figure 1.

Figure 1: Dimensions of a policy arrangement (Source: Arts, et al., 2006)
Changes in a policy arrangement can originate from day-to-day interactions between actors,
but also from more structural changes in society. This is reflected in Figure 2. For reference,
two types of conventional policy analysis, Institutional Analysis and Strategic Policy Analysis
are displayed.

Figure 2: The Policy Arrangements Approach (Source: Tatenhove, 2008)
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2.2 Application to the CDM in Uganda
Applying the Policy Arrangements Approach to the CDM in Uganda is not straightforward.
There are at least two differences compared to ‘normal’ cases. Firstly, in this research the
PAA is used to analyse the implementation of an instrument or mechanism, whereas it was
primarily designed to analyse a policy domain. This means that the national arrangement
around CDM is ‘pre-shaped’ to some extent by the rules of the mechanism (e.g. by
implementation requirements, eligibility of projects and the registration procedure).
Secondly, this research analyses a case in Uganda, whereas the PAA is normally applied to
cases in Europe. The context in which the arrangement materialises is thus significantly
different (e.g. relations between the state, market and civil society, priorities of actors and
codes of conduct). These differences do not mean that the framework is inappropriate.
Indeed, the Policy Arrangements Approach provides ‘practical tools in a fairly elementary
toolbox, (...) which may be applied in different ways, according to the user’s requirements
and skills’ (Liefferink, 2005, p.66). So instead, it is challenging to apply a framework on an
extraordinary case and it may produce new insights that would not be revealed otherwise.
The tetrahedron is entered from the micro-level of Policy Practices as it is important how
Uganda and Ugandans make sense of – and give substance to - the CDM. Political
Modernisation, a process that goes well beyond CDM implementation and Uganda, is not of
primary importance for the research and cannot be addressed meaningfully within the scope
of this research. This is not to say that structural phenomena are unimportant. On the
contrary, structure and structuralisation processes are key elements in any policy
arrangement. An analysis that covers all dimensions of the arrangement also includes these
elements.
To start the analysis it is necessary to determine a starting point. In principle any dimension
of the tetrahedron can serve as a point of departure. It depends on the research question
which dimension is most suitable. Each starting point uses different conceptual and
methodological tools and results in a different perspective on the policy arrangement as a
whole. This is presented in figure 3 (Liefferink, 2005).
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Figure 3: A policy arrangement and its analytical possibilities (Source: Liefferink, 2005)
A logical starting point for analysis is the Actors dimension. It is only through actors in their
day-to-day behaviour and actions that the other dimensions have meaning (Liefferink, 2005).
An actor perspective is also ‘the most tangible way to get to an overview of the policy
arrangement’ (Liefferink, 2005, p.50). The latter is important when aspiring to address CDM
implementation in a comprehensive manner. The actual analysis starts with determining
who is involved in the CDM in Uganda (Chapter 5). In succession the tetrahedron turns:
-

Towards the Power dimension (Chapter 6): this signifies an analysis of Relational Power,
the achievement of policy outcomes by specific actors in interaction with other actors.
Further distinction can be made between transitive power, actors trying to achieve
outcomes at the expense of others, and intransitive power, actors searching for
outcomes for the benefit of all.

-

Towards the Discourse dimension (Chapter 7): this part is intended to identify Discourse
Coalitions, or actors following the same discourse. Discourses are relevant at two levels.
The first refers to ideas about the organisation of society and the relations between
state, market and society; the second to the policy issue at stake.

-

Towards the Rules of the game dimension (Chapter 8): this implies a focus on the Rules
of Interaction. These rules govern interaction between stakeholders. A distinction can be
made between formal procedures and more informal procedures and routines.
(Arts & Tatenhove, 2004; Liefferink, 2005)
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Chapter 3: CDM, how does it work?
The CDM is a complex system of rules, procedures and methodologies that involves a wide
range of actors. The basic idea is to develop a project activity in a developing country that
reduces GHG emissions - and produced CERs - while stimulating sustainable development.
This chapter describes the working of the mechanism in general lines, first project eligibility
and then the registration process.

3.1 CDM eligibility
Article 12 of the Kyoto Protocol (KP) states that emission reductions from CDM project
activities shall be certified on the basis of (UNFCCC, 1997):
a) Voluntary participation approved by each Party [to the Kyoto Protocol] involved.
b) Real, measurable, and long-term benefits related to the mitigation of climate change.
c) Reductions in emissions that are additional to any that would occur in the absence of
the certified project activity.
The first criterion refers to the host country as well as to the buyers of the credits. The
second and the third criterion require the precise monitoring of emission reductions with
respect to a baseline emission scenario. This is also referred to as ‘additionality’. Besides
these criteria, a developing country aspiring to act as a host for project activities is required
to establish a Designated National Authority (DNA) for the approval of projects at national
level. This national approval is based on a list of national sustainable development criteria.
Sustainable development is defined by individual host countries to ensure that it is in line
with national development priorities.
Project activities - hereafter referred to as ‘projects’ - under CDM can be divided into energy
projects that reduce GHG emissions (renewable energy, energy efficiency, agriculture, fuel
switching, transport and waste) and afforestation and reforestation (A/R) projects that act as
carbon sinks. Besides full-scale projects CDM also provides for small scale (SSC) and for
clustering of projects under the Programme of Activities (PoA). The latter permits the
registration of multiple (micro-scale) projects as one CDM project activity (Lopez, et al.,
2009; UNFCCC, 2009a).

3.2 The registration process
The procedure to register a CDM project involves a number of stages and actors. All actors in
the official procedure have specified roles and responsibilities, from project design and
national approval to issuance of CERs. An overview is presented in figure 4.
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Figure 4: UNFCCC Procedure of CDM (Source: Silayan, 2005)
The project design phase includes various actors like project developers, consultants,
financials, non-governmental organisations (NGOs) and local communities. They can be
captured under the general name of ‘project participants’. The organisation or individual
acting as a project developer should have a general understanding of the technical options
for GHG reduction, the attached costs, and issues related to the determination of
additionality. A project developer usually hires consultant to develop the Project Design
Document, which requires technical expertise and detailed knowledge of CDM rules.
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Financial institutions may provide upfront financing to the project. NGOs can act as a
safeguard for the social and environmental integrity of the project (Michaelowa, 2003). Local
communities may act as project participants in the implementation of the project and they
can provide comments during the mandatory stakeholder consultation process.
To apply for national approval project participants need to develop a Project Design
Documented (PDD), which contains detailed information on the project. The outline of a
standard PDD is presented in Figure 5. For a single project activity there are four PDD forms,
corresponding to the different types of projects: the standard PDD form (CDM-PDD), the
PDD form for A/R projects (CDM-AR-PDD), the PDD form for Small Scale projects (CDM-SSCPDD), and the PDD for Small Scale A/R projects (CDM-SSC-AR-PDD). PoA PDD forms also
present SSC and A/R variants. Most convenient is to use an existing and approved baseline
and monitoring methodology. In case these methodologies do not fit the project under
consideration, a new methodology can be designed and submitted to the Designated
Operational Entities / Applicant Entity (DOE/AE). The DOE/AE performs a completion check
and forwards the new methodology to the Executive Board (EB) and the Meth Panel for
approval (UNFCCC, 2009a).

Figure 5: PDD Version 3, in effect as of 28 July 2008 (Source: UNFCCC, 2009a)
After national approval the PDD is forwarded to a Designated Operational Entity
(DOE), a legal entity or international organisation accredited by the Executive Board (EB) to
perform PDD validation, i.e. the evaluation of a project against the requirements set out by
the UNFCCC (UNFCCC, 2009a). This includes confirmation of Kyoto Protocol ratification by
the host country, inclusion and consideration of stakeholder comments in the PDD, a
baseline and monitoring methodology check and, if necessary, an Environmental Impact
Assessment (EIA) compliance check (Silayan, 2005). After validation, the DOE requests
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registration of the project with the EB. When the EB does not request for review within eight
weeks after submission, than the project is formally accepted and registered (UNFCCC,
2009a)
After registration the DOE periodically verifies the emission reductions of the project
based on a monitoring report provided by project participants. Monitoring includes the
collection and archiving of data relevant for measuring the realised emission reductions
(Silayan, 2005). After verification the DOE writes a certification report, i.e. an assurance that
the applied emission reductions have been realised (UNFCCC, 2009a).
The last stage is the issuance of the CERs by the EB. Issuance is final unless a project
participant or at least three members of the EB request a review within 15 days after
delivery of the certification report (Silayan, 2005). The EB levies a 2% adaptation tax over the
issued CERs (Michaelowa, 2003). This adaptation tax goes into a fund that is used to assist
adaptation activities in developing countries which are particularly vulnerable to the effects
of climate change. Figure 6 provides a graphical summary of CDM structure and procedure
described above.

Figure 6: Actors and their tasks in CDM (Source: Michaelowa, 2003)
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Chapter 4: CDM tangibles in Uganda
The implementation and materialisation of CDM differs from country to country. For
instance, the Designated National Authority (DNA) may be established in a different
institutional framework, potential for emission reductions may be found in different sectors,
the political landscape and the policy environment may differ, and different types of actors
may be important. This chapter describes the CDM in Uganda in more or less concrete
developments and outcomes. First, there is an overview of capacity building and
implementation interventions related to climate change and CDM. After that, the national
approval process is outlined. The third section addresses relevant policies. The last
paragraph provides an overview of current CDM projects.

4.1 A short history of UNFCCC and CDM in Uganda
Concern over climate change in Uganda first arose when the Department of Meteorology
was preparing for the Second World Climate Conference in 1990. Two years later President
Museveni signed the United Nations Framework Conference on Climate Change (UNFCCC) at
the second United Nations Conference on Environment and Development. In 1993 Uganda
ratified the UNFCCC. Almost a decade later, in 2002, Uganda accessed the Kyoto Protocol
(KP), approximately five years after its adoption in 1997 (Olsen, 2006).
Implementation of the UNFCCC in Uganda has been entirely donor lead, both through
multilateral and bilateral initiatives. Table 1 provides an overview of interventions related to
the implementation of the Convention up to 2007. The Department of Meteorology (DoM)
in the former Ministry of Water, Lands and Environment, has been the focal point for
support. First in 1994 and again in 1996 it acted as the lead institution in the preparation of
an inventory of sources and sinks of GHGs in Uganda, as required by the UNFCCC. Later the
Department was assisted in preparing Uganda’s Initial National Communication to the
UNFCCC and in developing and implementing Uganda’s National Adaptation Programme of
Action (NAPA). In the meantime a number of non-governmental organisation (NGOs) and
community based organisations (CBOs) were targeted in GEFs five-year Small Grants
Programme and in the preparations for the Johannesburg World Summit in a Danish
intervention. Lastly, the National Environment Management Authority (NEMA), a semiautonomous governmental agency established in 1995, received support for the analysis and
stimulation of climate change integration into national planning. More recently the Danish
government agreed with Government of Uganda (GoU) to support the set up of a Climate
Change Unit (CCU) directly under the Permanent Secretary of the Ministry of Water and
Environment (MWE)8 in a four year programme starting in 2008 (Olsen, 2006).

8

In a new institutional structure the Ministry of Water, Lands and Environment was reorganised into the
Ministry of Water and Environment; the ‘Lands’ section was institutionalised into the Ministry of Lands,
Housing and Urban Development (MLHUD).
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Table 1: UNFCCC implementation in Uganda
Year

Intervention

1994

Sources and Sinks of GHG in Uganda

Partners
Funding from GEF through UNEP
to DoM
US Government through

1996

Sources and Sinks of GHG in Uganda (update)

Country Studies Programme
support to DoM
Funding from GEF through

1997-2002

GEF Small Grants Programme in Uganda

UNDP Uganda; cooperation with
local CBOs and NGOs

2000-2002

Multi-stakeholder Integrative Sustainability

Funding from Earth Council and

Planning Project in Uganda

SIDA to NEMA

Climate and Energy Thematic National
2002

Assessment Report: increasing participation of

Funding from DANIDA through

southern NGOs towards Johannesburg World

92-Group to Rio+10 Coalition

Summit
2002

Uganda Initial National Communication to

Funding from GEF through

UNFCCC

UNDP to DoM

2004

National Capacity Self-Assessment Project

2004-2005

National Adaptation Programme of Action

Funding from GEF through UNEP
to NEMA
Funding from GEF through UNEP
to DoM

Climate change programme: set-up of Climate
2008-present

Change Unit, mainstreaming climate change

Funding and support from

adaptation, preparation of Uganda’s participation

DANIDA to GoU

in COP15

(Based on source: Olsen, 2006)
Table 2 presents interventions that have specifically focussed on the implementation of
CDM. Again, support has been entirely donor lead. There is an even more dominant role for
multilateral donors. Also in CDM interventions the Department of Meteorology has been the
organisation to receive most support. It received support under five programmes from 2000
onwards. From 2004 onwards the Department also acted as the Designated National
Authority (DNA). In the beginning of 2009 the Departments’ capacities on climate change
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and CDM were transferred to the newly established Climate Change Unit (CCU). Lastly, the
Uganda Investment Authority (UIA), a semi-autonomous governmental agency, Uganda
Management Institute (UMI) and Makerere University (MU) were targeted in capacity
building.
Table 2: Interventions to implement the CDM in Uganda
Year

Intervention

2000-2001

Capacity Building in CDM in Uganda

2000-2002

CDM Susac: Start-up CDM in African, Caribbean
and Pacific countries

Partners
Support from UNEP through
UCCEE to DoM
Funding from EU/UK to DoM
Funding from UNCTAD/ Earth

2002-2004

Getting started with CDM in LDCs

Council to Sustainable
Development Promotional
Centre

2002-2006

2003

CD4CDM: Capacity Development for the CDM
in Uganda
WoB National Strategies Study: Capacity
Building for the Kyoto Protocol

Funding from Dutch government
through UNEP/URC to UMI, MU
and DoM
Support from WoB to DoM
Support from WoB Carbon

2003-2004

A CDM Promotional Concept Paper for Uganda

Finance Project to consultant
contracted for UIA

African-assist Initiative, African regional
2004-2007

capacity building and technical assistance for

Support from WoB to DoM

carbon finance
2008-2009

CDM in Africa Initiative

2009-present

CDM Capacity Development

Funding from REEEP and support
from Austria to DNA
Support from SIDA9

(Based on source: Olsen, 2006)

9

The scope of this intervention is largely unclear.
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4.2 The approval process
The establishment of a Designated National Authority (DNA) is a condition for participation
in the CDM. In 2004 a consultative workshop was held in Uganda to discuss the national
framework for implementation of the UNFCCC and the KP. The outcome envisioned two-unit
model (Winkler, et al., 2005) (or a two-tiered structure (Michaelowa, 2003)) separating
regulatory and promotional functions. The Uganda Investment Authority (UIA) would be
charged with the promotion of CDM to national and international investors. A dedicated
board with members from key public institutions, private sector and civil society would act
as the focal point for the UNFCCC and the DNA, reporting to the Minister of Water, Lands
and Environment (Winkler, et al., 2005). Awaiting a decision of the government, this
proposal did not materialise. So it was decided that the Department of Meteorology (DoM)
would act as the Designated National Authority (DNA). From 2004 onwards the DoM was
operated by a single person without a budget (Econ Pöyry, 2009).
However, the idea for a multi-tiered structure was preserved when the Government
of Uganda signed an agreement with the Danish government in July 2008 to set up a Climate
Change Unit (CCU) directly under the Permanent Secretary of the Ministry of Water and
Environment. The CCU started operating in the beginning of 2009. It was given two major
mandates, largely corresponding with those of the envisioned board. Firstly, it is charged
with the coordination of climate change issues in Uganda; it acts as the Focal Point for the
UNFCCC, it provides support to public and private actors in undertaking climate change
issues and it creates awareness on the various aspects of climate change. Secondly, the CCU
acts as the Ugandan DNA Secretariat, managing the DNA’s day-to-day operations (Annex 3:
more specific responsibilities). The CCU has a staff of seven, including four professionals. It
has two divisions; one handling adaptation issues, the other mitigation issues. Both divisions
have a responsible officer in charge. The Unit is lead by a coordinator, a former official of
DoM and a full member of the CDM Executive Board (EB) since 2008. (Interview, CCU1).
The CCU does not have a final vote on the approval of projects. This responsibility lies with
the Minister of Water and Environment, who acts as the head of the DNA. The Minister is
advised by a Climate Change Polity Committee (CCPC), a multi-stakeholder policy committee
with representatives from key public institutions and private sector. The CCPC has a
supervising role over the CCU and is chaired by the Permanent Secretary of MWE (Interview,
CCU1). Figure 7 provides an overview of the DNA structure.
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Figure 7: The structure of the DNA (based on: Interview, CCU1; Econ Pöyry, 2009)
Before requesting approval, a project developer first submits a Project Idea Note
(PIN) to the DNA Secretariat. This PIN gives a brief description of the proposed project, the
financing structure, and the contribution of projects to sustainable development. The DNA
Secretariat then evaluates the PIN based on a list of sustainable development criteria (Annex
4), it advices the project developer, and then issues a ‘letter of consent’. Afterwards, the
project developer can proceed with the development of a Project Design Document (PDD).
After completion the PDD is submitted to the CCU again. The CCU subsequently directs the
document to the CCPC, which evaluates it based on the sustainable development criteria.
Within thirty days the CCPC advices the Minister on its approval. Finally, the Minister issues a
‘letter of approval’ allowing the project developer to apply for validation and registration at
international level (Interview, CCU1; Econ Pöyry, 2009).
Besides this formal procedure, there are a number of additional requirements, which
involve other government institutions. Project developers and investor need to register with
Uganda Investment Authority (UIA) to receive an investor licence. The review and approval
of the Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA), a sustainable development criterion, is a
responsibility of the National Environment Management Authority (NEMA). Lastly, a number
of sectoral institutions need to be involved for sectoral arrangements. For projects in the
field of energy these may include the Ministry of Energy and Mineral Development (MEMD),
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the Electricity Regulatory Authority (ERA), the Rural Electrification Agency (REA) and Uganda
Electricity Transmission Company Ltd (UETCL). For forestry projects the National Forestry
Authority (NFA) and Uganda Wildlife Authority (UWA) are relevant, depending on the
location of a project - central forest reserves or national parks and wildlife reserves
respectively. An overview of the national approval process is presented in Figure 8.

Figure 8: National CDM approval process in Uganda

4.3 The national policy context
Uganda has three major strategic development plans in place: National Vision, Plan for
Modernization of Agriculture (PMA) and the Poverty Eradication Action Plan (PEAP). The
latter has been successes by the National Development Plan from 2010 onwards.
Vision 2025 is Uganda’s 30-year development plan. It is currently under revision; a
draft has been released for National Vision 2035 which aims to transform Uganda from a
‘Peasant Economy to a Prosperous, Industrialized, Hi-tech Economy’ (RwengaboRutashoboroka, 2008). Three successive 10-year National Development Plans will be
developed to the actualise aspirations of the Vision series. The PEAP presents a 5-year
‘overarching framework to guide public action to eradicate poverty’ (MFPED, 2005). It was
first formulated in 1997. The third revision of the PEAP (2004/5-2007/8) has been
implemented in recent years. It establishes five ‘pillars’ of priority action: (1) Economic
management, (2) Production, competitiveness and incomes (3) Security, conflict-resolution
and disaster-management, (4) Good governance and (5) Human development (MFPED,
2005). Interventions receive government support only when they are in line with these
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pillars and contribute directly to the ultimate goal of poverty eradication (Econ Pöyry, 2009).
As regards the CDM, the PEAP 2004/5-2007/8 identifies the need to quickly establish a legal
and institutional framework to attract CDM investment and to take advantage of CDM
(MFPED, 2005). The PMA is part the PEAP. It specifically focuses on multi-sectoral
interventions to transform the agricultural sector and alleviate poverty (MAAIF & MFPED,
2000). PEAP budgets are further broken down into the annual budgets.
For the new term the PEAP concept was converted into the National Development
Plan (NDP). The NDP 2010/11-2014/15 with the theme ‘Growth Employment and SocioEconomic Transformation for Prosperity’ was released in April 2010. It is the first in a line of
six consecutive NDPs which stipulate the mid-term strategic direction towards the new
National Vision framework. Investment priorities of the NDP 2010/11-2014/15 include
physical infrastructure development (energy, railways, water and air transport), human
resources development (education, skills, health, water and sanitation), production inputs
(agriculture and industry) and the promotion of science and technology (NDP, 2010). It also
promotes public-private partnerships (PPP’s) and encourages foreign investment and
exports with high value addition. As regards CDM, the NDP identifies the need to reduce
CDM overheads for project formulation and development. In a broader context it also
identifies the need to domesticate the UNFCCC and its protocols, and to strengthen the
mandate and the capacity of the Climate Change Unit. 10

4.4 Projects and project developers
Since the beginning of 2006, when the CDM started operating, two projects in Uganda have
registered at the Executive Board11; the West Nile Electrification Project (WNEP), which was
initiated by the World Bank as one of the first projects in Africa, and the Nile Basin
Reforestation Project (NBRP) No 3, which is the first registered A/R project in Africa. There
are ten projects in that were approved at national level.12 Their PDDs have been submitted
to a Designated Operational Entity (DOE) for validation. Among them, there are four forestry
projects which are similar to the registered Nile Basin Reforestation Project No 3.
Furthermore, there are two hydropower projects, two projects on generation of electricity
from bagasse, and two projects on waste. The Municipal Waste Compost Programme is one
of a handful of projects worldwide at the Programme of Activities (PoA) validation stage.
Table 3 presents an overview of these projects. There are also a vast number of projects that
have not advanced from national level. Annex 5 describes all projects in more detail.
10 A detailed analysis of laws and policies can be found in Namanya (2008). Laws include: National
Environment Act (Cap. 153), National Forestry and Tree Planting Act, Water Act (Cap. 152), Electricity Act
(Cap.145), Income Tax Act (Cap. 340) Investment Code (Cap. 92). Policies include: Wetlands Policy (1995)
National Population Policy (1995) Health Policy (1999) National Environment Policy (2001) National Forestry
Policy (2001) Energy Policy (2002) Renewable Energy Policy (2008) Water Policy and the Disaster
Management and Preparedness Policy.
11
By January 2010
12
By October 2009; changes after this date have not been taken into account.
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Table 3: CDM projects in Uganda13
Stage

Project type

Project name

Hydro

West-Nile Electrification Project

Forestry

Nile Basin Reforestation Project No 3

Remarks

Registered (2)
Registered in 2009

Bugoye Hydropower project
Hydro
Ishasha Small Hydropower project
Nile Basin Reforestation Project No 1
Nile Basin Reforestation Project No 2
Forestry
Nile Basin Reforestation Project No 4
Nile Basin Reforestation Project No 5
At Validation (10)
Kakira Sugar Works Cogeneration
Project

Changed methodology

Bagasse
Bagasse Cogeneration Project Kinyara
Sugar Limited
Uganda Municipal Waste Compost
Waste

programme

PoA

Mpererwe Landfill Gas Project
National level (13)
Hydro

Forestry

Kikagati Hydro Power Project

PDD developed

Hydromax Project

PIN developed

Mount Elgon Hydropower Project

PDD being revised

The International Small Group and Tree

PDD under

Planting Program (TIST)

development

Mityana Fruit Forest Initiative

PIN developed,
targeting VCM

Industrial Wood Plantation of Pine and

PIN developed,

Mixed Hardwood Species

targeting VCM

Kikonda Forest Reserve

PDD developed, VERs

13

This table includes exclusively projects on the CDM Project List provided by Uganda Investment Authority in
July 2009, with addition of two forestry projects identified in Econ Poyry (2009).
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awarded
Nanga Farms Ltd project

PIN developed

Plan Vivo Uganda: Trees for Global

PIN developed, VERs

Benefits

awarded

Namwasa Reforestation Project

PDD withdrawn

Kachung Forestry Project

Bukaleba Forestry Project
Solar PV based Rural Electrification
Solar

project
Solar Energy Uganda (PV) in rural areas

Briquettes

Cattle Feed

Kampala Jellitone Briquettes

Uganda Cattle Methane Reduction
Project

PDD under
development
PDD under
development
PoA, PIN developed
PoA, PIN developed
PIN developed, No
methodology
PIN developed,
Methodology under
development
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Chapter 5: CDM stakeholders in Uganda
CDM in Uganda involves a wide range of actors, from industrial to forestry players and from
NGOs to ministries. All have different roles and responsibilities. The most relevant
stakeholders in Uganda and their activities in the field of CDM are presented in Tables 4.1 to
4.6 beneath.14 More explicit descriptions can be found in Annex 6. Stakeholders are divided
into six categories: public institutions, development partners, non-governmental
organisations, research institutes, private sector and groups/forums. In each category
stakeholders are displayed in alphabetic order.

5.1 Public institutions
Table 4.1 displays relevant public institutions. Most are ministries or semi-autonomous
governmental agencies. Uganda Cleaner Production Centre (UCPC) is a joint venture
between UNIDO and the Ministry of Tourism Trade and Industry. The Climate Change Unit in
the Ministry of Water and Environment acts as the DNA Secretariat. Other ministries and
agencies are involved in policy making, the registration process or in project development.
Table 4.1: CDM stakeholders in Uganda: public institutions
Public institution

CDM related activities:
-

Is the leading institution on development of
sustainable land management framework, including
mitigation and adaptation issues

Ministry of Agriculture, Animal
Industries and Fisheries (MAAIF)

-

Energy Efficiency Department

Is a key stakeholder in national processes on climate
change, like preparation of NAPA

-

Has an early warning system for changing agricultural
conditions

Ministry of Energy and Mineral

-

Dedicated team on climate change and CDM issues

-

Coordinates three advanced project activities on

Development (MEMD)

hydro power and one on combined heat and power
cogeneration

Ministry of Water and Environment

-

Coordinates national climate change issues

-

Creates awareness and building capacity, e.g through

(MWE) Climate Change Unit (CCU)

workshops
-

Acts as the DNA secretariat

14

More organisations could be identified with an interest in CDM, but only the most relevant are selected to
keep the analysis clarifying.
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National Environment Management

-

Hosts the UNFCCC Focal Point

-

Supervises all activities in the field of environment

-

Is charged with review of EIAs, compulsory for CDM
activities

Authority (NEMA)
-

Coordinates Municipal Waste Compost Programme
(PoA project activity)

-

Coordinates the Nile Basin Reforestation Project
cluster

-

Is Preparing two new project activities and scouting
for more

National Forestry Authority (NFA)
-

Supports private forestry initiatives

-

Has a database of land use trends from 1990 to 2005

-

Is Included in WB Forest Carbon Partnership Facility

-

Coordinates effort on readiness for REDD

-

Works on energy efficiency project with 120

Uganda Cleaner Production Centre

enterprises, bringing CDM forward as investment

(UCPC)

opportunity
-

Participated in CDM training session provided by
UNIDO

-

Facilitates and registers CDM project developers

-

Markets CDM project opportunities

-

Organizes workshops and bring in key players

-

Hosts first carbon forest carbon forestry project in

Uganda Investment Authority (UIA)

Uganda (FACE project)
Uganda Wildlife Authority (UWA)

-

Is charged with management of protected area
estates

-

Responsible for the composure of EIA guidelines on
activities within protected area estates

5.2 Development partners
Development partners have important roles in capacity building and funding. Table 4.2
displays a number of bilateral and multilateral donors and their interventions in the area of
CDM. Most of them have provided - or are planning to provide – technical, financial and
institutional support. Especially the World Bank has been active in the area of CDM.
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Table 4.2: CDM stakeholders in Uganda: development partners
Development partner

CDM related activities:
-

African Development Bank (ADB)

Contributed to the financing of the Bujagali
Hydropower project and the Buseruka Hydroelectric
Project1516

-

Issued a scoping mission on climate change issues in
Uganda in 2007, but decided not to engage

Department for International
Development UK (DFID)

German Technical Cooperation (GTZ)

-

Supports full time position on climate change within
the World Bank

-

Small advocacy work

-

Commissioned the study ‘The CDM in Relation to
Energy; in East Africa: Status quo, Obstacles and

Regional Energy Advisory Platform

Recommendations’

(REAP)
-

Signed a contract with Uganda Carbon Bureau to
support their activities in CDM

Royal Belgian Embassy (RBE) /

-

Belgian Technical Cooperation (BTC)

Is awaiting approval for a capacity building effort in
cooperation with the CCU, focusing on technical
capacity building and awareness raising

-

Is supporting the set up of CCU

-

Is supporting the set up of the CCPC and attends its

Royal Danish Embassy (RDE) /
Danish Development Cooperation

weekly meetings

Agency (DANIDA)
-

Supported the NGO Rio+10 Coalition for southern
participation in the Johannesburg summit in 2002

Royal Norwegian Embassy (RNE) /

-

Norwegian Agency for Development
Cooperation (NORAD)

Commissioned a scoping mission on CDM in Uganda
in 2009, but decided not to take the lead

-

Supports the forestry sector in undertaking activities,
including CDM

United Nations Development
Programme (UNDP)

-

Was a capacity builder to former DoM and current
CCU

15

Involvement and interventions of the African Development Bank in Uganda are not fully understood.
The mentioned projects have not been taken up in the list of projects displayed in Chapter 4. Probably these
CDM projects, or at least documentation papers, have been released in a later stage.
16
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-

Works closely with Forestry Department in MWE

-

Set up several programmes of support to the DoM

-

Contracted a consultant for UIA in 2004 to support
project development

World Bank (WB)

-

Provides technical assistance and buying the credits
of several projects

-

Attributes a website specifically focusing on climate
change in Africa

-

Is recruiting full time person on climate change in
Uganda

5.3 NGOs
A number of relevant international and local NGOs are displayed in Table 4.3. Most are
engaged in awareness raising and advocacy work on climate change issues, rather than on
CDM specifically. For the Climate Change Concern (CCC) climate change and CDM issues are
the main focus. Katoomba Group and Ecotrust are involved in the implementation of carbon
forestry projects in the Voluntary Carbon Market (VCM).
Table 4.3: CDM stakeholders in Uganda: non-governmental organisations
Non-governmental organisation

CDM related activities:

-

Conducts legal and policy research on climate
change

Climate Change Concern (CCC)

-

Does advocacy, education and sensitization on
climate change issues

-

Provides consultancy services, e.g. for set up of DNA
and for report of GTZ REAP on CDM in East-Africa

-

Provided training of DNA staff

-

Involved in carbon offsetting through planting trees
in the voluntary market, like brokering services in
Plan Vivo

Ecotrust (Eco)

-

Is in the process of establishing Carbon Community
Fund to expand carbon forestry to other
communities

Environmental Alert (EA)

-

Involved in discussions on implementation of CDM in
Uganda
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-

Undertakes community awareness campaigns on
climate change adaptation and piloting adaptation
interventions

-

Is involved in CO2 reducing activities, but not under
CDM

-

Is a member of Lake Victory Basin Commission,
which is developing a programme to engage in
climate change debates

International Union for Conservation

-

of Nature (IUCN)

(Regionally) Is mapping the effects of climate change
on agriculture, food security and natural resource
management

-

(Internationally) Is a technical partner to the UNFCCC
on REDD

Joint Energy and Environment

-

Coordinated NGO Rio+10 Coalition in 2002 towards
Johannesburg Summit

Projects (JEEP)

-

Involved in CO2 reducing activities, but not under
CDM

-

Is helping communities to gain access to carbon
markets; no CDM so far

Katoomba Group (KG)

-

Made an inventory on PES schemes in Uganda,
updated in 2008

-

Organizes international workshops on PES every two
years

-

Follows up on outcomes of Johannesburg Summit
and subsequent global declarations in Uganda

Uganda Coalition for Sustainable
Development (UCSD)

Promotes an equitable CDM through lobbying and
advocacy work

-

Is a members of the Pan-African Climate Justice
Alliance

-

Is a partner in the REDD-net programme, building
capacity in Southern Civil Society to participate in
REDD activities
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5.4 Research institutes
Two research institutes, Makerere University (MU) and Uganda Management Institute
(UMI), have engaged in CDM capacity building interventions. Professors from Makerere
University have been trained as technical capacity builders and consultants under various
programmes. National Agricultural Research Organisation (NARO) is a research institute
focussing on the development of Agricultural sector, the largest sector of economy in
Uganda. These research institutes are presented in Table 4.4.
Table 4.4: CDM stakeholders in Uganda: research institutes
Research institute
Makerere University (MU) Faculty of
Technology & Forestry Department

CDM related activities:

-

Involved in project development and training,
principally through Uganda National Team

National Agricultural Research
Institute (NARO) National

-

agriculture in Uganda

Agricultural Research Laboratories
(NARL) / Natural Agricultural Forest

Conducts research on effects of climate change on

-

Resources Research Institute

Involved in workshops on climate change and carbon
trading

(NAFORRI)

Uganda Management Institute (UMI)

Uganda Management Institute developed a capacity
building work plan in cooperation with UNEP in
2003.

5.5 Private sector
Besides project developers, there are several other actors in the private sector. Table 4.5
displays three associations that represent private sector actors in forestry and industry.
Stanbic Bank (SB), which has been active on the CDM market elsewhere, recently developed
a CDM strategy specifically for Uganda. Uganda Carbon Bureau (UCB) is the only private
organisation in Uganda that is specifically targeting the carbon market.
Table 4.5: CDM stakeholders in Uganda: private sector
Private sector

CDM related activities:

Sawlog Production Grant Scheme

-

Attended various workshops on CDM

(SPGS)

-

Issued the report ‘SPGS Carbon Financing
Opportunities for Commercial Forestry in Uganda’
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Stanbic Bank (SB)

-

Recently developed an implementation strategy for
CDM in Uganda

-

Offers project development services to project
developers in the carbon market in Uganda

Uganda Carbon Bureau (UCB)

Provides information on climate change and carbon
markets

-

Acts as a broker for Uganda during international
events

-

Assisted the set up of the Parliamentary Forum on
Climate Change

Uganda Manufacturers Association
(UMA)

-

Attended various workshops on CDM

-

Did an inventory with Danish partner industries for
CDM opportunities in Ugandan industries in
2007/2008

Uganda Timber Growers Association

-

(UTGA)

Gathers information on carbon forestry to its
members

5.6 Forums and groups
Table 4.6 displays four forums that bring actors together. These forums could therefore also
be placed in other categories. The Parliamentary Forum for Climate Change (PFCC) and the
Climate Change Policy Committee are largely composed of public actors, whereas the
Carbon Emission Reduction Association (CERA) involves a range of actors. The Energy and
Environment Donor Working Group is a forum for cooperation between development
partners, chaired by the World Bank.
Table 4.6: CDM stakeholders in Uganda: forums and groups
Forums and groups

CDM related activities:

Climate Change Policy Committee

Advices the minister on approval of climate change
policy issues and CDM project approval

(CCPC)

Carbon Emission Reduction

Coordinates and links private and public players
seeking guidance in CDM and related issues

Association (CERA)
Energy and Environment Donor

-

Discusses and coordinates development partner
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Working Group (EEDWG)

initiatives on climate change issues

-

Received training under various capacity building
efforts

National Team Uganda (UNT)

-

Developed a pipeline of CDM projects

-

Supported the establishment of a DNA

-

Provides training to public and private sector and to
financial institutions

-

Is developing a conclusive policy environment for

Parliamentary Forum for Climate

climate change issues in Uganda, which includes the

Change (PFCC)

mainstreaming of climate change in national and
local budgets and the creation of a communication
strategy

5.7 Interim conclusion
The CDM in Uganda involves a vast number of actors from different segments of society, also
beyond project developers and the DNA. This suggests, at least, that many actors are aware
of opportunities under the CDM. Some actors have been engaging more than others. The
establishment of a number of groups and forums indicates that there has been interaction as
well. Subsequent chapters analyse the arrangement in more detail.
The Actors dimension was set as the starting point for analysis. Nevertheless, identifying
these actors is also an important outcome of the analysis as there is no clear overview of
who is doing what. This makes the Actors dimension a virtual rather than a real starting
point.
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Chapter 6: Towards the Power dimension
The Clean Development Mechanism is an international instrument, designed as one of the
three flexible mechanisms under the Kyoto Protocol. It has more or less fixed rules,
structures and procedures which can be amended only after a rigorous international
negotiation process. Similar to many other Least Developed Countries, influence of Uganda
on the outcomes has been limited. More central to this thesis, however, are power and
power relations in the CDM at national basis. Power is relevant in the development of
concrete projects as well as in national project facilitation. Following the Policy
Arrangements Approach, this chapter presents an analysis of resources and ‘relational
power’.

6.1 Project Development
Project development is first and foremost a matter of resources. A basic requirement is the
potential to mitigate GHG emissions. GHG emissions can thus be regarded as a resource in
the CDM. As a general rule, large amounts of emission reductions against a low unit price are
most attractive for credit buyers and investors. Generally these can be found in large
industrial projects. Uganda, however, has a low level of industrial development, which
makes the potential for these projects limited.17
Besides emission reductions the most crucial resources are expertise and financial
resources.18 Expertise includes legal and technical capacity as well as human resources.
Indeed, ‘you should have the people to put your ideas in the proper context and technical
language’ (Interview, CCU1). A varying degree of expertise can be found in the public sector
(CCU, NEMA, NFA and UCPC) in NGOs (CCC, KG and UCSD), the private sector (UCB) and
research institutes (MU). But this expertise is insufficient for the development of full project
documentation and ‘Uganda has limited consultants who are able to package these projects’
(Interview, UIA). That is where consultants from abroad come into play, but also where
problems arise. Foreign consultants they are more expensive, and Ugandan stakeholders
experience that these consultants have insufficient local knowledge that can increase local
benefits and are generally not working in a transparent way (Interview, ESL; Interview,
MAAIF).
An even more severe problem is the general lack of resources to finance CDM
projects. The implementation of projects can cost millions of Euro’s. Ugandan project
developers do not have the capacity to pay for this and local financial institutions have
shown little interest so far either (Interview, CCU1). Interest rates for lending money are
generally range between 25% and 30% (Interview, UCPC). The Ugandan government does
not have the resources to properly support and confidently protect investors in the country
17

18

This is elaborated in Chapter 8.
Annex 7 presents an overview of resources and their importance as identified by interviewees.
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either (Interview, Eco; Interview, WENRECo). The lack of finances is in fact closely related to
the lack of expertise. Lopez, et al. (2009) register up-front transaction costs of €429,000 for
full-scale CDM projects and €82,000 for small-scale projects, with supplements of €7,000 to
€18,000 per monitoring and verification audit.19 These amounts are already largely inhibitory
for unilateral project development. Similar to expertise Ugandan project developers rely
heavily on support of foreign investors, banks and development partners.20 As a pioneer in
carbon markets, especially the World Bank (WB) has been actively supporting CDM projects
in Uganda. More recently, the African Development Bank (ADB) contributed finances to two
CDM projects and Stanbic Bank (SB) developed an intervention strategy.

6.2 Project facilitation
Project facilitation concerns information provision, policy development and the creation of a
conducive legal, institutional and regulatory framework. Project developers require
information for wide range of purposes, including to understand what CDM is about, to
decide on whether or not to pursue CDM, to understand the registration people and to
know who to contact for this. Project developers are encountering problems to acquire all
information they need (Interview, KJS; Interview, BNW). Consultants require detailed
information for the development project documentation, including for the establishment of
baselines. In forestry, images on land cover from before 1990 are not readily available
(Interview, SPGS). NFA holds Uganda’s largest database, with information on land use and
biomass trend between 1990 and 2005 (Interview, NFA). Also for energy projects, grid
emission factors are not readily available. Key actors in this respect are the Ministry of
Energy and Mineral Development (MEMD), Uganda Electricity Transmission Company Ltd
(UETC) and Electricity Regulatory Authority (ERA) (Econ Poyry, 2009). Besides the
establishment of baselines, also the measurement of emissions is problematic (Econ Poyry,
2009; Interview, WENRECo).
Responsibility for CDM policy development lies primarily with the Climate Change
Unit (CCU) in the Ministry of Water and Environment, but also other public actors such as
the Parliamentary Forum on Climate Change (PFCC) and the Ministry of Energy and Mineral
Development (MEMD) are important. The CCU is, inter alia, responsible for developing a
climate change strategy, for preparing the chapter on climate change in the National
Development Plan and for capacity building in public and private sector. Resources such as
finances, knowledge and human resources are important to perform these tasks. The
upgrade of the institutional arrangement with a transfer of climate change responsibilities
from the Department of Meteorology to the CCU has substantially increased available
resources. Nevertheless, a lack of financial resources and man-power has been withholding
the CCU from offering specific trainings and identifying and designating focal points in key
19
20

Carbon brokers may charge an additional 5-20% over the value of the credits (Lopez, et al., 2009)
Annex 7 (2nd part) provides an overview of interviewee responses on the control over resources.
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public institutions at national and local level (Interview, CCU1). This can be partially
explained by limited awareness on climate change issues among governmental actors. The
Ministry of Finance, Planning and Economic Development (MFPED), which is responsible for
the division of the national budget and the approval of capacity building interventions, has
not identified climate change and CDM as development priorities. On the other hand, there
is increasing realisation in MFPED of the cross-sectoral impacts (Interview, MFPED1). Also
awareness among Members of Parliament and high-level decision makers has been
‘extremely low’. The recently established Parliamentary Forum on Climate Change seeks to
increase awareness and responsiveness at this level (Interview, PFCC).
The fact that regulatory power in the area of CDM lies almost entirely with
governmental actors does not imply that other actors have no influence on policy and
framework development. The institutionalisation of CDM, including the establishment of the
CCU and the Climate Change Policy Committee, was assisted by local NGOs and consultants.
Several other players from the public and private sector participate in (a series of)
workshops on carbon trading, where actors have the opportunity to create a common
understanding of CDM to interact with the CCU/DNA Secretariat. On the other hand there
are indications that these workshops have not been very inclusive. Not everyone knows how
to be more active participants in the CDM dialogue and project developers and NGOs find it
hard to actually influence the CCU (Interview, UWA; Interview, UCSD; Interview, NuFL).
Indeed, the CCU acknowledges that participation is still very limited and that a lot of work
needs to be done. (Interview, CCU1).

6.3 Centrality
To provide a more comprehensive picture of ‘relational power’ a stakeholder positioning
diagram can be used. In this diagram actors are positioned vis-à-vis other actors based on
their role (state, expert, market or interest) and their influence (central, medium or
peripheral) (Liefferink, 2005).21 Performing this exercise among interviewees exposed,
amongst other things, that there is no unequivocal interpretation among Ugandan actors of
who is influential and who is not.22 It also pointed out that ‘influence’ is not the only factor in
determining the relation between players in the CDM in Uganda. Also ‘involvement’ is
important in this respect.

21
22

The original diagram can be found in Annex1, below the general stakeholder questionnaire.
The results of the exercise are displayed in Annex 8.
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The concept of ‘Centrality’ has been designed to incorporate ‘influence’ as well as
‘involvement’. Centrality thereby replaces ‘relational power’ to position actors vis-à-vis each
other. This results in the creation of a new stakeholder positioning diagram.23,24 Box 1
presents the test for defining the position of actors in the diagram.25 Figures 9.1, 9.2 and 9.3
display the results.

Box 1: Centrality Test
Centrality:

the importance of an actor in the CDM in Uganda, a combination of
‘influence’ and ‘practical involvement’.

Scores:

Scores on ‘involvement’ and ‘Influence’ (beneath) are added up. This results
in scores ranging from 1 to 6, with 1 and 2 implying a peripheral position, 3
and 4 a medium position, and 5 and 6 a central position.

Involvement: Level of ‘involvement’ in project development or the approval process
Centre (3)

= Project development / Development of project documentation /
Role in national approval process

Medium (2)

= Providing trainings on CDM / Awareness raising / Small role in
implementation of CDM project

Periphery (1) = Working in related field
Influence:

Level of ‘influence’ on policy development, the creation of a legal,
institutional and regulatory framework, and development of the nationals
stand for international negotiations

Centre (3)

= Policy making on CDM

Medium (2)

= Representation in CCPC / Assisting institutional set-up / Regulator in
related sector / Research on CDM / Development national strand on for
climate negotiations

Periphery (1) = Attending national workshops and discussions on carbon trading /
Advocacy work on CDM
23

The concept of Centrality itself does not have a clear scientific basis. Instead, it is the interpretation of the
writer based on the analysis of stakeholder responses. The intention is not to determine absolute positions.
Rather it gives an indication of (power) relations between actors.
24
The diagrams exclude development partners. This would make the diagram unnecessarily complicated and it
would be at the expense of the mapping of relations between Ugandan actors. The choice of category is based on
an actors’. primary role. UCB, for instance, besides being a source of expertise, it also is a profit oriented
company that could be placed in the Market category. NFA, besides being a state agency, also holds
considerable expertise on CDM forestry
25
Annex 9 presents a list of organisations that are included and excluded. Annex 10 applies the Centrality test on
the included organisations. Scores may deviate from the test in case an actor is ‘influential’ or ‘involved’ in more
than one way and in case an activity of and a relevant organisation is slightly different from the ones presented in
the scheme.
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Figure 9.1: ‘Practical Involvement’ of Ugandan CDM actors

Figure 9.2: ‘Influence’ of Ugandan CDM actors
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Figure 9.3: ‘Centrality’ of Ugandan CDM actors
As can be seen in the figure 9.3 state actors are the most central actors in the CDM in
Uganda. Especially the Ministry of Water and Environment (MWE) - which includes the
Climate Change Unit (CCU), the Climate Change Policy Committee (CCPC) and the Minister of
Water and Environment -, the National Forestry Authority (NFA), the Ministry of Energy and
Mineral Development (MEMD) and the National Environment Management Authority
(NEMA) are highly involved and have considerable influence. Also Uganda Investment
Authority (UIA) is still relatively important. Furthermore, the marginal roles of the Ministry of
Finance (MFPED) and total absence of the Ministry of Local Government (MLG) are notable.
26
These ministries are widely regarded as influential public actors. Therefore limited
participation of these ministries may hamper policy development and integration.
A number of actors in the Expert category are fairly central as well. Some have played
important roles in the institutionalisation process and some have assisted in the
development of project documentation. But as mentioned before, although these actors
have a certain degree of knowledge and expertise, they do not have the capacity to assist
many project developers, nor the technical skills to develop full project documentation.
26

The Ministry of Local Government is leading the decentralisation process in Uganda. Accordingly MLG could
play an important role in promoting CDM at local level through the involvement of local governments.
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Usually consultants from Europe come to Uganda for PDD development and project
validation (Interview, MU; Interview, CCU1).27 Uganda National Team28 developed a vast
number of PINs as an outcome of capacity development efforts between 2004 and 2006.
However, PDD development is left to the World Bank (Interview, MU). The Climate Change
Concern (CCC) is a NGO that is focussing on legal and policy research, sensitisation and
supporting the GoU in CDM implementation (Interview, CCC). Uganda Carbon Bureau (UCB)
assists project developers in the registration process and is widely regarded as one of the
most knowledgeable players in Uganda. Also NEMA, MEMD, NFA and CCU are home to
varying degrees of knowledge and technical capacity, but they are equally dependant on
external assistance (Interview, NFA).29
Carbon Emission Reduction Association (CERA), chaired by UIA, is displayed as the
most central actor of the Market category. This organisation could also be positioned in the
Interest or Expert category as well, because it has established a number of technical working
groups that focus on specific areas of interest to members (CERA, 2009). However, its
position in the diagram can be questioned because the forum has never fully materialised.
Sawlog Production Grant Scheme (SPGS) and Uganda Manufacturers Association (UMA)
conducted research on the possibilities for CDM engagement in forestry and industry
respectively (Interview, SPGS; Interview, UMA).
Organisations in the Interest category, primarily NGOs, fulfil marginal roles. Many are
engaging in projects related to CDM like carbon forestry (e.g. Ecotrust), Payments for
Ecosystem Services (e.g. Katoomba Group) or climate change adaptation (e.g. Oxfam and
Environmental Alert). UCSD follows up on international treaties on sustainable development,
which includes aspects of climate change and CDM (Interview, UCSD). It is also part of the
Pan-African Justice Alliance, which is seeking to advocate for the need to integrate climate
change into national laws and policies in African countries and to facilitate partners to
participate in UNFCCC meetings (PACJA, 2009)
Between CDM stakeholders there is no real strategic positioning. Competition may occur
between project developers for foreign support in some cases, but generally there is an
attitude of solidarity among CDM actors to try to come to a common understanding. They
try to achieve outcomes together. Intransitive power is thus prevailing. Nonetheless,
interaction is limited, also because actors, especially project developers, have not seen the
benefits yet. There is also a degree of competition for the prioritisation of CDM against other
development issues. So far CDM and climate change have not been identified as
development priorities by the prominent national decision-makers. Increased sensitisation
27

There is no Designated Operational Entity on the African continent.
Noteworthy is that only three interviewees identified Uganda National Team as a CDM actor. Probably they
recognise other organisations that are part of the team. Precise participation is unclear however.
29
The expertise hosted by the recently established Foundation for Energy, Climate and Environment (FECE) is
unclear.
28
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through the Parliamentary Forum on Climate Change is a promising new development that
may serve the interests of CDM actors.

6.4 Interim conclusion
Public actors are the most dominant domestic actors in the CDM. Ministries and state
agencies are home to a large portion of the domestic knowledge, human resources.
Moreover, they have regulatory power, which is important for policy development and the
creation of a more conducive legal, institutional and regulatory framework. The Climate
Change Unit in the Ministry of Water and Environment occupies the most central position,
together with the National Forestry Authority. Experts have been important in the
institutionalisation process, but they are unable to satisfy the needs of other players as they
lack capacity as well as advanced project development skills. Especially NGO occupy marginal
positions, also because some choose to focus on other fields such as the Voluntary Carbon
Market, nature conservation or climate change adaptation. The majority of actors have the
intention to work together to understand problems that have been encountered better and
to work together. On the other hand, local project developers and NGOs experience
difficulties in influencing the government. There is also a drive to prioritise CDM at national
level among CDM stakeholders. The latter indicates that awareness raising among decisionmakers is important and that there is an element of competition with other development
issues.
The central role of state actors should to be put in perspective. Nearly all Ugandan
players in the field of CDM rely heavily on financial and technical support from outside the
country, for project development as well as for project facilitation. This raises questions on
who is actually in control. The most crucial resources for project development, finances and
technical expertise, have not been domesticated. Ugandan project developers are forced to
hire expensive - and often unaffordable - consultants from abroad. They require additional
investment to advance their projects in the registration procedure. Foreign project
developers with better access to financial resources therefore stand a better chance of
advancing projects. This means that the creation of a conducive environment for CDM
investment is of crucial importance.
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Chapter 7: Towards the Discourse dimension
In 1995 Uganda ratified the UNFCCC. Apart from Department of Meteorology (DoM), acting
as the UNFCCC focal point, and a number of NGOs and international organisations, few
players in Uganda were aware of this by that time. By means of workshops and trainings,
which gathered pace after Uganda signed the Kyoto Protocol, an increasing amount of actors
were introduced to climate change issues and the opportunities offered by CDM. CDM
project proposal were prepared in the mid-2000s and climate change was increasingly an
area of debate. However, after a decade of capacity building and implementation work only
two CDM projects have registered at the Executive Board. This raises questions about the
possibilities for Uganda to engage in the CDM in its current form. It also raises questions on
the role of CDM in the larger climate change debate. How do stakeholders perceive the
current situation? How do they make sense of what has happened and what is their view
towards the future?
By means of discourse analysis this chapter presents a number of different
perspectives on the CDM and its implementation in Uganda, thereby seeking an explanation
for the current state of play of the CDM in Uganda. It may also highlight some of the
controversies that arise between national and international level and between national
stakeholders reciprocally.
Coming from the ‘Actors dimension’ this chapter will seek to identify discourses and
‘discourse coalitions’, actors following the same discourse. Analysis of stakeholder responses
reveals that it sensible to differentiate between CDM project level and climate change policy
level for the identification of discourses. At both levels there are different views and
approaches to solutions.30, 31

7.1 CDM project level
In 2004 capacity building resulted in the establishment of the Ugandan DNA. This enabled
participation in the CDM and project approval at national level. All kinds of actors were
looking to engage. Subsequent paragraphs will discuss the reasons for project initiation by
potential project developers, the problems they have faced in the registration process and
possible solutions to these problems.
Project initiation
For the private sector the CDM presents first and foremost an investment opportunity, a
financial tool that can be used to increase return on investment on a project. CDM is
30

In reality the differences between and within both levels may not be as clear cut as presented here. However,
differentiation helps to create some clarity in what seems to be an incoherent compilation of perspectives and
opinions.
31
Note: in this chapter opinions of interviewees are presented as opinions of the organisations they represent.
This may not necessarily be the case. However, the naming of organisations is clearer and more convenient.
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therefore primarily defined in economic terms. Kakira Sugar Works (KSW) decided to pursue
the CDM with a view to improve the rate of return on a project with an initial low rate of the
CDM with a view to improve the rate of return on a project with an initial low rate of return
(Interview, KSW). Also Energy Systems Ltd (ESL) planned a rural electrification project to
generate an additional revenue stream (Interview, ESL). Nutrimix Feeds Ltd (NuFL) initiated a
commercial project, selling improved food supplements for cattle to local farmers (Interview,
NuFL). Also for Bakojja New Wood Forest Company (BNW), Nanga Farms (NaFL) and in
Mount Elgon Hydropower Company (MEH) credit sale to offset part of the project costs was
of overriding importance (Interview, BNW; Interview, NuFL; Interview, MEH). Mityana Fruit
Forest Initiative was initiated as a business venture by Liberty Development Trust (LDT) for
local farmers to sell their fruits (Interview, LDT). In addition to an increased revenue stream
the CDM could also reduce GHG emissions and other environmental pressures or, in a few
cases, combat poverty. BNW expresses the need to conserve biodiversity and protect carbon
sinks for climate change mitigation (Interview, BNW). MEH was supported in its decision to
pursue the CDM after finding out that it was looking at renewable and sustainable energy
resources (Interview, MEH). The commercial project of Nutrimix would also help to reduce
methane emissions and to increase profits of small scale farmers (Interview, NuFL). Kampala
Jellitone Suppliers Ltd (KJS) received an Ashden award for sustainable energy in its effort to
conserve the forest by using agricultural wastes for producing fuel briquettes. This would
prevent the use of charcoal (Interview, KJS). Similar statements are made by organisations
with a strong link to the private sector, including Uganda Investment Authority (UIA),
Uganda Manufacturers Association (UMA), Sawlog Production Grant Scheme (SPGS) and
Uganda Timber Growers Association (UTGA). Especially UIA and also UMA have been actively
advocating the CDM as an investment opportunity for the private sector.
For governmental agencies and NGOs, on the other hand, CDM primarily provides
opportunities in the field of environmental management (e.g. climate change, nature
conservation, resource efficiency) and poverty alleviation. The revenue generated from the
sale of credits makes a project economically viable, it can generate income for the poor and
it can be used to expand activities. Through the Nile Basin Reforestation Project the National
Forestry Authority (NFA) should be able to increase the forest cover in Central Forest
Reserves, thereby increasing the protection of biological diversity and water catchments.
The share of proceeds destined for NFA could be used to undertake additional forestry work
(Interview, NFA). The Municipal Waste Programme, coordinated by NEMA, was designed to
ensure clean urban centres, to cut down on the disease burden arising from poor waste
management, to improve agricultural productivity and to help reduce GHG emissions. The
revenue generated from the sale of carbon credits could be used to expand the project to
cover more municipalities (Interview, NEMA). By acting as a broker in the Plan Vivo tree
planting system Ecotrust pursued its objectives in the field of biodiversity conservation and
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pollution control (Interview, Eco). Uganda Wildlife authority (UWA) regards CDM as a
possible self-financing mechanism for increased protection of wildlife outside national parks
(Interview, UWA). A number of proposals, especially those of NGOs, included a strong
element of poverty alleviation. The Katoomba Group (KG) would opt for CDM to improve
livelihoods, besides having better managed ecosystems (Interview, KG). In the Ugandan TIST
programme subsistence farmers could combat deforestation and climate change and
poverty by planting trees (Interview, CAAC). The Plan Vivo system would help people to get
an additional source of income and set up small businesses (Interview, Eco). In the Nile Basin
Reforestation project participating communities would share in the revenue generated for
the sale of credits (Interview, NFA).
Facing constraints
With the assistance of Uganda National Team (UNT) many of these project developers
prepared a Project Idea Note (PIN). It was prospected that PINs would be upgraded to
official Project Design Documents (PDD) soon afterwards. However, gradually many project
developers realised that this was not going to be as easy as anticipated. Many projects
remained at the PIN level to the disappointment of many.
‘If you talk about it you see some very good aspects and good opportunities. But
when you wait then nothing is coming, you do not know, you do not get anything,
of course anxiety comes in.’ (Interview, BNW)
‘We thought money would come so easily. The frustration is that CDM is a
rigorous process. Having your project going through the validation is expensive, a
bit scientific, and it involves a lot of money which some of the investors could not
afford to put in.’ (Interview, UIA)
Indeed, project developers identify the complex methodology, the lengthy procedures and
the lack of finances to pay overseas consultants as important reasons for Uganda not being
able to host many projects so far. Especially for the private sector the CDM concept was very
different from what they were familiar with. The private sector in Uganda has limited
experience with long term investments and requires short term revenue (Interview, UMA).
At least as problematic is the size of many projects. They turned out to be too small or too
fragmented to make economic sense, with transaction costs potentially higher than
revenues from the sale of credits. The Katoomba Group points out that the CDM is
momentarily too constraining for small Ugandan projects (Interview, KG).
Also projects that managed to advance in the registration process have encountered
pressing challenges. KSW and Nutrimix have been struggling with the approval of
methodologies. In 2008, when KSW was going through validation, the UNFCCC changed the
approved methodology. The new calculations resulted in a lower amount of credits to be
issued. KSW has rejected this change, and is making a case for application of the initial
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methodology (Interview, KSW). Unlike the vast majority of companies in Uganda, which
would not survive such a cash flow disruption, KSW has been able to sustain the investment.
The operations of Nutrimix, on the contrary, are temporarily on hold. The development of a
new methodology for the Uganda Cattle Feed Project has taken too much of their resources
(Interview, NuFL). Also the WNEP, which was initiated as one of the first projects in Africa to
benefit from CDM, has not been a showcase for other developers. Despite early registration
at the Executive Board, no credits have been issued so far due to huge delays in the set up of
the project and problems in the verification of the monitoring data (Interview, WENRECo).
These developers have therefore become sceptical of the opportunities for Uganda and its
project developers:
‘At one point we thought third world countries are not supposed to benefit from
carbon credits. That is what I still think up to now. Because a simple project like
this (…) cannot be implemented all through after submitting. Each and every time
you find small issues delaying the whole process. It beats the whole idea of GHG
emission reduction.’ (Interview, WENRECo)
‘Whoever I talk to, I tell them: think about this, could you get another source of
finance? Rely on that. Take CDM as a back-up if you want, but do not rely on it
when that is the difference between success and failure of your project.’
(Interview, KSW)
Small scale forestry projects have not taken off either. The majority of peasant farmers - the
biggest land users in Uganda - cannot manage to meet the basic requirements (Interview,
UNDP). Along the same lines the Clean Air Action Corporation (CAAC) argues that ‘CDM has
made it virtually impossible for subsistence farmers to participate in CDM; the process is
clearly set up for industrial situation or commercial forestry’ (Interview, CAAC). But also the
production oriented Sawlog Production Grant Scheme (SPGS) and the Uganda Timber
Growers Association (UTGA) are skeptical on CDM forestry opportunities in Uganda
(Interview, SPGS; Interview, UTGA).
Besides methodological, procedural and resource problems, also the lack of
government support has been a disappointment to a number of project developers. They
believe that awareness raising and information dissemination has been insufficient, that the
government is not properly securing CDM investments and that they do not provide
sufficient support in the registration process. Additionally, during negotiations the whole
team is out, leaving nobody available for consultation. From the government side, the CCU
acknowledges that their capacity and resources are still too low to give full support. On the
other hand, the CCU believes that expectations among project developers have been too
high and that some project developers have a wrong idea. Sticking to the list of sustainable
development criteria, the Unit has blocked a number of projects:
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‘…sometimes people feel there is free money to be picked from the Climate
Change Unit or the DNA Secretariat. We see a number of people professionally
developing bad projects to the level where they cannot be approved at the
national level, but where approval could easily be given by the CDM Executive
Board.’ (Interview, CCU1)
The search for solutions
With only two registered projects after a decade of implementation work the CDM has been
a disappointment to many of those that have been engaging. Some have given up hope;
others are continuing to pursue the CDM. NFA and NEMA have remained positive; not
unlikely given that NFA already managed to register the Nile River Basin Reforestation
Project No.3, and that NEMA is hopeful to get their Municipal Waste Management
Programme registered soon (Interview, NEMA). According to Uganda Investment Authority
also private investors have started appreciating the need to invest money to develop PINs to
the PDDs (Interview, UIA).
Developers of forestry projects have largely resorted to the voluntary carbon market
(VCM), which provides a less profitable, but more viable alternative in terms of project scale
and transaction costs. In a study on carbon forestry Sawlog Production Grant Scheme
concluded that the voluntary market is much more accessible. Uganda Timber Growers
Association adopts a similar position, based on their interaction with SPGS and Uganda
Carbon Bureau (UCB). Accordingly, SPGS and UTGA are advising their members to pursue the
VCM (Interview, SPGS; Interview, UTGA). Uganda Wildlife Autority observes more activity
and achievements in this voluntary scheme (Interview, UWA). Plan Vivo Uganda, with
Ecotrust as a broker, is the best known example of a successful VCM project. Also interest of
private and economic actors for the voluntary scheme is increasing, ‘Although you get little
money under the voluntary market, at least it is not so bureaucratic like the CDM’
(Interview, UIA). BNW and LTD have been targeting the voluntary market as an alternative to
the CDM (Interview, BNW; Interview, LTD). As regards the CDM itself, stakeholders agree
that changes are necessary to make it more workable for Ugandan project developers. They
suggest a wide variety of changes.
For changes at national level many actors agree on the need for three improvements. Firstly,
there is a need for more technical capacity development. This would enable project
developers to hire local consultants, who are less expensive and more knowledgeable on
local circumstances. Energy Systems Ltd believes that technical capacity building should
focus on the government as well as on the private sector (Interview, ESL). Nutrimix opts for
the development of a pool of technical personnel and stresses the need to include local
knowhow (Interview, NuFL). Secondly, there is a need for increased awareness raising,
education, participation and exchange of knowledge. Uganda Wildlife Authority indicates
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that taking time to sensitise, discuss and create awareness is very important (Interview,
UWA). Uganda Carbon Bureau argues that people should never give up on education and
information provision, and stresses the need to ‘put some of the heavy jargon into plain
English’ (Interview, UCB). Uganda Coalition for Sustainable Development agrees that the
information should be made available in a readable format that everyone can understand
(Interview, UCSD). Sawlog Production Grant Scheme sees a need for transfer of knowledge
to practitioners in Uganda to include local knowledge (Interview, SPGS). Thirdly, many
stakeholders identify the need to upgrade the capacity and the commitment of the
CCU/DNA. The National Forestry Authority points out that it does not have a predictable way
of working when it comes to completing the steps in the registration procedure at national
basis (Interview, NFA). But ministries, in particular the CCU/DNA, are overloaded with work,
which impedes their dedication to CDM (Interview, MU). Also the World Bank and a vast
number of private project developers identify the CCU/DNA as a bottleneck, arguing that
they are generally slow in processing project documentation and that they are travelling all
the time, which significantly reduces the time available for supporting project development
in Uganda (Interview, WB). The CCU points to the lack of resources available. DANIDA and
DFID point out that the Ministry of Water and Environment might not be the right place for
the CCU, and that there may be a need to lift it up (Interview, RDE).
Additionally, some stakeholders emphasise specific changes more than others. The
CCU identifies a need to strengthen the private sector, arguing that companies should be
more innovative and willing to focus and to invest ‘if companies want to survive on CDM’,
but it also points out that the government ‘needs to recognise the critical gaps with a view to
implement and enhance more CDM projects’(Interview, CCU2). Private project developers
specifically pronounce the requirement to create a one-stop-centre. Bakojja New Wood
Company argues that potential developers need this to get fully informed and involved
(Interview, BNW). According to Nanga Farms Ltd everyone is trying a little bit, but there is no
one focal point (Interview, NaFL). Governmental actors and - to lesser extent – NGOs
articulate the need to create a policy framework on climate change. The Parliamentary
Forum on Climate Change (PFCC) stresses that a climate change policy framework is needed
to guide action, also between ministries, because the different aspects cannot be handled in
isolation (Interview, PFCC). Also CCU and the Climate Change Concern emphasise the need
to create a conducive legal, regulatory and policy environment (Interview, CCU1; Interview,
CCC). UNDP and Environmental Alert point to the creation of a policy framework to ensure
the involvement of key stakeholders (Interview, UNDP; Interview, EA). UCPC pleads for the
development of policies that create incentives for the private sector, like a tax reduction
(Interview, UCPC). NGOs argue that the CDM should not stay in the ministries, but trickle
down to the community (Interview, EA; Interview, JEEP; Interview, KG). They are supported
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in this by NFA, which would like to see a more facilitative role for the government, giving
project support to communities which cannot undertake their own projects (Interview, NFA).
For changes at UNFCCC level there seems to be a common understanding on two points.
Firstly, stakeholders pronounce a need for financial support. The large majority of project
developers need to rely on financial support from international financial institutions and
investors. So far this has been insufficient. Accordingly, the CCU and the German Technical
Cooperation (GTZ) identify a need to establish new financing windows and to commit
additional financial resources in the international framework, specifically in support of CDM
projects in LDCs (Interview, CCC; Interview, GTZ). Sensitizing commercial and development
banks to stimulate the provision of finance would be important as well (Interview, CCC1).
Secondly, it is important to simplify the methodologies, procedures and modalities. A vast
amount of project developers has encountered real difficulties in this respect. ‘The standards
are quite high and complicated for countries like Uganda to participate’ (Interview, CCU1).
Energy Systems Ltd believes that methodologies are too standardised, making them
unsuitable for application in Uganda (Interview, ESL). Kakira Sugar Works believes that the
applied methodology is too restrictive and ‘too complicated to recognise the simple truth’
(Interview, KSW). NFA identifies the need to reduce the amount of cumbersome steps that
do not add value (Interview, NFA). Developing countries already made a call to the UNFCCC
and the CDM Executive Board to make recommendations for the Conference of Parties to
take decisions on these issues (Interview, CCU1).
Outside project developers there is a strong call to broaden existing CDM concepts
and to endorse new ones that would be more beneficial to Africa and Uganda. The Ministry
of Agriculture (MAAIF) and Environmental Alert hope for the broadening of eligible project
activities in Agriculture, Forestry and Other Land Uses (AFOLU), where Uganda may have a
lot of potential (Interview, EA; Interview, MAAIF). More specifically the endorsement of
Reduced Emissions from Deforestation and forest Degradation (REDD)32 may offer good
opportunities as deforestation is the single largest source of emissions each year in Uganda
(Interview, UCB; Interview, Eco). Under the Programme of Activities (PoA), a concept
available since approval of the Executive Board at its 33th meeting, a number of small
projects can be registered as one project activity (UNFCCC, 2009a). This reduces prohibitive
transaction costs. Uganda Carbon Bureau is promoting PoA in Uganda, although it also raises
questions on the rules that have proven to be cumbersome so far (Interview, UCB).
Governmental actors believe that more stringent commitments under a second
commitment period would enhance Uganda’s participation. The CCU declares that
developed countries are not doing enough to fulfil their commitments in supporting
developed countries over and above their normal development assistance (Interview, CCU1).
The NEMA believes that developed countries, and even developing countries, should have
32

The Copenhagen accord makes reference to REDD+, which includes forest conservation in addition to REDD
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certain minimal targets to meet (Interview, NEMA). According to NFA and CCU more
stringent commitments would be one way to work on the demand side without detaining on
the goodwill (Interview, NFA; Interview, CCU1).

7.2 CDM and climate change policy
Along with CDM, climate change has been rising on the public agenda in the last decade.
General awareness has been low, but slowly more and more policy makers and politicians
are becoming aware. Many organisations agree that this is highly important in order to
mainstream these issues in policy documents and national budgets. The Parliamentary
Forum on Climate Change (PFCC) is a step in that direction. Improvements are also visible in
the National Development Plan 2010/11-2014/15 which addresses climate change more
comprehensively than the Poverty Eradication Action Plan 2004/5-2007/8, where this issues
were addressed as fairly isolated issues to be dealt with by the Department of Meteorology
(NPA, 2010; MFPED, 2005). This paragraph discusses how different actors that are engaging
at policy level make sense of the CDM in the context of climate change.
Framing CDM in the mitigation-adaptation divide
Analysis of interview responses learns that a number of organisations and institutions,
instead of looking at CDM as a rather isolated tool, place it in the wider context of climate
change. Particularly relevant in this respect is the alignment between CDM and development
needs of Uganda in the area of climate change.
Climate change adaptation33 is widely regarded as more important and more urgent
for Uganda. United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) has singled out adaptation as
the mayor climate change response in Uganda as it addresses climate related concerns of
the poor. CDM is perceived to fall to a large extent in the less poor categories of society,
which implicates UNDPs role in the CDM (Interview, UNDP). In line with that, Oxfam is not
engaging in CDM project activities due to the nominal contribution to human development
(Guijarro, 2008). For the World Bank adaptation is ‘at the centre of their support to
developing countries’ as its affects all people in agricultural societies (World Bank, 2009).
DANIDAs institutional support to the Government of Uganda concentrates on the issue of
adaptation, which is considered more important than mitigation (Interview, RDE). Also the
Ministry of Agriculture (MAAIF) and Environmental Alert identify adaptation as the most
important focus (Interview, MAAIF; Interview, EA).
As opposed to adaptation, CDM is regarded as a tool for climate change mitigation, at
least in its current form. Notwithstanding the focus on adaptation, UNDP shall explore
opportunities for climate change mitigation where it focuses on the poor (Interview, UNDP).
The WB itself is actively engaging in project development in Uganda. MAAIF sees potential in
33

Climate change adaptation refers to the ability to adjust to the effects of climate change, whereas climate
change mitigation refers to the reduction of long-term impacts.
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the CDM, especially in the agro-forestry sector (Interview, MAAIF). Also Environmental Alert
is willing to contribute to the effective implementation of the CDM in Uganda and shows its
support for a clean path of development (Interview, EnA). Lastly, CDM is a component in
DANIDA’s institutional support.
The role of CDM
In the advocacy process to address climate change adaptation issues in Uganda, actors seem
to have different ideas on the role of CDM in drawing attention to climate change issues.
Development partners are using carbon markets as a positive message to get the issue of
climate change across to policy makers (Interview, DFID; Interview WB). Drawing attention
seems to work to some extent. The CCU and the WB see that top policy makers tend to have
high expectations of the CDM when they hear about it (Interview, CCU1; Interview, WB).
Indeed, ‘there is a lot of anxiety among policy makers with interest to learn more about
CDM’ (Interview, PFCC). On the other hand, Environmental Alert warns that CDM
interventions should not seem to be the main focus and thereby undermine possibilities to
address challenges and constraints like rampant poverty and the needs for improvement of
livelihoods (Interview, EA). Also another interviewee worries that it can detract attention
from adaptation actions.
The integrated approach
As an alternative to the apparent divide The Ministry of Agriculture (MAAIF) suggests that
adaptation needs are integrated into the CDM. The ministry acknowledges that
development needs like livelihood improvement and poverty reduction are currently not
adequately addressed in the CDM. Accordingly, in order to make it more beneficial to
Uganda it is critical to incorporate stronger elements of adaptation:
‘CDM can benefit Uganda if it is responsive to the development needs of our
country. (…) If we look at the conditions of our people, especially the most
vulnerable areas, which are the vulnerable dry lands, there is need to focus on
those measures that have both adaptation and mitigations outcomes. (…) The
point is; how do we merge the adaptation and mitigation interests?’ (Interview,
MAAIF)

7.3 Interim conclusion
Two levels can be identified where CDM has materialised: project level and policy level. Both
levels have distinct features terms of categorising the CDM, framing associated problems
and searching for solutions.
At project level the principal discourse is characterised by a strong pragmatic
approach, focusing on the feasibility of (individual) CDM projects. Project developers have
been pursuing the CDM with different objectives: where many private investors and actors
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in the economic sector have initiated a project or have been promoting the CDM with a view
to increased revenue streams, NGOs and governmental agencies find their motivation
primarily in environmental management and/or poverty alleviation. However, different
motives do not result in clearly distinguishable problem approach or solution identification.
In the end all developers have to follow similar rules and procedures, as determined at
international level. The lack of successful projects and the inability to influence the rules of
the game has resulted in disappointment. Some forestry players have resorted to the
voluntary market. Others continue to pursue the CDM, but many without much hope. Only
NFA and NEMA have been successful, and are therefore more positive. Stakeholders suggest
a wide range of improvements; from increased technical capacity building and strengthening
of the CCU/DNA at national level to more financial support, a simplification of
methodologies and procedures and the endorsement of new concepts at UNFCCC level.
At policy level CDM is framed into the climate change spectrum. Particularly
development partners, NGOs and policy-makers are engaging at this level. Most striking is
the perceived mismatch between CDM and the development needs of Uganda in the area of
climate change. CDM is universally viewed as a mitigation response, where adaptation is
identified by most actors as the area of primary concern for the country. Differences, which
cannot be fully equated with discourses, exist between stakeholders using CDM as a means
of getting climate change on the public agenda, and other stakeholders cautioning that it
may detract attention from adaptation needs. A rather isolated call is made to ingrate more
adaptation concerns into CDM.
Based on the previous it is reasonable to argue that, instead of two different
discourses, there are two different arrangements, which materialise at different levels,
consider different problems and do not necessarily involve the same actors. These
arrangements are the Carbon Market Arrangement, with an emphasis on project
development, and the broader Climate Change Arrangement, with an emphasis on policy
development. In both arrangements CDM plays a prominent role. In the Carbon Market
Arrangement CDM is the more profitable alternative to the Voluntary Carbon Market.34 In
the Climate Change Arrangement CDM is a mitigation tool that can be used to attract
investment in the country and draw attention to climate change issues. The differences
between both arrangements do not lead to direct conflicts, because they are unlikely to be
reflected in the same discussions. On the other hand, there is clear overlap between the
arrangements, especially for policy development and the creation of a more conducive legal
and regulatory framework for CDM. That is where contradictions arise; the Carbon Market
Arrangement seeks to stimulate CDM, where the Climate Change Arrangement tends to
prioritise adaptation over mitigation and CDM.
34

It is clear that the CDM and the VCM are closely related. However, there is a possibility that the VCM is (part
of) a different arrangement as it is a different instrument with different characteristics. It is not possible – and
beyond the scope of this research - to be conclusive on this based on acquired information
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Chapter 8: Towards the Rules of the Game dimension
The CDM is a market-based mechanism that operates at international level. Project
registration is bound to strict rules, requirements and procedures. These rules define the
way the game should be played and they guide and constrain actions of actors at national
basis. An actor-based analysis of the Rules of the Game implies a focus on the rules
governing the interaction between the actors involved (Liefferink, 2005). Formal and
informal as well as national and international rules are important in this respect. This
chapter first discusses a number of basic rules of the CDM and their implications for project
development in Uganda. Afterwards, CDM procedures and interaction in Uganda are
addressed. Special attention goes out to the interaction between development partners.

8.1 CDM rules in Ugandan context
The basis for developing a CDM project is the potential to mitigate GHG emissions. But not
all mitigation projects are eligible under the CDM. They must meet specific requirements. As
stated in the Article 12 of the Kyoto Protocol each Party has to participate on voluntary
basis, the mitigation benefits should be real and measurable, and emission reductions
should satisfy the additionality principle.35 Especially the second and the third requirement
cause significant challenges for project development in Uganda.
As a direct outcome of the second requirement complete documentation of emission
reductions is a requisite. In Uganda this may be difficult to achieve. Ugandan businesses are
generally tiny and informal. Nutrimix, for instance, is required to control and measure all
methane emissions from farms that use their improved feed supplements. In large
centralised operations this is possible, but most African farmers to whom they supply do not
keep feeding records (Interview, NuFL). For similar reasons WENRECo has been facing
significant delays in the validation and the verification process for the West Nile
Electrification Project. SGS, the Designated Operational Entity that performs the verification,
is not agreeing with the data that are presented. They require separate recording of each
parameter, where WENRECo is combining parameters into a general energy efficiency figure
(Interview, WENRECo).
More indirectly, these rules present time and financial challenges. The additionality
and measurability requirements make CDM a rigorous process. It takes time to get a project
through all the phases of registration and it is costly to pay the consultants to develop the
project. This process does not easily match the nature of Uganda’s economy and its
development profile (Interview, NuFL; Interview, UNDP). The economy is not lead by big and
long term investments. Most businesses rather survive by the day (Interview, UMA).
Therefore the country has to look for smaller projects and for additional investors. Small
projects, however, are more difficult to develop and relatively expensive (Interview, MEMD),
35

Exact definitions are presented in Chapter 3.2 of this paper
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because transaction costs do not decrease in line with the size of the project. This makes it
less attractive for investors to get involved. Emission Reduction Purchase Agreements
(ERPAs), contracts that bind sellers and buyers of CERs, do not necessarily provide up-front
payments either because of the high risk associated with investments in LDCs (Lopez, et al.,
2009). Moreover, about 80% of Ugandan businesses are operating in the agricultural sector
(Interview, NuFL) where projects are scarce on worldwide basis. Only a handful of
afforestation/reforestation (A/R) projects have been registered so far (UNFCCC, 2010),
despite of the adoption of simplified procedures and modalities for small scale A/R projects36
in 2005. For these reasons the Programme of Activities (PoA) is more suitable for project
development in Uganda; it can register multiple projects - that would normally be too small37
- as one project activity. However, like A/R projects few PoAs have managed to complete
registration under the CDM. There are concerns about the rules that have proven to be
cumbersome (Interview, UCB).
Interviewees identify forestry (A/R and AD/REDD)38,39 and renewable energy (hydro and
solar)40 as the sectors with the highest mitigation potential in Uganda. Intermediate to high
potential is attributed to the waste and transport sector.41 The industrial sector is generally
regarded as having low potential. A more detailed analysis presents a less optimistic picture:
-

Industry: the most attractive CDM projects as they generally have the highest rate of
financial return (Interview, DFID). Ugandan industry, however, has a low level of
development and therefore does not have big emitters of carbon like China, India and
Brazil (Interview, MEMD). The majority of Ugandan industries do not produce the
volumes that are required for such CDM projects (Interview, UMA) and new entrants are

-

relatively efficient (Interview, GTZ). This means that Uganda is looking at the margins of
CDM (Interview, DFID).
Forestry: a significant part of Uganda’s potential for CDM projects is associated with
forestry (Interview, NFA). Uganda is home to vast areas of tropical forest that are quickly
being depleted. 93% of all energy used in the country has biomass as primary source,
largely associated with household based cooking (Interview, GTZ). This offers
opportunities for A/R and REDD projects. A major obstacle is that CDM forestry projects
require large areas of land, but in Uganda small and scattered plots prevail: for CDM a
minimum of 4000ha is needed, where plots in Uganda are only 500ha (Interview, SPGS).

36

COP/MOP 1 - Decision 3/CMP.1
The minimum viable size for a CDM project to cover transaction costs would be in the order of 5,000 CERs
per year (Lopez, et al., 2009).
38
Agriculture, Forestry, and Other Land Uses (AFOLU) was not considered.
39
Avoided Deforestation (AD) or Reduced Emissions from Deforestation and forest Degradation (REDD) are
not part of the current CDM, but discussions are ongoing to include these concepts for a second commitment
period.
40
Other forms of renewable energy were either not clearly defined or were not considered.
41
Annex 11 presents an overview of stakeholder responses on project potential
37
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Others are household-based. There are challenges with merging these plots for CDM
purposes, also because it requires negotiation with individual farmers, which can lead to
conflicting interests and additional transaction costs (Interview, NFA; Interview, UCSD).
Companies are therefore not interested to go into each household to prepare baselines
and do monitoring (interview, NFA). In the exceptional case that a developer owns
sufficient land, the plots are scattered and it might not be possible to merge them as one

-

project (Interview, UCSD).42 Additional challenges are encountered because forestry
projects only generate CERs on the long term and pricing of the credits has been low
(Interview, CCU2).43
Renewable energy: Uganda could also tap from CDM to supply more Ugandans with
renewable energy. Current installed capacity of electricity supply is around 350 MW
(Interview, CCU2), but this is expected to quadruple in the next ten years mainly due to
expanding hydro capacity (Interview, GTZ). Total hydro capacity is around 2000 MW
(Interview, CCU2). A number of hydropower projects are being developed under the
CDM: the WNEP has been registered, the Ishasha and Bugoye projects are at validation,
and several more have been proposed at national level.44 Also solar PV has high
potential due to high radiation and limited extension of the grid (Interview, GTZ).
However, current project proposals aiming to supply communities with solar electricity
have turned out to be too small for CDM registration (Interview, ESL). Solar thermal has

-

less potential due to the limited size of the potential market (Interview, GTZ).
Waste: two ongoing CDM projects aim to cut down methane emissions from waste
disposal. Proper waste management has been grossly lacking in Uganda. Kampala City
Council is targeting a waste dump near Kampala (Interview, KCC). NEMA is leading the
Municipal Waste Management Project, a PoA that involves, at least, the nine largest
municipalities in Uganda. The programme is currently requesting registration at the EB.
The intention is to include more municipalities in the course of time (Interview, NEMA).
This means that there is not much room left for new waste projects.

-

Transport: there are opportunities to reduce GHG emissions in the transport sector.
Currently the size of the transport fleet is relatively small, but it is quickly growing
(Interview, GTZ). However, to pull together the transport sector to attract CDM requires
a great level of mobilisation as there are no big public transport companies (Interview,
UNDP). There are also challenges in the application of existing methodologies (Interview,
CCU2).

42

An additional risk is that household, community, or cottage industry projects are likely to be ‘pure carbon
projects’; projects where the only revenue is accrued from the sale of CERs. In case of carbon project failure,
there is no other income to compensate the capital expenditure. In contrast, for large renewable energy projects
carbon revenues are additional to the sale of power (Lopez, et al., 2009).
43
An important reason is that the EU does not include forestry into its Emission Trading Scheme.
44
By December 2009
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8.2 Rules of interaction
There are two relevant formal approval procedures: the CDM approval process and the
approval process for capacity building interventions of development partners. The project
approval process in Uganda is lead by government institutions. The Ministry of Water and
Environment is home to the DNA structure, which approves projects based on its compliance
with sustainable development criteria. One of these criteria is the approval of the
Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) by NEMA. Additionally, an investor should register
at Uganda Investment Authority and make arrangements with relevant sectoral public
institutions.45 The other procedure concerns the approval of capacity building programmes.
Development partners are required register these with the Ministry of Finance (MFPED).46 A
Belgian project proposal for technical capacity building at the CCU was rejected by MFPED
on grounds of duplication with the Danish project (Interview, RBE). The ministry also raised
issues on the portion of the money swallowed by the technical assistance,47 leaving little for
actual project development (Interview, CCU1). The CCU has not been able to provide a
satisfactory reply and the Belgian Embassy has doubts on the continuation of the project as
their priorities have changed in the meantime (Interview, RBE).
Also national policy making in the field of climate change and the determination of a
national stand for UNFCCC negotiations are largely governmental affairs. The CCU is
responsible for the development of a climate change strategy and it is writing the chapter on
climate change for the National Development Plan (NDP). For Uganda’s active participation
in the international negotiations the DNA has set up a specific programme of meetings in
which it invites national actors to discuss the various aspects of the negotiations (Interview,
CCU1).48 The fact that no other interviewee mentioned their participation in this programme
indicates that upfront interaction has been limited. Uganda Coalition for Sustainable
Development confirms that there has not been serious consultation ahead of the
international events. This means that the Coalition has to present its papers to the
delegation on the spot (Interview, UCSD). Opportunities to influence the DNAs position for
the international negotiations are therefore largely bound to national and international
events.
The Carbon Emission Reduction Association (CERA) and the Parliamentary Forum on Climate
Change (PFCC) present more or less formal opportunities for interaction between actors. For
different reasons both have not been particularly influential yet. CERA targets all project
developers, mainly in CDM, to support project development. However, interest for the
forum has dropped dramatically as actors have not seen tangible outcomes. Also support of
45

This procedure is described in Chapter 4
MFPED manages the budget of the government and is usually required to provide a financial contribution to
capacity building projects.
47
In the current proposal about 65% of €2m would go to technical assistance (Interview, CCU1)
48
It is unclear which organisations and institutions are invited for these discussions.
46
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the CCU and the hierarchy in the association are questioned. PFCC is a new forum with
membership of about 80 interested parliamentarians (Interview, PFCC). It aims, inter alia, to
increase private and public awareness on climate change and on carbon markets, to
harmonise climate change responses at national and local level, and to promote information
exchange and policy dialog between stakeholders at national and international level (PFCC,
2009). No real interventions have come forward yet (Interview, PFCC), but it ‘can become a
very influential group, because they can influence the DNA’ (Interview, UCB).

8.3 Interactions between development partners
The government of Uganda is dependent on financial resources and expertise made
available through bilateral and multilateral initiatives. Therefore development partners are
probably the most potent group of actors in terms of shaping the institutionalisation of
climate change and CDM in the government. The establishment of the Climate Change Unit
and the Climate Change Policy Committee, for instance, has been initiated, financed and
supervised by the Danish government (Interview, RDE).
Development partners gather to discuss and coordinate donor efforts in the field of climate
change in the Energy and Environment Donor Working Group (EEDWG), which includes the
WB (chair), UNDP, NORAD, DANIDA, DFID, GTZ and the EU.49 Climate change has emerged as
a critical issue of attention (Interview, UNDP). However, development partners are not
spending most of their time on climate change issues. A possible cause may be found in the
role of Uganda as a target for development support; donors never seem to consider Uganda
as the most important country in sub-Saharan Africa (Interview, DFID).
In spite of the existence of the EEDWG, there are indications that there is a lack of
coordinated action between development partners in the area of climate change and CDM.
Development partners have commissioned similar studies more or less simultaneously.
During the approval of the Danish institutional support programme, DFID commissioned a
scoping mission on climate change (DFID, 2007). Despite of recommendations in the report
to intervene, DFID decided not to engage due to lack of climate change expertise in office.
Instead, DFID is now trying to develop an influencing strategy together with other British
government institutions to make climate change an issue of central government. At the
same time, it will support a full-time position on climate change in the WB (Interview, DFID).
Also UNDP is working closely with government institutions in the field of climate change,
with a focus on addressing adaptation concerns (Interview, UNDP).
As regards CDM, the Belgian Embassy started project identification for technical
capacity building in 2007. As mentioned before, it has not materialised due to huge delays in
the process of approval. In the meantime also GTZ REAP (GTZ REAP, 2007) and NORAD (Econ
Pöyry, 2009) commissioned a study on CDM in Uganda. GTZ focused on CDM in relation to
49

Precise composition is unknown
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energy in East-Africa. Recently they signed an agreement with Uganda Carbon Bureau for
support in training activities. NORAD focussed CDM in Uganda specifically. In spite of
recommendations to intervene, NORAD decided to wait for the Belgian effort in the end
(Interview, RNE).

8.4 Interim conclusion
CDM rules seriously limit Uganda’s potential for project development. Its development
profile does not easily lend itself for project development under the current CDM rules.
Uganda has a relatively low level of overall GHGs and does not have big point sources of
GHG emissions. Rather emitters are small and dispersed. Therefore the size of potential
mitigation projects is generally not sufficient to cover transaction costs. Also measurability of
GHG reductions presents a big challenge. Most potential for project development is found in
small scale hydro power generation. In other areas where Uganda has potential, rules and
procedures have been a challenge; only a few forestry projects (A/R) and Programme of
Activities (PoAs) have been registered worldwide. Hopeful developments are the recent
registration of the Nile Basin Reforestation Project No.3, and the request for registration of
the Municipal Waste Management Programme.
At national basis it is mainly the government, and in particular the CCU/DNA, that is
controlling the rules of the game. Other Ugandan actors find it difficult to influence the
government. Forums have not provided good avenues for interaction. Only during occasional
workshops and other events there is some informal interaction, but they principally serve to
develop a common understanding. The government is in charge of CDM project approval as
well as the approval of capacity building efforts.
A general lack of coordination among development partners seems to impede the
effectiveness of capacity building. Better coordination would have saved valuable resources
and could have given a stronger basis for capacity development. The appointment of a fulltime position on climate change at the WB would therefore be a step in the right direction.
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Chapter 9: Conclusions
CDM implementation in Uganda took off in the early 2000s led by bilateral and multilateral
development partners. As an important outcome of those early efforts the Designated
National Authority (DNA) was established in the Department of Meteorology (DoM) in 2004,
enabling national approval of CDM projects. Potential project developers and investors were
informed about this new opportunity. With the assistance of development partners and local
and foreign experts, a vast number of Project Idea Notes (PIN) was developed in the period
of 2004-2006 to serve as a basis for the more advanced Project Design Documents (PDDs).
More and more organisations got involved in the CDM in the course of time in one way or
another. In 2009 the Climate Change Unit was established with a mandate to act as the DNA
Secretariat, thereby responding to a recommendation in the Poverty Eradication Action Plan
2004/5-2007/8. In the new institutional structure the Minister of Water and Environment
acts as the DNA. Other ministries are involved in the project approval process through the
Climate Change Policy Committee.
However, in spite of the establishment of this institutional framework, a look at the CDM
registry learns that ten years of CDM implementation in Uganda have resulted in merely two
registered projects by 2010. This observation raises questions on the implementation of
CDM in Uganda, and on applicability of the mechanism as a whole. What problems are
encountered in CDM implementation and project development in Uganda? How can these
be explained? How has the CDM materialised and in which context? Who is involved in the
implementation process and in what way? And how do Ugandan stakeholders make sense of
the CDM and its state-of-play? This thesis has shed light on these issues by putting Ugandan
stakeholders, their roles, perceptions and interaction central to the analysis.
The introduction of this chapter (Chapter 9) shortly described the CDM in Uganda in more or
less concrete outcomes, thereby addressing sub-question 1. The next paragraph (9.1)
addresses sub-question 2 by assembling the most important outcomes of the analysis. This is
presented in the form of 7 Headlines. The last paragraphs of this chapter discuss the
typology of the arrangements (9.2) and the generalisability of the findings (9.3). The latter
feeds into Chapter 10, which identifies a number of options to better facilitate CDM
implementation in Uganda in specific, and sub-Saharan countries in general. This provides an
answer sub-question 3.
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9.1 Headlines
1. CDM has materialised into two closely related arrangements in Uganda: the Carbon
Market Arrangement concentrates on project development, whereas the Climate Change
Arrangement considers CDM in the broader climate change policy context. This does not
directly lead to conflicts, but indirectly there are contradictions that may cause confusion
and unclear and biased policy development.
Instead of a ‘CDM arrangement’ CDM in Uganda is part of two closely related – and
partly overlapping – arrangements. The Carbon Market Arrangement is an arrangement with
a rather narrow focus in which different actors pursue, develop or facilitate concrete carbon
projects, either in the CDM or in the Voluntary Carbon Market (VCM). CDM is a potentially
more extensive and more profitable alternative to the Voluntary Carbon Market (VCM). The
VCM, on the other hand, has proven to be more compatible with the Ugandan situation as it
is generally less demanding. The Carbon Market Arrangement includes a wide variety of
actors, like project developers (private and non-private), experts, organisations with a focus
on the private sector and governmental institutions. Private developers and economic actors
primarily view the CDM as an investment tool, where governmental agencies and NGOs
initiate a project on environmental and developmental grounds. Actors in the carbon market
have adopted a strong pragmatic approach. In the beginning many were excited about the
potential benefits of the CDM, but in the course of time they have encountered serious
problems in project development, leaving many project developers disappointed. Emphasis
is now on the creation of a more conducive policy and regulatory environment, on better
project support, and on possible changes of CDM rules to accommodate project
development in Uganda.
The Climate Change Arrangement is broader in scope and considers CDM in the
context of climate change. The arrangement materialises at policy level instead of at project
level. Especially policy makers, development partners and NGOs are engaging at this level.
Development partners and (local) NGOs have recognised climate change, especially
adaptation, as a highly important development challenge for Uganda and they have been
trying to raise awareness among national policy makers. In this campaign more and more
policy makers are introduced to CDM and climate change. As a result both issues have been
slowly rising on the government’s agenda and there is more emphasis on institutionalisation
and policy integration. Particularly notable is the way in which CDM is used in this campaign.
On the one hand, CDM and carbon markets are used as a positive message that can draw
attention of policy-makers to the issue of climate change. On the other hand, there are
warnings that carbon markets, which are seen as mitigation measures, may detract attention
from more urgent adaptation needs.
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Notwithstanding clear overlap between these arrangements they do not necessarily
come together directly; they have slightly different topics of discussion, different contexts,
and they involve different types of actors. This may lead to contradicting messages. At policy
level carbon markets are presented as a positive message, where experiences at project
level are for the most part far from positive. And where there is a drive to improve
conditions for carbon markets from project level, campaigning at policy level essentially aims
to prioritise adaptation action. This may lead to unclear and biased policy development.
2. The rise of climate change on the government’s agenda is reflected by an upgrade of the
institutional framework and a more integrated approach to climate change in the National
Development Plan (NDP). This is likely to leverage the creation of a more conducive
regulatory and policy environment for CDM activities and investments. On the other hand,
limited involvement of the Ministry of Finance and unaddressed issues in the NDP may
hamper these developments.
A shortage of financial resources and dedicated personnel at governmental level has
hampered mainstreaming and integration of climate change and CDM. From 2004 onwards
the DNA was operated by a single person at the Department of Meteorology without a
budget. However, increasing realisation of the importance of these issues, fed by the
opportunities under CDM, has materialised in a number of new institutional and policy
developments. Firstly, the establishment of the Climate Change Unit (CCU) and the Climate
Change Policy Committee (CCPC) signified a highly needed upgrade of the institutional
arrangement, with increased resources and personnel. The CCU is now developing a climate
change strategy, which has not been in place before. Through the CCPC officials from key
governmental institutions are involved in CDM project approval and climate change affairs.
Secondly, the Parliamentary Forum on Climate Change (PFCC) was established in 2009 with a
view to make policy-makers and political leaders aware of the opportunities and difficulties
associated with climate change and carbon markets and to mainstream these issues into
national budgets and policies. Thirdly, the National Development Plan (NDP) 2010/112014/15 gives higher priority to climate change than its predecessor (the Poverty Eradication
Action Plan 2004/5-2007/8). The NDP underlines, inter alia, the multi-sectoral character of
climate change, the need to strengthen the mandate and the capacity of the CCU and the
need to domesticate the UNFCCC and its protocols. Higher priority combined with increased
capacity and increased involvement from other public institutions creates better conditions
for mainstreaming and integration of climate change. Because of the strong connection
between CDM and climate change at institutional and policy level, these developments are
also likely to give impetus to the creation of a more conducive legal, regulatory and policy
environment for project development and the attraction of CDM investment. The latter is
essential as domestic project development is seriously hampered by a lack of finances.
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However, there are also a number of barriers that may hamper or slow down these
promising developments. Firstly, the NDP does not explicitly address concerns over the lack
of financial resources and personnel available to the CCU for stepping up their activities.
Despite of recent improvements these resources are still insufficient. Secondly, regarding
CDM specifically, the NDP solely identifies the need to reduce CDM overhead costs for
project formulation and development. According to the analysis here, this would only be a
small step towards better conditions for CDM project development. Thirdly, marginal
involvement of the Ministry of Finance, Planning and Economic Development (MFPED), the
Ministry of Local Government (MLG) and local governments may hamper mainstreaming and
policy integration at all levels. Especially MFPED is widely regarded as a powerful public
institution. MFPEDs participation in the CCPC is an improvement, but it may not be adequate
enough. Lastly, the PFCC Strategy has clearly overlapping objectives with the CCU, but it
makes no reference to this unit. This may result in a lack of coordinated action possible
synergies may be lost.
3. Governmental actors play a central role in both arrangements. They have important
roles, on the one hand, in climate change policy-making and coordination, and on the
other hand in CDM project development, approval, facilitation and policy development.
This means that the government is crucial for the coordination between both
arrangements and thus for balancing CDM/mitigation interest and adaptation interest.
The close relation between the arrangements is signified by the roles of the Climate
Change Unit (CCU) and the Climate Change Policy Committee (CCPC) in the Ministry of Water
and Environment; these actors fulfil prominent roles in the Carbon Market Arrangement as
well as in the Climate Change Arrangement. The CCU is charged with the day-to-day
coordination of climate change in Uganda, whereas the CCPC has an oversight role over the
CCU. Both actors also have a central role in CDM project approval, as they are part of the
DNA structure. They are therefore crucial for balancing interests between CDM and
mitigation, on the one hand, and adaptation on the other hand. Besides the aforementioned
governmental actors, also the Ministry of Agriculture (MAAIF) and the Ministry of Energy
and Mineral Development (MEMD) are prominent actors at policy level. A significant
difference is that MAAIFs primary focus is climate change adaptation, where MEMD’s is
focussing primarily on mitigation and CDM. The recently established Parliamentary Forum on
Climate Change (PFCC) is emerging as an important actor at policy level.
Also at CDM project level governmental actors have multiple roles and
responsibilities. Especially semi-autonomous agencies are important. Uganda Investment
Authority (UIA) registers private project developers, supports them in the national approval
process and helps them to attract foreign investors. The National Environment Management
Authority (NEMA) decides on approval of the Environmental Impact Assessment and actg as
the central coordinator of the Municipal Waste Composting Programme. The National Forest
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Authority (NFA) supports private forestry developers in aligning information. It is also
developing a set of CDM projects under the header Nile Basin Reforestation Projects. MEMD
and the Electricity Regulatory Authority (ERA), and the National Forestry Authority (NFA) and
Uganda Wildlife Authority (UWA) are also involved in sectoral arrangements in the energy
and in forestry respectively.
4. Local experts are essential in terms of concrete project development, domestication of
the CDM and the provision of trainings. However, capacity to develop full project
documentation is lacking. This forces project developers to hire more expensive foreign
consultants and hampers capacity development at local basis.
Besides governmental actors also domestic experts have important roles in CDM.
Relations between them are relatively strong. Domestic experts of Makerere University (MU)
the Climate Change Concern (CCC), and the Uganda Cleaner Production Centre have been
gathered in Uganda National Team (UNT) which was set up for CDM capacity building
purposes. This team has supported the initial establishment of the Ugandan DNA in the
Department of Meteorology and has been providing trainings. Uganda Carbon Bureau (UCB)
is considered as one of the most knowledgeable organisations on the carbon market in
Uganda. It has helped to set up the Parliamentary Forum on Climate Change and often acts
at the same platform as the CCU/DNA. Although domestic expert are of crucial importance
for CDM implementation and capacity building, expertise has proven to be insufficient to
cover the needs of project developers. Experts are few and they can assist only in the initial
stages of project development. For the more advanced PDD development foreign
consultants are required.
5. Information sharing and interaction between actors has been limited and exclusive.
NGOs and private project developers find themselves in a rather isolated position, leaving
potential synergies untapped.
Notwithstanding strong connections between the expert system and state actors in
some instances, a general lack of proper communication and exchange of knowledge
between actors can be observed. Workshops, conferences and individual meetings have not
provided a satisfactory avenue for interaction. NGOs in the role of watchdog, represented
primarily by Uganda Coalition on Sustainable Development (UCSD), have not been seriously
participating in targeted CDM discussions and they are experiencing difficulties in their
efforts to influence the government. Project developers are unable to obtain answers to all
their questions and they identify a need to create a one-stop-centre where they can get all
information they need. Both NGOs and project developers experience problems to
comprehend the information they receive and find it problematic that the whole DNA is
abroad during negotiations. The Carbon Emission Reduction Association (CERA) was
established with a view to improve exchange of knowledge among actors from different
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sectors, especially project develops, but due to low participation it has not worked out. This
means that there is still no common level of understanding of CDM that could create
synergies in project development and policy development.
6. Both arrangements are highly dependent on the input of development partners. Similar
to the government they are crucial for the balance between mitigation and adaptation
interests. However, meagre coordination between development partners has resulted in
inefficiency and confused messaging to the government. An additional position on climate
change at the World Bank is likely to improve coordination.
CDM capacity building has been entirely donor led, at project level as well as at
institutional level. Initial establishment of the DNA and the new institutional DNA structure
could only be realised with financial support of a variety of bilateral and multilateral
development partners. Especially the World Bank (WB) has been actively providing concrete
project support. Private investors from abroad have not shown interest so far. Despite of
these efforts in the field of CDM, development partners have identified adaptation as a
priority climate change response for Uganda. This is, inter alia, reflected in the institutional
support of DANIDA to Ministry of Water and Environment. Also UNDPs cooperation with the
government in the field of climate change is focussing on adaptation. This apparent
contradiction can be partly explained by the fact that development partners use CDM as a
tool to attract the attention of the government to climate change issues. It serves as a
positive message, an opportunity, in an area that principally consists of challenges and
problems. The fact that CDM and climate change have been rising on the public agenda
more or less simultaneously suggests that this strategy has worked. On the other hand,
limited communication between development partners through the Energy and
Environment Donor Working Group (EEDWG) means that this message is not commonly
supported and has not always been communicated clearly. There are suggestions that CDM
might detract attention from adaptation. Insufficient coordination has also resulted in partly
overlapping research for CDM capacity building. The establishment of leadership in the area
of climate change through a planned appointment of a full-time position at the WB is likely
to increase communication and coordination.
7. A mismatch between CDM rules and the development profile of Uganda has
significantly hampered project development in Uganda. New CDM developments and
concepts may offer better project opportunities, but are unlikely to ensure a more
equitable distribution of projects among developing countries on its own.
CDM rules and procedures have seriously hampered project development in Uganda.
This can be summed up in three basic points. First of all, large industrial projects with
relatively low investment costs and high reductions are most attractive for buyers. Uganda,
however, has a very low level of industrial development, has few big point sources and is not
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a big emitter of greenhouse gases. Secondly, instead of big point sources emissions are small
and dispersed, characteristic for an agricultural society with large numbers of subsistence
farmers. Methodologies to aggregate those small and dispersed emissions are not in place
and expertise, equipment and finances for detailed measurement of emissions, as required
by CDM standards, are not readily available. Thirdly, the lengthy and costly registration
process is not in line with the nature of Uganda’s economy: where CDM projects are long
term investments and demand long-term planning, most people and businesses in Uganda
survive on a day-to-day basis.
Notwithstanding low project potential and relatively low attractiveness, there is
potential for the development of small-scale hydropower and small-scale forestry (A/R)
projects. NFA managed to register the Nile Basin Reforestation Project No.3 as one of the
first A/R projects worldwide. The Programme of Activities (PoA) concept offers good
opportunities as well; it is more appropriate for the Ugandan situation as it allows for the
registration of multiple small projects as one project activity. This reduces transaction costs
and enables the registration of multiple small projects. However, PoA has not fully
materialised on a worldwide basis yet, leading to questions about its applicability. Possible
introduction of the Reduced Emissions from Deforestation and Degradation (REDD) concept
would, at least in theory, significantly upgrade Uganda’s project potential as deforestation is
Uganda’s greatest source of emissions.

9.2 Arrangement typology
As specified before, the CDM is an element of two closely related arrangements: the Carbon
Market Arrangement and the Climate Change Arrangement. Both arrangements have
different features and therefore different typologies apply. Firstly, it should be noted that
that the interactions of other elements in the arrangements with the CDM are not fully
understood. In the Carbon Market Arrangement this concerns the Voluntary Carbon Market
(VCM), which serves as an alternative to the CDM. In the Climate Change Arrangement this
concerns wider mitigation and adaptation policy.
The Carbon Market Arrangement is highly dependent on international actors, notably
development partners and development banks, public and private investors, credit buyers
and foreign consultants. They have access to the most crucial resources for the development
of projects: finances and/or expertise. Procedures in the CDM are highly formalised.
Combined with the nature of a market based system this leaves little room for manoeuvre at
national level. Merely though sustainability criteria for national project approval and through
wider policy development, developing countries are able to add national substance. National
policy development and national rules and procedures are largely controlled by state actors,
which are, in turn, dependant on support of development partners. Private project
developers and NGOs find it difficult to interact with and influence the authorities, and
especially the CCU/DNA. On occasions where interaction is possible – occasional workshops,
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events and (individual) meetings - actors exchange knowledge and try to find solutions to
problems that are encountered in project development, in line with the pragmatic discourse.
Given the connection between climate change and CDM at institutional level (under the
UNFCCC as well as in Uganda) it can be concluded that the CDM is embedded in the bigger
picture of climate change. The VCM, on the other hand, is not part of the UNFCCC, rules of
the mechanism are less formal and the national government plays a less prominent role.
Therefore it may be concluded that CDM and the VCM may in fact not be part of the same
arrangement, but of two highly interconnected arrangements. In that case the CDM
Arrangement and the VCM Arrangement are ‘clustered’ or ‘competing’ arrangements. The
CDM Arrangement in Uganda can then be characterised as a supra-nationalist, highly
formalised, regulatory arrangement, nested within the broader climate change arrangement
in Uganda.
Typology of the Climate Change Arrangement is more difficult on the basis of the
acquired information as it has not been the primary focus. In fact, the basis for a solid
typology is too small. It is clear, however, that international actors, especially donors and
development partners are again highly important for support in terms of UNFCCC
implementation. The NGO community is likely to be more active in this arrangement,
especially on the side of climate change adaptation. Private businesses and experts may be
less involved, as it is not primarily about money-making nor does it require the same degree
of technical expertise. UNFCCC rules and procedures are relevant as well, but these are
generally less demanding than in the case of CDM. There is thus more room for manoeuvre
at national level, also in the prioritisation of mitigation or adaptation. The use of CDM as a
tool to draw attention to climate change, and the concern of some actors that this may
detract attention from adaptation, suggests that there is an element of competition and
element of synergy between, on the one hand, the CDM Arrangement and wider mitigation
efforts, and adaptation efforts on the other hand. It may also be an indication for two
different discourses.

9.3 Generalisability of findings
Uganda was selected for this thesis to serve as a case study for sub-Saharan Africa. The
implementation of CDM is relatively advanced in Uganda compared to other sub-Saharan
countries, as reflected by the early establishment of the DNA (2004), the active development
of project proposals and registration of two projects. This has allowed for thorough analysis
of the situation. The fact that South-Africa is the only country in sub-Saharan Africa that has
been able to register more than three projects by 2010 – with 11 countries without any
registered projects - indicates that there are a number of similarities between countries in
sub-Saharan Africa. Analysis has delivered some country-specific findings, but also a number
of insights that are valid for other sub-Saharan countries as well:
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-

Materialisation of CDM into two closely related arrangements: CDM is inextricable tied
to climate change under the UNFCCC. For national implementation this is probably the
case as well, although the materialisation of the arrangements will differ from country to
country and so will the balance between both. Nonetheless, controversy between CDM/
mitigation efforts and adaptation efforts is likely to arise in other sub-Saharan countries
as well.

-

Upgrades of the institutional arrangement: Increased support from development
partners to sub-Saharan Africa as a result of the Nairobi Framework (and the Bali Action
Plan) is likely to benefit the institutionalisation process. This may provide a better basis
for policy development.

-

The central role of the government and development partners: Implementation of
UNFCCC and Kyoto Protocol in sub-Saharan Africa is highly dependent on development
partners. Given that development partners work in cooperation with governments, it is
likely that national governments have prominent roles as well. However, precise
distribution of roles and responsibilities among governmental actors may differ.

-

Lack of finances and domestic expertise: This is applicable to most sub-Saharan
countries in varying degrees. Countries with a stronger private sector (e.g. Kenya and
Nigeria) might be exceptions. The same applies to expertise.

-

Limited information sharing and interaction between actors: A shortage of finances and
personnel, observable in the vast majority of sub-Saharan countries, generally hampers
coordination and interaction. Deliberate interaction, on the other hand, may differ from
country to country.

-

A mismatch between CDM rules and the development profile: Due to the low level of
development this applies to most countries of sub-Saharan Africa. Like for Uganda, for
these countries the Programme of Activities is a promising concept. REDD is specifically
interesting for equatorial countries with high rates of deforestation.
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Chapter 10: Recommendations
Based on the conclusions in Chapter 9 it is possible to formulate a number of
recommendations for a) improved CDM capacity building and implementation in Uganda,
and b) better facilitation of CDM projects in sub-Saharan Africa at the UNFCCC. The
recommendations for Uganda may also be valid for other sub-Saharan countries - as
explained in paragraph 9.3 - and serve as input for UNFCCC level as well. The last paragraph
addresses recommendations for further research.

10.1 Uganda
Create a new and inclusive Ugandan carbon forum
The Carbon Emission Reduction Association has not worked out for reasons that are not fully
understood. Apparently conditions such as participation, hierarchy and goals were not right
or unclear. Nevertheless, a forum that brings together all kinds of actors on a regular basis is
exactly what has been missing. It would greatly enhance information sharing and interaction
between actors in the Carbon Market Arrangement, which is now largely tied to occasional
workshops. Project developers and NGOs would be a better position to interact with and to
influence the government. Project developers would also be able to learn from each other
and to interact with experts. NGOs would be able to gather information and exercise their
role as watchdog more easily. The limited expertise available would be assembled at one
point. Uganda Investment Authority would not have to spend a lot of resources on the
facilitation of project developers in the national approval process, but could focus on the
marketing of projects and the attraction of foreign investors. Besides involvement of the
Climate Change Unit, it is particularly important to involvement of the National Forestry
Authority, the National Environmental Management Authority and the Ministry of Energy
and Mineral Development for sectoral coordination, sectoral arrangements and data
gathering. The forum could provide a good avenue for capacity building as well. Instead of a
lengthy project identification process, development partners could appeal directly to the
forum. Indeed, it could function as a one-stop-centre. In order to ensure an equal base of
participation the forum could be coordinated by a board with representatives of, at least,
the Climate Change Unit, Uganda Investment Authority, the World Bank, the private sector
and the NGO community. Involvement of the Climate Change Unit, the World Bank and the
NGO community ensures that, where necessary, forum discussions and outcomes are placed
in the broader context of climate change. This would enhance coordination and adjustment
between actors in the Carbon Market Arrangement and the Climate Change Arrangement.
Establish public-private-partnerships for project development
One of the outcomes of the forum could be the establishment of public-private-partnerships
in which governmental actors, especially agencies, and private developers group resources
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to develop a Programme of Activities (PoA). This would make sense in several respects.
Many private project developers have experienced that their projects are too small to be
economically viable for the CDM, with transaction costs higher than potential income from
CERs. Small-scale projects with relatively low gains are also less attractive for foreign
investors. Grouping projects under a PoA greatly reduces transaction costs. Governmental
agencies, on the other hand, have been relatively successful in project development. By
partnering with private developers they can scale up or expand their activities. Partnerships
do not have to be constrained to Uganda only; also surrounding countries, where additional
project opportunities may be available, can be involved.
Enhance communication through the Donor Working Group
Donor support in the fields of climate change and CDM is essential. So far capacity
development efforts have been rather isolated, at least in the area of CDM. Through better
communication and coordination among bilateral and multilateral development partners
those efforts would better interconnect and thereby save precious resources. The Energy
and Environment Donor Working Group is the most likely avenue for this. Enhanced
communication should go together with the development of a unified communication
strategy on climate change, which particularly defines the role of CDM and carbon markets.
This communication strategy should account for possible contradictions between the CDM
Arrangement and the Climate Change Arrangement. An additional position on climate
change at the World Bank, who could then act as a central coordinator, could enhance
development partner coordination. Possibly a second person could represent development
partners at the carbon forum to further enhance communication and coordination.
Balance adaptation and mitigation interests in climate change policy and continue to
improve the institutional framework
For the development of a climate change policy it is important to be clear on the balance
between adaptation and mitigation responses and the role of carbon markets in this larger
picture. There may be synergies in awareness raising, but adaptation and mitigation can also
compete to some extent. Recent upgrades in the institutional arrangement have provided a
more solid basis for policy development. Nevertheless, three upgrades should be considered
to be even more decisive. Firstly, it is important to ensure that financial and human
resources in the Climate Change Unit are sufficient to carry out its mandates. A central role
in the Climate Change Arrangement and the CDM Arrangement should be matched with
increasing availability of resources. Despite of the recent upgrade, resources have proven to
be insufficient so far. Secondly, a greater role for the Ministry of Finance (MFPED) and the
Ministry of Local Government (MLG) would speed up policy integration at all levels. On the
short term MLG could have a delegate in the Climate Change Policy Committee (CCPC) and
MFPED could adopt a more prominent role in this committee. On the longer term the CCU
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and the CCPC could be re-institutionalised into an inter-ministerial department - if
appropriate - with input from key ministries. Thirdly, given overlapping objectives between
the Parliamentary Forum on Climate Change (PFCC) and the Ministry of Water and
Environment (CCU and CCPC) better coordination could create synergies. Both institutions
should identify overlapping objectives, clarify how they can support each other, and include
this in their work plans.

10.2 UNFCCC
Make the CDM more suitable for project opportunities in LDCs
To utilise the potential for emission reductions in sub-Saharan Africa it is necessary that
methodologies and emission measurements are in line with existing project scale. Given that
small projects are generally less attractive for buyers, it is also necessary to stimulate specific
financial arrangements. In both respects standardisation of methodologies and simplification
of procedures would make sense. Also the Programme of Activities offers a promising
concept that reduces transactions costs and enables the aggregation of projects. Limited
registration of Programme of Activities (PoA) worldwide suggests that the concept needs
further fine-tuning. Specifically for forested countries the inclusion of Reduced Emission
from Deforestation and forest Degradation (REDD) in a successor of the Kyoto Protocol
would greatly increase project opportunities.
Further enhance the transfer of project development skills
In spite of increasing recognition to improve CDM project development skills, local expertise
is still too low. This means that project developers have to hire more expensive consultants
from the developed world. The availability of local experts would provide project developers
with a less costly, better available and more locally knowledgeable alternative. An idea to
stimulate the transfer of knowledge is to subsidise the traineeship of a local consultant
during the development of projects in sub-Saharan Africa. Additional advantages on the
short term would be improved interaction between consultant and project developer and
better consideration and integration of local knowledge.
Create a multi-lateral fund for sustainable project development
Shortages of upfront investment capacity and difficulties with the attraction of additional
investment are significantly hampering project development in sub-Saharan Africa. Project
developers are therefore largely dependent on financial support from the World Bank or
African Development Bank. An extra fund would provide these banks with greater outreach
possibilities. Moreover, the fund could be utilised for projects that have high sustainable
development benefits, as defined by the host country. Financial input could, for instance,
come from a levy on projects with high pay-off rates or from voluntary contributions.
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10.3 Further research
Further policy research would be necessary to get a clearer picture of the relations between
a) the CDM and the Voluntary Carbon Market and b) mitigation and adaptation, in Uganda
and in other sub-Saharan countries. More practically oriented research could focus on a) the
organisational aspects of a (Ugandan) carbon forum, b) further institutional upgrades, and c)
CDM and climate change policy integration.
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List of interviewees
Organisation

Person met

Position

e-mail

Date

BNW

Bakojja New Wood Country Forest
Plantation Co.

Richard Musoke
Bakojja

Executive director

rsbakojja@yahoo.com

06 August 2009

CAAC

Clean Air Action Corporation*

Charlie Williams

President

CharlieWilliams@CleanAirAction.com

17 August 2009

CCC

Climate Change Concern*

Bernard Namanya

Director

bernardnamanya@yahoo.com

14 September 2009

CCU1

Climate Change Unit

Chebet Maikut

Principal Programme
Officer - Mitigation

chebetm@gmail.com

01 July 2009

CCU2

Climate Change Unit / Executive Board

Philip Gwage

Full member EB, Head of
DNA

Pgwage@hotmail.com

18 August 2009

Rob Rudy

Pro-Poor Growth Advisor

r.rudy@dfid.gov.uk

03 August 2009

DFID

Department for International
Development

EA

Environmental Alert*

Joshua Zake

SPO, Environment and
Natural Resources

jzake@envalert.org

28 September 2009

EnS

Energy Systems Ltd

Emmy Kimbowa

CEO / Chairman

emmy@energysystemsug.com

12 August 2009

Eco

Ecotrust Uganda

Gerald Kairu

Program officer

Unknown

11 June 2009

Bozhil Kondev

Short Term Expert

bozhil.kondev@gmail.com

16 September 2009

GTZ

GTZ Regional Energy Advisory Platform
East-Africa*

IUCN

International Union for Conservation of
Nature

Alex Muhweezi

(Former) Chairman

alebamu@gmail.com

20 August 2009

JEEP

Joint Energy and Environment Project

Andrew Kibuuka

Information Officer

Jeep_energy@yahoo.com

27 May 2009

KG

The Katoomba Group / Forest Trends

Sara Namirembe

Coordinator, PES
incubator E/S Africa

snamirembe@forest-trends.org

08 July 2009

KCC

Kampala City Council

Phoebe Ggubya

City Environment Officer

gubya@hotmail.com

12 August 2009
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KJS

Kampala Jellitone Suppliers Ltd

Abasi Kazibwe Musisi

Managing Director

kjsltd2001@yahoo.com

19 August 2009

KSW

Kakira Sugar Works / Madhvani Group

Farhan Nakhooda

Projects Director

klaprojects@kakirasugar.com

29 July 2009

LDT

Liberty Development Trust Ltd

Henry Gashumba

Administrator

Hengash_1@yahoo.co.ug

13 August 2009

MAAIF

Ministry of Agriculture, Animal Industries
and Fisheries

Stephen Muwaya

Ag. Principle Range
Ecologist / UNCCD focal
point

ccdnap@infocom.co.ug

21 July 2009

MEH

Mount Elgon Hydropower Company Ltd

Patrick Namawar

Director / Project
Coordinator

mtelgonhydropower@yahoo.com

11 August 2009

MEMD1

Ministry of Energy and Mineral
Development

Alexander Komakech

Trainee Nuclear Power
Engineer

akomakech@energy.go.ug

29 June 2009

baanabe@energy.go.ug

21 August 2009

MEMD2

Ministry of Energy and Mineral
Development

James Baanabe

Asst. Commissioner
Energy Efficiency

MFPED1

Ministry of Finance, Planning and
Economic Development

Joyce Ruhweeza

Sr. Economist Aid Liaison
Department

joyce.ruhweeza@finance.go.ug

11 August 2009

MFPED2

Ministry of Finance, Planning and
Economic Development*

Zeridah Zigiti

Economist

zeridah.zigiti@finance.go.ug

17 August 2009

MLG

Ministry of Local Government

Andrew Kiiza

Principle Inspector

andrew.kiiza@molg.go.ug

01 July 2009

amsibbit@tech.mak.ac.ug

03 June 2009

victoriacoffees@inforcom.co.ug

20 August 2009

MU

Makerere University: Dept. Mechanical
Engineering

Adam Sebbit

Head of Dept of
Mechanical Engineering
Chairman/ Managing

NaFL

Nanga Farms Ltd

Paul Mugambwa

NARO

National Agricultural Research
Organisation

Everline Komutunga

Sr. Research officer

komutungae@gmail.com

07 August 2009

NEMA

National Environment Management
Authority

Herbert Oule

Sr. Environmental
Inspector

houle@nemaug.org

02 June 2009

Director
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Natural Forest
Management Specialist

xavierm@nfa.org.ug

22 June 2009

Managing Director

rlojok@hotmail.com

14 August 2009

Rose Hogan

Poverty and Environment
Officer

rhogan@nemaug.org

14 August 2009

Parliamentary Forum on Climate Change

David Ebong

Chairman PFCC (MP Apac
district)

ebong@parliament.go.ug

04 August 2009

PSFU

Private Sector Foundation Uganda

Sarah Kabasinguzi

Ag. Policy Analist

skkibenge@psfuganda.org.ug

26 June 2009

RBE

Royal Belgian Embassy

Alain Schmitz

Attaché for Development
Co-operation

alain.schmitz@diplobel.fed.be

13 August 2009

RDE

Royal Danish Embassy

Karina Hedemark

First Secretary

kmtamb@um.dk

27 June 2009

RNE

Royal Norwegian Embassy

Nils Därflot

Energy Counsellor

nda@mfa.no

04 August 2009

SB

Stanbic Bank

Martin Roy Lukwago

lukwagom@stanbic.com

18 August 2009

SPGS

Sawlog Production Grant Scheme

Allan Amumpe

Project Manager

allana@sawlog.ug

18 August 2009

UCB

Uganda Carbon Bureau

Bill Farmer

Chairman

billfarmer@ugandacarbon.org

23 June 2009

UCPC

Uganda Cleaner Production Centre

Edgar Mugisha

Technical Officer

edgarmugisha@ucpc.co.ug

17 August 2009

UCSD

Uganda Coalition for Sustainable
Development

Richard Kimbowa &
David Mwayafu

Programme Manager

ugandacoalition@infocom.co.ug

10 June 2009

UIA

Uganda Investment Authority

Godfrey Ssemakula

Deputy Director

semakula@ugandainvest.com

18 June 2009

UMA

Uganda Manufacturers Association

Robert Mawanda

Communication &
Business Support Officer

mrobert@uma.or.ug

28 July 2009

UNDP

United Nations Development Programme Justin Ecaat

Environmental Specialist

justin.ecaat@undp.org

15 June 2009

UTGA

Uganda Timber Growers Association

Chairman UTGA

nabanyumya@yahoo.com

20 August 2009

NFA

National Forestry Authority

NuFL

Nutrimix Feeds Ltd

PEI

Poverty and Environment Initiative

PFCC

Xavier Mugumya
Laker-Ojok & Rita
Gimoro

Robert Nabanyumya

Global market Sales
Manager
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UWA

Uganda Wildlife Authority

Imelda Bacudo

WENRECo

West Nile Rural Electrification Company

Nashion Mwangu

WB

World Bank

Martin Fodor

Conservation Finance
Advisor
Generation
Superintendant

imelda.bacudo@uwa.or.ug

29 May 2009

nashion.mwangu@yahoo.com

06 August 2009

Sr. Environment Specialist mfodor@worldbank.org

02 July 2009

* Questionnaires submitted by e-mail.
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Annex 1: Millennium Development Goals (MDGs): Uganda
Source: World Development Indicators database, the World Bank.
Goal 1: Eradicate extreme poverty and hunger
Employment to population ratio, 15+, total (%)
Employment to population ratio, ages 15-24, total (%)
Income share held by lowest 20%
Malnutrition prevalence, weight for age (% of children under 5)
Poverty gap at $1.25 a day (PPP) (%)
Poverty headcount ratio at $1.25 a day (PPP) (% of population)
Prevalence of undernourishment (% of population)
Vulnerable employment, total (% of total employment)
Goal 2: Achieve universal primary education
Literacy rate, youth female (% of females ages 15-24)
Literacy rate, youth male (% of males ages 15-24)
Persistence to last grade of primary, total (% of cohort)
Primary completion rate, total (% of relevant age group)
Total enrollment, primary (% net)
Goal 3: Promote gender equality and empower women
Proportion of seats held by women in national parliaments (%)
Ratio of female to male primary enrollment (%)
Ratio of female to male secondary enrollment (%)
Ratio of female to male tertiary enrollment (%)
Share of women employed in the nonagricultural sector (% of total nonagricultural employment)
Goal 4: Reduce child mortality
Immunization, measles (% of children ages 12-23 months)
Mortality rate, infant (per 1,000 live births)
Mortality rate, under-5 (per 1,000)
Goal 5: Improve maternal health
Adolescent fertility rate (births per 1,000 women ages 15-19)
Births attended by skilled health staff (% of total)
Contraceptive prevalence (% of women ages 15-49)
Maternal mortality ratio (modeled estimate, per 100,000 live births)
Pregnant women receiving prenatal care (%)

1990

1995

2000

2009

82
73
4,9
19,7
33
69
19
..

82
73
7,3
21,5
25
64
23
..

82
74
5,9
19,0
25
60
16
86

83
75
..
..
..
..
..
..

63
77
..
..
..

..
..
..
..
..

76
86
39
58
..

86
89
..
56
97

12
81
59
38
..

18
85
..
..
..

18
94
77
51
..

31
101
85
80
..

52
114
186

57
107
174

59
98
158

68
85
135

..
38
5
..
87

..
38
15
..
91

181
39
23
..
92

138
..
..
..
..
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Unmet need for contraception (% of married women ages 15-49)
..
29
Goal 6: Combat HIV/AIDS, malaria, and other diseases
Children with fever receiving antimalarial drugs (% of children under age 5 with fever)
..
..
Condom use, population ages 15-24, female (% of females ages 15-24)
..
4
Condom use, population ages 15-24, male (% of males ages 15-24)
..
23
Incidence of tuberculosis (per 100,000 people)
163
319
Prevalence of HIV, female (% ages 15-24)
..
..
Prevalence of HIV, male (% ages 15-24)
..
..
Prevalence of HIV, total (% of population ages 15-49)
13,7
11,8
Tuberculosis case detection rate (all forms)
51
38
Goal 7: Ensure environmental sustainability
CO2 emissions (kg per PPP $ of GDP)
0,1
0,1
CO2 emissions (metric tons per capita)
0,0
0,0
Forest area (% of land area)
25
23
Improved sanitation facilities (% of population with access)
29
31
Improved water source (% of population with access)
43
49
Marine protected areas (% of total surface area)
..
..
Terrestrial protected areas (% of total surface area)
..
..
Goal 8: Develop a global partnership for development
Debt service (PPG and IMF only, % of exports, excluding workers' remittances)
79
20
Internet users (per 100 people)
0,0
0,0
Mobile cellular subscriptions (per 100 people)
0
0
Net ODA received per capita (current US$)
37
40
Telephone lines (per 100 people)
0
0
Other
Fertility rate, total (births per woman)
7,1
7,0
GNI per capita, Atlas method (current US$)
300
220
GNI, Atlas method (current US$) (billions)
5,4
4,7
Gross capital formation (% of GDP)
12,7
12,4
Life expectancy at birth, total (years)
48
45
Literacy rate, adult total (% of people ages 15 and above)
56
..
Population, total (millions)
17,7
21,0
Trade (% of GDP)
26,6
32,6
Note: Figures in italics refer to periods other than those specified. Note: In some cases the data are for earlier or later years than those stated.

35

..

..
11
35
340
..
..
8,5
37

..
..
..
311
3,9
1
5,4
43

0,1
0,1
21
32
56
..
..

..
..
18
..
..
0
26,1

16
0,2
1
35
0

1
7,9
27
52
1

6,8
270
6,5
19,5
46
68
24,4
33,1

6,1
420
13,3
23,6
54
75
33,8
49,0
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Annex 2: Questionnaires
Questionnaire: General stakeholders
General information
1. What are the objectives of your organisation?
2. How has your organisation been involved in the CDM in Uganda? And how is your
organisation currently involved?
3. How is your involvement in the CDM expected to contribute to the achievement of your
objectives?
Identifying Ugandan CDM actors
- A (preliminary) list of Ugandan stakeholders is provided (attached)4. Which actors in this list;
- Are relevant for the CDM in Uganda?
- Are relevant but have not been included?
5. In order to attract CDM projects it is important to have the disposal of certain resources,
like finances, regulatory power, human resources, knowledge, or any other resource you
can think of. Could you rank the resources that you think are most important in the CDM
in Uganda? Who controls these resources?
– The stakeholder positioning diagram is provided (attached) –
6. Could you place all relevant CDM actors in the diagram, indicating their influence on the
current Ugandan CDM (centre – medium - periphery) and their role in the CDM (state –
market – interests - expert system)?
7. Does your organisation interact with other stakeholders about the CDM? With whom, how
and when? Who arranges these meetings? How would you characterise this interaction?
(negotiation – competition – instrumental – solidarity – or any other form of interaction)
The organisations’ view on the CDM in Uganda
– Relating to the organisations’ experiences in the CDM –
8. a) How did/does your organisation experience its involvement in the CDM? Which aspects
work out well? Which problems were encountered and how were these addressed?
b) Did your perception on the opportunities for your organisation in the CDM change in
the course of time? Why?
c) How important is the CDM for your organisation at the moment? Or, in other words,
what role does CDM play within your organisation? Do you actively pursue the CDM?
- Relating to the CDM in Uganda –
9. a) According to you, what have been the benefits of the CDM for Uganda so far? Which
envisioned benefits of the CDM have not worked for Uganda?
b) Which reasons can you identify for Uganda not attracting many CDM projects so far?
10. According to you, how important is the CDM for Uganda at this moment? Or, in other
words, what is its role in national (sustainable) development strategies?
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11. a) Do you believe that CDM can be beneficial for Uganda in the future or should Uganda
pursue other, comparable means for sustainable development? Why?
b) Do you think that there will be better opportunities for Uganda to attract CDM projects
in the upcoming years under the first commitment period of the Kyoto Protocol, or in a
successor of the CDM in the second commitment period after 2012? Why?
c) What do you consider the most promising design of the CDM for Uganda? (bilateral –
multilateral – unilateral – or any other design)
d) What role would your organisation be willing to play in a future CDM?
12. What should be changed, according to you / your organisation:
a) At national basis to better facilitate the CDM, and its envisioned benefits, in Uganda?
b) At national basis to better facilitate your organisations’ role in the CDM? Why?
c) At international basis to increase the opportunities for Uganda through the CDM?
CDM: mitigation potential inventory
13. A prerequisite for attracting CDM projects is the potential to mitigate CO2 emissions.

Therefore it is important to have an up to date inventory of the mitigation potential in
Uganda, now and under a future CDM. In case you consider yourself well informed, could
you fill in the table, indicating the mitigation potential under the CDM (very high to very
low) in different sectors in Uganda?
Forestry/ Agriculture
A/R
REDD/AD

Renewable Energy
Hydro
Solar
Geotherma
l

Industry
Biomass

Transport

Waste

Very High
High
Intermediate
Low
Very low

Attachment: Stakeholder positioning diagram
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Other

Questionnaire: Project developers
General information on the project
1. What is the name of the project? And what are its main characteristics/elements?
2. When was the CDM project activity initiated? And what is its stage in the registration
process?
3. What is your role in the project?
4. Who are the other players involved in the project? In what stage are they involved?
The organisations’ experience in the CDM
5. When did your organisation first find out about the CDM? And when and why did you
decide to pursue it?
6. How did/does your organisation experience its involvement in the CDM? Which aspects
work out well? Which problems were encountered and how were these addressed?
7. a) Did your perception on the opportunities in the CDM change in the course of time?
Why?
b) How important is the CDM for your organisation at the moment?
8. Does your organisation interact with other players about the CDM? With whom, how and
when? Who arranges these meetings?
The CDM opportunities in Uganda
9. Which reasons can you identify for Uganda not attracting many CDM projects so far?
10. Could you rank the resources that you think are most important for developing a CDM
project in Uganda? (finances - regulatory power - human resource – knowledge – any
other resource) Who controls these resources?
11. a) Do you believe that CDM can be beneficial for Uganda in the future or should Uganda
pursue other comparable means for sustainable development? Why?
b) Do you think that there will be better opportunities for Uganda to attract CDM projects
in the upcoming years under the first commitment period of the Kyoto Protocol, or in a
successor of the CDM in the second commitment period after 2012? Why?
c) What do you consider the most promising design of the CDM for Uganda? (bilateral –
multilateral – unilateral – or any other design)
d) What role would your organisation be willing to play in a future CDM?
12. What should be changed, according to you / your organisation:
a) At national basis to better facilitate the CDM, and its envisioned benefits, in Uganda?
b) At national basis to better facilitate your organisations’ role in the CDM?
c) At international basis to increase the opportunities for Uganda through the CDM?
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Questionnaire: Development Partners
General information on the project
1. What is the name of the capacity building effort? When did it take place and under which
program? What are its main characteristics/elements?
2. Why did you decide to undertake the project?
3. Who are the most important players in the project? In what stage are they involved?
4. By what means does the capacity building take place? (Workshops – conferences –
individual meetings)
Ugandan CDM actors
- A (preliminary) list of Ugandan stakeholders is provided (attached)5. Which actors in this list;
- Are relevant for the CDM in Uganda?
- Are relevant but have not been included?
6. Could you rank the resources that you think are most important in the CDM in Uganda?
(finances - regulatory power - human resource – knowledge – any other resource) Who
controls these resources?
– The stakeholder positioning diagram is provided (attached) –
7. Could you place all relevant CDM actors in the diagram, indicating their influence on the
current Ugandan CDM (centre – medium - periphery) and their role in the CDM (state –
market – interests - expert system)?
Experiences
8. a) Which aspects of the project work out well?
b) Which problems were encountered and how were these addressed?
9. Did your perception on the opportunities for Uganda in the CDM change in the course of
time? Why?
CDM opportunities in Uganda
10. Which reasons can you identify for Uganda not attracting many CDM projects so far?
11. a) Do you believe that CDM can be beneficial for Uganda in the future or should Uganda
pursue other comparable means for sustainable development? Why?
b) Do you think that there will be better opportunities for Uganda to attract CDM projects
in the upcoming years under the first commitment period of the Kyoto Protocol, or in a
successor of the CDM in the second commitment period after 2012? Why?
c) What do you consider the most promising design of the CDM for Uganda? (bilateral –
multilateral – unilateral – or any other design)
d) What role would your organisation be willing to play in a future CDM?
12. What should be changed, according to you / your organisation:
a) At national basis to better facilitate the CDM, and its envisioned benefits, in Uganda?
b) At international basis to increase the opportunities for Uganda through the CDM?
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Annex 3: Responsibilities of the Climate Change Unit
-

Preparing adaptation and mitigation plans for climate change
Liaising with the UNFCCC secretariat and advise government;
Acting as the Focal Point for UNFCCC, coordinating implementation of UNFCCC and the
Kyoto Protocol including development of policy
Providing assistance to line ministries and sectors in the preparation of strategies to
address the climate change challenge
Identifying capacity building needs and mobilising resources to address such needs
Coordinating and implementing CDM projects
Negotiating purchasing agreements on CDM projects
Approving CDM projects
Developing CDM operational guidelines and approval procedures
Providing technical assistance to CDM project developers
Maintaining a register of CDM and keeping track of certified emission reduction units

(Source: Econ Poyry, 2009)
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Annex 4: Sustainable Development Criteria
ASPECT
CRITERION
MAX SCORE
Environmental Certificate of approval of the EIA by NEMA
Enhancing community access to essential
18
services (energy, safe water and hygiene,
communication, health and education)
Social
Community participation in project
15
implementation, monitoring and
evaluation
Gender balance and participation of
7
disadvantaged groups
Subtotal
40
Contribution to employment generation
8
Contribution to saving and generation of
7
foreign exchange
Contribution to increased production of
6
marketable goods and services
Economic
Mutual economic benefits accruing from
5
project activities
Contribution to increased demand for
5
services
Contribution to redistribution of
4
development to address area imbalances in
development
Subtotal
35
Environmental friendly technologies
10
Technology transfer (hardware and
7
Technology
software)
Efficiency of technologies
4
Acceptability of technology by local
4
community
Subtotal
25
Overall total
100
(Source: CCU, 2009)
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Annex 5: CDM projects
Registered projects
West-Nile Electrification Project (WNEP)
WNEP was identified as a potential CDM project in 2001, supposedly the first project in Africa
to benefit from CDM. The project is part of a ten year WB lending programme Energy for Rural
Transformation (ERT) assisting the development of Uganda’s rural energy sector. West Nile
Rural Electrification Company (WENRECo), who took over the project from the GoU, is the
main player in the project, constructing and operating the main components of the project: a
Heavy Fuel Oil (HFO) fired power plant (1,5 MW), a hydro power plant (3.5 MW), and a
transmission line between Nebbi and Arua. Ownership of the project is divided by WENRECo
and the GoU. The WB, besides providing funds, also is the buyers of the CERs through the
Prototype Carbon Fund (PCF). The new power plants will replace the inefficient stand alone
generators in surrounding municipalities. The HFO plant is principally used as a base plant in
the construction phase of the hydro plant. Subsequently, after completion of the hydro plant,
it is used as a picking plant during peak electricity demand. The ERPA was first signed in 2003,
but had to be renegotiated in 2007 due to delay in the construction of the HFO plant and,
consequently, a change in various aspects of the project like the scope and the pricing of
electricity. In 2009 the company and the 3,000 customers in the West-Nile region are still
dependent on the HFO plant. The construction of the hydro plant is halfway. Emission
reductions have been realised from 2005 onwards, when the HFO fired plant started to
operate and stand alone generators were gradually removed. However, since computation of
the data back to 2005 has not been completed, WENRECo did not receive any CERs so far
(Interview, WENRECo; WNEP-PDD, 2006).
Nile Basin Reforestation Project (NBRP)
This project cluster, containing five small-scale A/R projects, is developed with assistance of
from the EU. It aims to establish timber plantations in Rwoho Central Forest Reserve and to
allow communities to benefit from CDM. The full cluster covers an area of 341.9 ha of which
93% is supposed to be planted by NFA and the remaining 7% by local communities. NFA will
provide both seedlings and technical advice to the communities. So far one of five projects,
No. 3, has managed to register at the UNFCCC. The others are still at the validation stage.
Expansion of the project to a number of other deforested forest reserves in Uganda is planned
for when implementation turns out to be successful (Interview, NFA; NBRP-PDD, 2009).

At validation
Bugoye Hydropower project
With this small-scale hydropower project Tonder Power Ltd plans to generate 13 MW in
Kasese District, Western Uganda, replacing the use of fossil fuels. The water will be diverted
from the river Esya and led through a five kilometre long channel into two 6.5 MW turbines.
The electricity that is generated will be supplied to the national grid. A PDD has been
developed and send for registration at the UNFCCC in 2008. Currently it is being validated
(TPL-PDD, 2008).
Ishasha Small Hydropower project
In Kanungu District, Western Uganda, Eco Power Uganda Ltd plans to build and operate a
small-scale hydro power project. Water from the river Ishasha will be used to run two turbines
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generating a total of 6.6 MW. This electricity will be supplied to the grid and replace the need
for fossil fuels. The PDD has been submitted to the UNFCCC for validation in June 2009 (EPUPDD, 2009)
Kakira Sugar Works Cogeneration Project
Kakira Sugar Works (KSW) is a sugar manufacturing company that has been producing
electricity from bagasse, the fibrous substance that is left after processing sugarcane. KSW has
been generating electricity from this residue for own use using low pressure boilers. Recently
it has invested in high pressure boilers for generating additional electricity. The surplus is
supplied to the national grid replacing the use of conventional fossil fuels. CDM is pursued to
improve the return on investment and to reduce the price the government has to pay,
through Uganda Electricity Transmission Company (URTC), for the electricity. After developing
the PIN in cooperation with MU in 2005 and signing Letter of Intend with the WB in 2006, the
PDD was prepared by WB in 2007 and the ERPA was signed. In December 2007 KSW started
supplying to the grid. Validation took place by DNV in 2008. Soon after DNV came up with
comments the approved methodology was changed by the UNFCCC, meaning that the WB had
to redo the PDD. The application of the revised methodology results in a significantly lower
amount of CERs. KSW disagrees up to today (Interview, KSW).
Bagasse Cogeneration Project Kinyara Sugar Limited
Kinyara Sugar Ltd plans to expand its sugar manufacturing capacity using the increased
availability of sugarcane in the region. It also plans to increase its power generation capacity.
Until recently the company made use of two steam turbines, supplied with three diesel
generators. In the CDM project Kinyara would gradually convert to producing 30 MW of
renewable power installing a new turbo generator in June 2010. The PDD was developed and
submitted for validation in November 2008 (KSL-PDD, 2008).
Uganda Municipal Waste Compost Programme
This cluster of projects on municipal waste composting in Uganda is an initiative from the GoU
and is coordinated by NEMA. It principally focuses on reducing methane emissions and on
improving sanitation and hygiene within the urban areas. In the first phase, which serves as a
pilot, the programme encompasses nine municipalities. Therefore it is a PoA, the only one in
Uganda at considerable stage of development. The project is now going into the second phase
where NEMA tries to bring on board eight more municipalities. The WB has provided a loan to
kick start the implementation and is also helping with the marketing the project. Currently the
project is at the validation stage. Registration is expected to follow soon (Interview, NEMA).
Mpererwe Landfill Gas Project
In 1996 a landfill site was constructed 10km north of Kampala. It is receiving about 500 tonnes
of municipal waste from the city on a daily basis. Having no technology in place for landfill gas
extraction and flaring preventing GHGs to be released and gas explosions to occur, provides
the opportunity to develop it into a CDM project. These plans were laid out by WB in 2003.
WB proposed to fund the project on the condition that it was registered under the CDM. This
resulted in the development of a PIN in 2005 and the submission of a PDD in 2008.
Momentarily the project is at validation (Interview, KCC; MLG-PDD, 2008).
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National level
Kikagati Hydro Power Project
China Shan Sheng Industry (Uganda) International Ltd (CSS) plans to construct a hydro power
facility with a capacity of 10 MW on the Kagera River, Isingiro District, south-western Uganda.
To realise this capacity a faulty mini hydro power station will be redeveloped and upgraded.
An updated version of the PIN was prepared in 2008. The PDD has been developed, but is not
publicly available yet, because it is under review with the DNA. Funds from the WB have been
obtained to construct a transmission line from the project site to Mbarara, a nearby town.
This, however, is not part of the project. CSS is also considering another nearby site to develop
a 25MW hydro project (CSS-PIN, 2008).
Hydromax Project
Hydromax Ltd obtained a permit to build a hydro facility with a capacity of 10MW on the river
Wambaya, Hoima District, displacing the use of fossil fuels. Besides connecting to the national
grid, low voltage lines will be installed to surrounding villages and businesses. A PIN was
developed in 2004, applying for enrolment in the Community Development Carbon Fund
(CDCF), but a PDD has not come through due to a lack of finances (HML-PIN, 2004; Econ Poyry,
2009).
Mount Elgon Hydropower Project
Established in 2000 Mount Elgon Hydropower Ltd obtained permits to build hydro power
facilities for five sites in the Mount Elgon region providing villages, industries and businesses
with electricity. The use of hydropower will displace the use of fossil fuels and fuel wood. In
2004 the company was made aware of the possibilities in CDM through workshops organised
by MU. Seeing an opportunity to offset some of the project costs they decided to pursue the
CDM. A PIN and a PDD were developed for two sites amounting to a predicted 4.5 MW. Yet, to
be eligible under the CDM the project has to be much bigger than anticipated. Consequently
the project and the PDD are being revised, leading to the production of 18 MW. Starting in
2010, in the first phase 10 MW and the whole infrastructure will be established. In the second
phase an additional 8 MW will be installed. For now Mount Elgon Hydropower Ltd is awaiting
financial closure and revision of the PDD (Interview, MEH; MEH-PIN, 2004).
The International Small Group and Tree Planting Program (TIST)
TIST refers to a network of independent farmer groups spread out across four countries. The
farmers plant trees to combat deforestation, climate change and poverty, and own the
emission rights for carbon sequestration. In 2003 TIST initiated a project in South-Western
corner of Uganda with the support of Clean Air Action Corporation (CAAC) and Institute for
Environmental Conservation (I4EI). Because of its DNA capacity India has been the focus of the
CDM effort so far. When the project in India is validated, the PDD for the Ugandan project will
be finalised and submitted. The EIA and the sustainable development requirements have
already been approved. Since 2003 over 2.7 million trees have been planted by 648 small
groups (Interview, CAAC; TIST Baseline, 2005; TIST, 2009).
Mityana Fruit Forest Initiative
This A/R project was initiated in 2006 by Liberty Development Trust Ltd as a business venture.
It provides local farmers with the opportunity to plant fruit trees and sell its fruits to the local
and international market. CDM has come along as a side activity to increase revenue. The PDD
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was developed with assistance from NFA, and through UIA it was submitted to the DNA.
However, the document still remains at the DNAs office. The project is not making progress, as
there is no defined methodology for this type of tree planting. Moreover, buyers’ interest in
the project appears to be low. Therefore LDT is now targeting the voluntary market. 100,000
trees have been planted and 500,000 are coming up soon (Interview, LDT, 2009; LDT-PIN,
2005).
Industrial Wood Plantation of Pine and Mixed Hardwood Species
The plan for this reforestation project was laid out in 2002 as part of a forestry program from
the GoU, using the assistance of the EU, to counteract forest depletion and shortage of timber
wood. It establishes 1450ha forest plantation in the Kasana- Kasambya Central Forest Reserve.
When this investment opportunity was offered to Ugandan investors in 2002, Mr. Bakojja
applied and, subsequently, allocated the land to undertake the project. In 2003 there were a
number of CDM sensitisation activities by MU. Mr. Bakojja decided to pursue the CDM,
developed a PIN and got registered as an investor at UIA. Supported financially by SPGS he
started planting, resulting in roughly 500 ha plantation in 2009. However, the project is not
advancing in the CDM registration process. Mr. Bakojja is still waiting for a partner to increase
the capital base for the project. Now he is considering the voluntary carbon market to attract
small buyers (Interview, BNW; BNW-PIN, 2005).
Kikonda Forest Reserve
Implementation of this forestry project started in 2002 after a feasibility study conducted by
Global Woods, a stock company under German Law. It encompasses over 200 people in the
planting of trees in and around Kikonda forest, Kiboga District. Recently the project was
awarded VERs after compliance with both the Climate Community and Biodiversity (CCB)
criteria and CarbonFix Standard, thereby being the first project in Uganda to receive CarbonFix
certification. Additionally, the project and the PDD are also designed to comply with the
requirements of an A/R project under the CDM, leaving options open to earn CERs in the
future (GW-Validation, 2009; GW-PDD, 2009; CarbonFix, 2009).
Nanga Farms Ltd project
In 2002 Nanga Farms Ltd started investing in a reforestation project in Mbale CFR. The goal is
to establish 1000 ha plantation of both indigenous and exotic tree species. In cooperation with
UIA and consultants from NFA a PIN and a PDD were developed. However, due to a lack of
financial resources and a lack of interest from Europe in forestry projects it has not been
advancing in the registration process. Nanga Farms has planted over 400 ha, but is currently
awaiting financial support. Planting activities are on hold (NaFL, 2009; NaFL-PIN, 2005).
Plan Vivo Uganda: Trees for Global Benefits
This forestry project is a combined effort of many national and international actors including
Edinburgh Centre for Carbon Management (ECCM), the International Centre for Research in
Agroforestry (ICRAF) Ecotrust and CARE Uganda. The projects started in 2003 with a pilot
project focusing on enabling small scale farmers in the Bushenyi District, south-western
Uganda, to carry out tree planting in a sustainable and profitable manner. In 2005 a PIN was
developed, but afterwards the voluntary market was pursued. The Plan Vivo management
system is used to register and monitor carbon sequestration by local farmers, resulting in the
issuance of VERs in the form of Plan Vivo Certificates. Currently the project is looking to
include new communities (PVU-PIN, 2005; Plan Vivo, 2009).
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Namwasa Reforestation Project
Operational in Uganda from 2005 the New Forests Company (NFC), a UK-based company, has
initiated commercial tree planting activities in Mubende, Kiboga, and Bugiri Districts. They
have become the biggest tree planter in Uganda, having over 20,000 ha of forestry land and a
tree stock of approximately 7,200 ha by the end of 2009. NFC developed a PDD, submitted it
to the UNFCCC, but withdrew it later. The company is currently searching for new ways to
generate early revenues (NFC, 2009; Econ Poyry, 2009).
Kachung Forestry Project & Bukaleba Forestry Project
Both projects, one in Kachung CFR and one in Bukaleba CFR, are initiated by Busoga Forestry
Company. The company is promoted by Green Resources, a Norwegian investor, who is
Africa’s leading forestation company having more than 14,000 ha of forest and more than
200,000 ha for future planting and conservation. They have in-house capacity for forestry PDD
and methodology development. Currently a PDD is being developed for both Ugandan
projects (Green Resources, 2009; Econ Poyry, 2009).
Solar PV based Rural Electrification project
Energy Systems Ltd (ESltd) intends to develop this renewable energy project focussing on
providing basic electricity needs to off-grid rural communities in Uganda, thereby replacing
the use of fossil fuels like diesel and kerosene. Additionally, the project will provide for clean
water supplies, biogas for cooking and solar water heating in hotels and houses. In 2005 a PIN
was send to the WB. Despite efforts from WB there have not been any real proceedings since.
ESltd is still some steps away from the development of a PDD, principally due to financial
constraints. Moreover, the proposed project turned out to be too small to be eligible under
CDM. At a certain point Climate Focus, a carbon finance organisation, was interested but it did
not materialise for exactly this reason. Therefore the project is suspended until new
opportunities emerge. A possibility is to bundle a number of projects under the Solar Energy
Industrial Association (SEIA), an organisation established to cooperate with other companies
in the solar energy sector (Interview, ESL; ESL-PIN, 2005).
Solar Energy Uganda (PV) in rural areas
Solar Energy Uganda Ltd intends to install and maintain more than 15,000 small-scale solar PV
systems and water pumping systems in rural Uganda. This renewable energy project will
improve living conditions of non-grid connected rural communities and support mitigation
efforts. A PIN was developed in 2004, but due a lack of finances and available expertise the
project has not advanced (SEU-PIN, 2004; Econ Poyry, 2009).
Kampala Jellitone Briquettes
Kampala Jellitone Suppliers is a company principally processing and selling coffee. In 2005 KJS
found out about CDM and decided to develop briquettes, made of agricultural residues, and
briquette stoves to replace the use of fuel woods like charcoal and firewood. The agricultural
residues, formerly considered waste products, are supplied by local people and processors. A
PIN was developed in 2005, but a lack of applicable methodology ceased the development of a
PDD. In the meantime KJS is awaiting financial support from GTZ and is cooperating with MU
to improve stove efficiency (Interview, KJS; KJS-PIN, 2005).
Uganda Cattle Methane Reduction Project
In 2004 Nutrimix Feeds Ltd took over a project from Global Landstock Group, who was testing
the effectiveness of feed supplements, with the intention to develop it into a CDM project.
Introducing improved nutrition ensures both increased milk and meat production and a
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reduction of the amount of feed energy lost in methane production. The products are sold to
small scale farmers in Uganda. After realising that there was no approved methodology for
this type of project, Nutrimix decided to design a new methodology with the assistance of
RuMeth, a technical advisor, and TransAlta, a utility company that is a partner in the deal.
After two years of development the first submission was made in May 2008. It was
disapproved. The biggest obstacle encountered was the requirement to control and measure
all methane emissions. This seems to be unfeasible as small rural farmers do not keep feeding
records. Additionally, the DNA is arguing that the farmers should have a share of the credits; a
statement opposed by Nutrimix. A second submission in December 2008 did not provide a
satisfactory solution either. At the moment the project is on hold. Nutrimix is looking for an
investor to upscale the project to commercial level and trying to persuade CDM officials to
reconsider their case (Interview, NuFL; NuFL-PIN, 2005).
Other projects
- Gold Empire Industrial Forest: In 2005 Gold Empire developed a PIN for establishing a
1,500ha forest plantation in Rwoho CFR (GE-PIN, 2005).
-

Micro Hydro for Rural Electrification: East-African Energy Technology Development
Network (Uganda) submitted a PIN in 2005 intending to provide energy services to rural
communities by the use of 41.5kW micro-hydro plants (EAE-PIN, 2005).

-

Urban Solid Waste Management Kampala: In 2006 New Horizons, an NGO, submitted a
PIN with the proposal to enhance participation of people in Kampala and surrounding
districts in waste management practices, mainstream waste management into economic
development and teach the public about the benefits (NH-PIN, 2006).

-

Busoga Kingdom Forestry Project: The Ecological Christian Organisation developed a PIN
for this forestry project in eastern Uganda (CDM-Project List, 200?).

-

Forest Absorbing Carbon-dioxide Emissions (FACE) project: The carbon forestry project
was initiated and implemented by the FACE foundation of the Netherlands in 1994 under
the Joint Implementation programme prior to CDM. UWA is also involved because the
national parks the projects where the projects are located, Kibale NP and Mount Elgon NP,
are under their jurisdiction (Olsen, 2006; Interview, UWA).

-

Nengo Bridge – Jacobsen Elektro: no PIN developed yet (Econ Poyry, 2009)

Note: besides the projects presented in this paper UMI (2003) provides a number of projects
that were under consideration by 2003. In is unclear to what extent these projects have
advanced.
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Annex 6: Stakeholders
Public institutions
Ministry of Agriculture, Animal Industries and Fisheries (MAAIF)
In general terms MAAIF is responsible for putting in place policies, programmes and guidelines
that will facilitate the development of the agricultural sector, the largest sector of Uganda’s
economy. The focus is on ensuring food security and sustainable growth for development of
the country. With respect to climate change, MAAIF aims to improve the resilience of farming
systems to ensure that farmers can continue producing. They have an early warning system
that facilitates monitoring of the agricultural conditions. This information can be used to
follow up and take appropriate measures to cope with changing climatic conditions.
Furthermore, MAAIF is leading the process of developing the Strategic Investment Framework
for Sustainable Land Management, a ten year framework including mitigation and adaptation
strategies in agriculture. The ministry has also been a key stakeholder in most national
processes relating to climate change. It is participating in the collection of information and
preparation for the COP 15, it has contributed to the development of the NAPA, and it has
consulted the CCU for the inclusion of climate change issues in their Sustainable Land
Management programme. On the other hand, only recently one official has been part of the
Ugandan delegation in the international negotiations, due to newly received financial support
(Interview, MAAIF).
Ministry of Energy and Mineral Development (MEMD)
MEMD is responsible for the energy sector and deals with energy policy formulation,
implementation and monitoring. Its primary goal is to provide sufficient energy to the
Ugandan people and to emphasise the efficient use of energy. Within the ministry there is an
Energy Efficiency Department with a dedicated team on climate change and CDM issues. They
try to bring project developers on board and make them aware of the financing opportunities
of CDM. At the moment MEMD is dealing with three CDM projects on small hydropower and
one project on combined heat and power cogeneration; Ishasha Small Hydropower Project
(submitted to DNA), Mpanga Small Hydropower Project (submitted to DNA) Bugoye Small
Hydropower Project (at validation) and Kakira Sugar Works Cogeneration Project (at
validation) respectively. MEMD has been controlling the project documentation from the
design stages to the PDD. In cooperation with ERA the ministry looks at issues like tariff
structure and the sale of electricity (Interview, MEMD).
Ministry of Finance, Planning and Economic Development (MFPED)
The basic mandate of the MFPED is to formulate sound economic policies, maximize revenue
mobilization, and ensure efficient allocation and accountability of resources to achieve rapid
and sustainable economic growth and development. The Aid Liaison Department in the
MFPED is charged to mobilize external resources for government priority programmes.
Currently these priorities are infrastructure development, agriculture and energy. Climate
change is not yet on the agenda, but the ministry is starting to realise that it is important and
that it is going to affect other sectors like agriculture and economy. The budget for the MWE
has been increased this year by 1.7 billion to buy equipment and 0.8 billion for operations.
This lump sum is handed to the Water and Environment Sector Working Group, which is
responsible for the allocation of the resources among the activities within its mandate. For
additional financing MFPED relies on development partners. On the side of CDM the ministry
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is authorised to decide on the approval of the capacity building project of the Belgian Embassy
in cooperation with the CCU (Interview, MFPED; Interview, RBE).
Ministry of Water and Environment / Climate Change Unit (CCU)
With the support of RDE the CCU was established in 2008 directly under the PS of the MWE
for the coordination of climate change issues in Uganda. It provides support to various sectors,
both public and non-public, in undertaking climate change issues in the country and it has a
mandate to create awareness on various aspects of climate change, including opportunities
that may come from international mechanisms relating to climate change. The CCU has a staff
of seven people, including four professionals, divided over two divisions, both with a
responsible officer in charge; one on climate change adaptation and one on climate change
mitigation. The latter division handles CDM. Whereas formerly the DNA secretariat was
located in the DoM and operated by a single person, this responsibility has now been taken
over by the CCU. CDM is one of their core activities as it is within the unit’s mandate. The
substantive DNA for Uganda is the Minister of Water and Environment, Ms. Maria Mutagamba
(Interview, CCU).
National Environment Management Authority (NEMA)
NEMA was established in 1995 as an agency under the MWE. It is the principal agency in
Uganda for the management of the environment and it is charged with the overall
responsibility of coordination, monitoring and supervising all activities in the field of
environment. In the area of CDM NEMA is mandated by law to review EIAs, which are
compulsory for the majority of the CDM projects. On the basis of this review the project is
either approved or disapproved. Additionally, NEMA is taking the lead in a pilot project on
municipal waste composting, supported by the WB. It is in the process of being registered
under the CDM (Interview, NEMA).
National Forestry Authority (NFA)
Launched in 2004, NFA is a government agency responsible for the management of central
forest reserves, which is a category of protected areas in the country. Specific objectives
include sustainable management of these reserves, the supply of products and services to the
market and interacting with partners in the development of the country. NFA has been
actively involved in the area of CDM, both in terms of project development and supporting
private sector initiatives in the forestry sector. From 2005 NFA has been involved in the
preparation of five small scale CDM projects on A/R, called the Uganda Nile Basin
Reforestation Project (UNBRP). One of five projects is registered at the EB, the others are still
at validation. It is quite advanced and the implementation is already halfway. NFA is also in
the process of preparing two additional projects and it is scouting other areas for CDM project
development. Additionally, the organisation is supporting private afforestation and
reforestation projects. They help private investors to align the required information, including
the data on biomass and land use trends from 1990 to 2005, for which a unit within NFA is
responsible. Recently NFA has been included in the WBs Forest Carbon Partnership Facility
(FCPF) and it is the leading agency directing the discussions on readiness for REDD (Interview,
NFA; Econ Poyry, 2009)
Uganda Cleaner Production Centre (UCPC)
UCPC is a joint initiative between the United Nations Industrial Development Organisation
(UNIDO) and the Ministry of Tourism Trade and Industry (MTTI), which has been running for
eight years. The project has evolved into an institution along the way. UCPCs mandate is to
increase production and to introduce and promote cleaner production. They provide technical
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expertise to companies and institutions by means of training. UCPC looks at social aspects,
resource efficiency (water and energy) as well as emission reductions. The latter is where CDM
comes in. One person of UCPC took part in a training session on CDM in Cairo provided by
UNIDO Cleaner Production Unit. In the meanwhile UCPC has given considerable training that
included the CDM topic. The organisation has been working on an energy efficiency project
with 120 enterprises, in which CDM was brought forward as an investment opportunity. In the
end, however, many enterprises decided not to engage (Interview, UCPC).
Uganda Investment Authority (UIA)
The Uganda Investment Authority is a government agency under MFPED, which is in charge of
promoting and facilitating all investments in Uganda. The authority explores marketing
opportunities in the country to potential investors, it licenses the investor and facilitates the
investor to get in contact with other key government agencies. Furthermore, they provide
after care services and pro-investor advocacy. In terms of CDM UIA markets its opportunities
to potential investors, mostly foreign, and works together with other key government sectors,
like NEMA and the DNA to get projects approved. Lastly, UIA organises workshops where they
bring in key players and it informs local people what CDM is all about, and where they are
supposed to go to get their project registered (Interview, UIA).
Uganda Wildlife Authority (UWA)
UWAs general objective is to manage wildlife in Uganda, mainly within their protected area
estates but also outside the protected areas. Additionally, it manages the protected areas,
including conservation, terrestrial habitat management and eco-tourism promotion. UWA has
been involved in the voluntary carbon market for 15 years. They hosted the first carbon
forestry project in Uganda, which was initiated by the FACE foundation in 1994. UWAs
involvement in the project is because of the fact that the forest reserves were under their
jurisdiction. They use the sale of the carbon credits for the voluntary market to refinance their
projects. Additionally, UWA has composed sectoral EIA guidelines for development activities
in protected area estates (Interview, UWA; Econ Poyry, 2009).
Other public institutions
- Electricity Regulatory Authority (ERA)
- Local and district governments
- Ministry of Justice and Constitutional Affairs (MJ&CA)
- Ministry of Local Government (MLG)
- Ministry of Lands, Housing and Urban Development (MLHUD)
- Ministry of Health (MoH)
- Ministry of Tourism, Trade and Industry (MTTI)
- Ministry of Water and Environment (MWE) / other departments
- Ministry of Works and Transport (MWT)
- National Planning Authority (NPA)
- Rural Electrification Agency (REA)
- Uganda Electricity Transmission Company Ltd (UETCL)
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Development Partners
Department for International Development UK (DFID)
In 2007 DFID issued a scoping mission for Uganda called ‘Climate Change in Uganda:
understanding the implications and appraising the response’. The report concluded that there
was ‘a strong case and demand from donors, government and civil society for DFID Uganda to
engage on climate change’, amongst others, though funding to create an evidence base for
effective action, provision of a ‘watching brief’ for better support and coordination, and
facilitation of political leadership. However, DFID decided not to engage. Although DFID is
currently not spending money on the area of climate change, it intends to assist the WB
financially to lead the development partners on climate change in Uganda. DFID signed an
agreement with the WB that they will fund a full time position on climate change. Additionally
they are doing advocacy work, for instance during the opening of the climate change
exhibition at the Ugandan museum (LTS, 2007; Interview, DFID).
German Technical Cooperation (GTZ)
GTZ Regional Energy Advisory Platform (REAP) works as a flexible management and
coordination instrument whose objectives are to provide targeted services, improve process
efficiency, realize synergies and increase the sustainability and the impacts of GTZ’s energy
interventions in East Africa. Until recently its activities in Uganda were limited to providing
advice to stakeholders in the field of energy on demand basis, occasionally giving
presentations at related events, and commissioning studies with regards to CDM. In 2007 GTZ
REAP commissioned a study called ‘The Clean Development Mechanism in Relation to Energy;
in East Africa: Status quo, Obstacles and Recommendations’ done by the Executive Director of
the CCC. Currently, GTZ has signed a contract with UCB to support them and their partners in
the identification of potential projects, capacity building and development, as well as
information creation and dissemination (Interview, GTZ).
Royal Belgian Embassy (RBE) / Belgian Technical Cooperation (BTC)
In 2007 BTC started project identification on CDM capacity development in Uganda. The
resulting project proposal (€2m) focussed on building technical capacity in MWE to create
investment opportunities and at creating awareness. After significant delay the proposal was
sent to MFPED in February 2009. MFPED rejected the proposal on grounds of duplication with
the DANIDA project. They asked for clarification of the MWE, but the response was not
satisfying. Currently BTC and MFPED are still waiting for a new response to continue
(Interview, RBE).
Royal Danish Embassy (RDE) / Danish Development Cooperation Agency (DANIDA):
In view of COP 15 in Copenhagen the Danish government decided to make special funds
available for climate change in developing countries. Uganda is one of the programme
countries. In Uganda DANIDA has supported the institutional setup of the CCU in MWE.
Whereas formerly the DNA was hosted by the DoM, it is currently established directly under
the PS of MWE. DANIDA designed the setup of the CCU and it paid for extra staff, it facilitates
Ugandan participation in COP 15, and it plays an oversight role. Although DANIDA facilitated
capacity development throughout the GoU, much of actual capacity building is left to the CCU.
Almost on a weekly basis it has conversations with the CCU about various administrative
issues. Lastly, it has set up the CCSC, which includes representatives from all key ministries.
DANIDA has the responsibility to be at the CCSC meetings and make comments to the work
plans. Their support has started mid 2008 and lasts up to 2012. Slowly the GoU should take
over the responsibilities (Interview, RDE).
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Royal Norwegian Embassy (RNE) / Norwegian Agency for Development Cooperation (NORAD)
In June 2009 RNE commissioned a study called ‘Capacity Building for CDM in Uganda’. It made
a number of recommendations for Norway to promote CDM in Uganda, including improving
local development capacity, supporting a dedicated position on climate change with WB and
encouraging the Office of the President, OPM and MFPED to get involved. Like DFID, RNE
decided not to engage in capacity building on CDM. On the other hand, it is supporting the
closely related sectors of energy and forestry: SPGS, NFA and REDD activities in the Mount
Elgon region, which might be eligible under the CDM (Econ Poyry, 2009).
United Nations Development Programme (UNDP)
UNDP is a development organisation which supports national governments to implement
development programmes in various areas, including poverty reduction, good governance, as
well as energy and environment. Climate change is seen as a broad development issue which
goes beyond energy and environment. In the area of climate change their development
support tends to focus on adaptation, rather than mitigation, because adaptation principally
addresses the concerns of the poor and vulnerable members of society. On the other hand,
UNDP is building capacity in government which includes aspects of CDM. They are working
with the CCU to strengthen the unit in their support of the private sector to develop projects.
Also, they are working closely with the Forestry Department in MWE (Interview, UNDP).
World Bank (WB)
The World Bank is a pioneer in the international carbon market. It collects financial
contributions from public and private actors in OECD countries and pools them into different
funds. In Uganda it has been active in capacity building, as well as supporting project
development and the purchase of carbon credits. In 2001 WB, together with GEF, funded the
first African CDM project, WNEP, under the Energy for Rural Transformation and the
Prototype Carbon Fund. Next, in 2003, it supported the DoM under the National Strategies
Studies programme. In 2003-2004 the WB contracted a Ugandan consultant for UIA, who
produced a CDM Promotional Concept Paper. And lastly, from 2004-2007 under the Africanassist Initiative it supported DoM by means of capacity building and technical assistance.
Then, the WB is involved, is funding and/or has agreed to purchase the credits of a number of
projects in Uganda: The municipal waste management project with NEMA, the WNEP with
WENRECo, the Nile Basin Reforestation Project with NFA, the cogeneration project with KSW
and the rural electrification project with ESL. Lastly, the WB has a website specifically
focussing on climate change strategies for the African region, not only on mitigation, but also
on adaptation. In the Ugandan branch of WB the capacity is rather limited, as there is only one
person on environment. However, they are recruiting a person for a full-time position on
climate change (Lopez, et al. 2009; Olsen, 2006; Econ Poyry, 2009; Interview, WB).
Other development partners
- Food and Agriculture Organisation (FAO)
- Global Environment Facility (GEF)
- International Monetary Fund (IMF)
- Japanese Embassy (JE)
- Royal Dutch Embassy (RDuE)
- Swedish International Development Cooperation Agency (SIDA)
- United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP)
- World Health Organisation (WHO)
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Non Governmental Organisations (NGOs)
Climate Change Concern (CCC)
CCCs general objectives are to conduct legal and policy research, to do advocacy work, and to
carry out education and sensitization programmes on climate change. On the side of CDM the
organisation aspires to create a conducive and enabling environment for CDM projects and to
support the GoU in the international negotiation process. CCC has carried out a series of
activities on CDM including consultancy services for the establishment of the Ugandan DNA,
training of members of the Ugandan DNA on CDM modalities and procedures, drafting of
sustainable development criteria for the DNA, and research on the status quo of CDM for GTZ
(Interview, CCC).
Environment Conservation Trust of Uganda (Ecotrust)
Ecotrust is an NGO that aims to improve the environmental conservation trust of Uganda.
They are the first local organisation enrolled in the management of grants. Ecotrust has five
program areas: Restoration and conservation of the environment; biodiversity conservation;
land trust program; soil and water conservation; and control of pollution. The latter is where
climate change projects come in, but like most projects climate change projects cut across a
number of programme areas. Ecotrust is involved in carbon offsetting by planting trees for
local communities, like the Uganda Plan Vivo Pilot Project. Moreover, the organisation is in the
process of establishing a Carbon Community Fund that aims at supporting the expansion of
carbon forestry to other communities. Their carbon projects are part of voluntary schemes
(Interview, Eco).
Environmental Alert (EA)
The overall goal of Environmental Alert is to enhance capacities of rural poor communities to
attain sustainable livelihoods and adapt to climate change through natural resources
enterprises. EA is not directly involved in the implementation of CDM projects, but it has been
actively involved in the discussions on CDM at different levels and provided feedback on its
implementation in Uganda. Furthermore, EA is undertaking awareness campaigns on climate
change adaptation and piloting of adaptation actions at the community level. The lessons
from these interactions are used as input for planning and policy making processes through
lobbying and advocacy from local up to international level. Lastly, EA is involved in activities,
other than CDM, contributing to conservation and sustainable utilization of the environment
and natural resources in Uganda, which in the long run will contribute to the sequestration of
carbon emissions (Interview, EA).
Foundation for Energy, Climate and Environment (FECE)
FECE is a Tanzania based NGO that aims to address poverty related issues with regard to
energy, climate and environment. Recently it has become active in Uganda, and it intends to
spread into other African countries. It conducts research, implements research outcomes and
offers consultancy services. Regarding CDM it promotes programmatic and A/R projects, it
offers technical capacity building services for project developers and is working on projects
with energy efficient stoves and a landfill project in Tanzania (FECE, 2009).
International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN)
IUCN is an international organisation with the general objective to use natural resources in a
sustainable an equitable manner. Its members come from the private sector, key institutes
and governments. The organisation deals with climate change on different organisational
levels. Internationally it acts as a technical partner to the Biodiversity Convention and to the
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UNFCCC. At regional level, for Eastern and Southern Africa, a dedicated staff is mapping the
effects of climate change on food security, pasturalism, water, agriculture and natural
resource management. Also in the East African Community IUCN is part of the Lake Victoria
Basin Commission who is developing a programme to engage in climate change debates. In
Uganda IUCN does not have staff on climate change, but the organisation is involved in
national policy making discussions like in Uganda’s readiness for REDD (Interview, IUCN).
Joint Energy and Environment Projects (JEEP)
JEEP is a non-governmental organisation that aspires to create a sustainable environment in
Uganda. They are involved in activities like soil and water management, tree planting,
sustainable agriculture and the implementation of energy efficient stoves. Most of these
projects have a CO2 reduction component, but the projects have not been registered under
the CDM. In 2002 they coordinated work under the NGO Rio+10 Coalition, set up and
coordinated by DANIDA to increase Southern NGO participation in the Johannesburg Summit
(Interview, JEEP; Olsen, 2006)
Katoomba Group (KG)
The Katoomba Group is an international network of individuals working to promote ecosystem
management and conservation through Payments for Ecosystem Services (PES). It serves as a
forum for practitioners to collaborate and exchange ideas on ecosystem service transactions
and markets. In terms of carbon forestry Katoomba Group wants to help communities to gain
access to the carbon market by interacting with them and linking the communities with the
buyers of the credits. Although Katoomba Group made an inventory of the players involved in
PES schemes (including CDM) in Uganda, it has not been involved in concrete CDM projects so
far. They are focussing on PES and, more specifically, on the voluntary carbon market. Also,
they organize international events on PES, which includes aspects of carbon trading, every two
years (Katoomba Group, 2009; Interview, KG).
Uganda Coalition for Sustainable Development (UCSD)
UCSD, formerly known as the NGO Rio+10 Coalition, is a loose network of more than fifty
NGO, whose general objective is to contribute to sustainable development though follow up
of the Johannesburg summit outcomes and subsequent global declarations in Uganda. They
act as the National Focal point for the Global Sustainability Watch, do capacity building, share
information though a newsletter and a website, and they interact with various players during
negotiations on relevant global treaties. UCSD has not been involved in the implementation
phase of CDM, but they do promote a more equitable CDM though lobbying and advocacy
work. Additionally, they are doing capacity building on REDD supported by the Norwegian
Forest Initiative and they are a member of the Pan-African Climate Justice Allience,
representing a group of civil society organisations that advocates for a just and equitable
global climate change response (Interview, UCSD; PACJA, 2009).
Other NGOs
- Advocates Coalition for Development and Environment (ACODE)
- CARE Uganda
- Lake Victoria Basin Commission (LVBC)
- Oxfam Uganda
- Pan-African Climate Justice Alliance (PACJA)
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Research institutes
Makerere University (MU)
In an outreach project experts from the Department of Technology of Makerere University
provide CDM training and capacity building in Uganda. They were trained in a number of
training programmes. In 2000 they participated in a programme lead by experts from Stuttgart
University. Later they participated in workshops involving Energy for Sustainable Development
from the UK and the WB. In 2003 a training and implementation program, Funds Capacity
Development Program, was initiated by RISO institute from Denmark. They selected a national
team of 15 people in Uganda that were trained under this program. The Department of
Mechanical Engineering was handed the technical aspects. The workshops brought in project
developers to develop concrete projects together with the team. This program ended in 2006.
Now SIDA provides a different type of training due to the low number of projects that came
out. This time only firms were selected that have sufficient financial resources to participate in
CDM (Interview, MU).
National Agricultural Research Institute (NARO)
Being the research arm of the MAAIF, it is in NAROs mandate to coordinate and oversee all
agricultural research in Uganda and present new knowledge and technologies for the farming
community. National Agricultural Research Laboratories (NARL), in turn, are the laboratories
of NARO. NARL hosts the Agro-meteorology Unit which conducts research on the effects of
climate change on agriculture in Uganda and on how farmers can cope with that, so climate
change adaptation. Additionally, the National Forestry Research Institute (NaFoRI), NAROs
forestry arm, conducts research to improve agro-forestry systems. NARO has not been actively
involved in CDM, except for some meetings or workshops on climate change and/or carbon
trading (NARO, 2009; Interview, NARO).
Uganda Management Institute (UMI)
UMI is a Ugandan institute for training, research and consultancy in the field of management
and administration. The institute was involved in the first phase of the Capacity Development
for the Clean Development Mechanism in Uganda that ran from 2002 to 2006. As a result they
produced a CDM capacity development workplan in 2003, which included an analysis of
(potential) stakeholders and a project inventory (UMI, 2003).
Other research units
- Centre for Basic Research (CBR)

Private sector
Sawlog Production Grant Scheme (SPGS)
SPGS is an EU funded project operating under MWE. Its prime objective is to represent the
interests of the private sector in commercial plantation forestry. In the past the government
controlled the forestry sector, but the latest years privatisation has been taking place. SPGS
tries to bridge the gap between wood depletion and production by providing the private
sector in forestry with incentives, grants and technical advice though guidelines and
specialised training. It stimulates cautious and environmentally friendly saw log production
and encourages the private sector to plant trees. For these ends SPGS commissioned a study
on the opportunities in carbon trading called ‘SPGS Carbon Financing Opportunities for
Commercial Forestry in Uganda’. The outcomes of this report resulted in a tendency towards
the voluntary market (Interview, SPGS).
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Stanbic Bank (SB)
Stanbic Banks, part of Standard Bank, is involved in trading across various asset classes
through its Global Markets division. Standard Bank has been active in carbon markets since
2003 and it has experience with CDM in various countries around the world. Recently,
Standard Bank has decided to increase its dominance in emerging markets. Recently the bank
developed an implementation strategy on CDM specifically for Uganda. SB is able to purchase
the credits. It is not a project developer and does not complete the CDM paperwork on
projects itself. Instead it prefers to work with external project developers to complete the
project documentation and gain positive validation with a DOE. By speaking to the client
directly at project inception the bank can inform the project owner about the opportunities in
CDM and allow them to avoid additional commissions charged by intermediary consultants.
The bank may also consider payment of the CDM fees upfront if the client is not in position to
meet them (Interview, SB).
Uganda Carbon Bureau (UCB)
UCB is a private organisation focussing on the carbon market in Uganda. It helps project
developers, either in the voluntary market or in CDM, by determining the appropriate
mechanism for the project and offering project development services such as financial
structuring, project structuring, regulatory advice and networking. Furthermore UCB conducts
carbon neutral assessments of companies in Uganda and provides information on climate
change and the carbon markets to a variety of people and organisations. They are also acting
as a broker on behalf of Uganda when they attend to international events and make foreign
actors aware of the potential for CDM and voluntary schemes in Uganda (Interview, UCB).
Uganda Manufacturers Association (UMA)
The general the objectives of UMA are to represent the interests of industrialists in Uganda
and to act as a watchdog to ensure that the GoU creates policies that favour the
competitiveness of industry. UMA has an environment sub-committee, which is mandated to
disseminate information to members about environmental issues, to encourage
environmentally friendly production and to seek opportunities for networking with
institutions that can support companies to attain their environmental goals. The association
has been introduced to CDM several years ago by means of workshops. In 2007 or 2008 they
were reintroduced to CDM by Danish partner industries. A number of companies in Uganda
were selected and evaluated on their potential for CDM. Some companies showed interest,
but most had only low potential (Interview, UMA).
Uganda Timber Growers Association (UTGA)
UTGA is a trade organisation that brings together commercial timber growers in Uganda. Its
objective is to ensure sustainable commercial tree growing. In 2004 commercial tree growing
was initiated in Uganda. Subsequently, in 2007 the organisation was initiated. Tapping into
CDM creates opportunities to expand tree growing activities and revenue from the sale of
carbon credits. UTGA is starting to get involved in CDM, but it has not moved a long way. The
association gathers information on carbon financing for its members and has initiated a series
of meetings to raise awareness. The association has not decided whether to engage in the
carbon market or not. The voluntary market seems to be the better option (Interview, UTGA)
Other private sector actors
- African Development Bank (ADB)
- East-African Development Bank (EADB)
- Private Sector Foundation Uganda (PSFU)
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Ugandan Development Bank (UDB)
Uganda Nation Farmers Federation (UNFF)
Consultants

Forums
Climate Change Policy Committee (CCPC)
The CCPC is a multi-stakeholder policy committee with members drawn from key public
institutions (MWE, MLHUD, MEMD, MJ&CA, MFPED, MWT, NPA). Also the private sector is
represented. The committee supervises the CCU and is chaired by the PS of the MWE. It
checks all submitted PDDs by means of a sustainable development criteria template, which
has been adopted for Uganda, and subsequently advices the Minister of Water and
Environment on their approval (Interview, CCU).
Carbon Emission Reduction Association (CERA)
CERA was established by the private sector in 2005 to function as a coordination unit between
the GoU and project developers seeking guidance on renewable energy, sustainability and
combating global climate change. The association’s secretariat comprises five full time staff
members. The activities are coordinated through UIA and it works closely with the DNA.
Technical working groups have been established for members to participate in areas of their
interest. Most CDM project developers in CDM are part of CERA CERA, 2009).
Energy and Environment Donor Working Group (EEDWG)
The Energy and Environment Donor Working Group is a group development partners that
gather to discuss and coordinate donor efforts in the field of energy and environment in
Uganda. The working group includes WB (chair), RNE, RDE, DFID, GTZ and the EU.
National Team Uganda
Team Uganda was established in the UNEP CDM capacity building effort (CD4CDM 20022006). Individuals from various departments of Makerere University (Mechanical engineering,
Electrical engineering, Forestry department, Uganda Cleaner Production Centre, Makerere
university Business schools, Uganda Management Institute and Makerere University Institute
of Environment) were trained to develop a pipeline of CDM projects, to strengthen the
capabilities of the public and private sector, to support the establishment of a DNA and to
train financing institutions (Interview, MU).
Parliamentary Forum for Climate Change (PFCC)
Emerged out of the Parliamentary Commission on the Environment, the PFCC is a forum that
was established in the end 2008 to develop a conclusive policy environment for climate
change adaptation and mitigation. More specific objectives are to mainstream climate change
issues in the national and local government budgets, creating a communication strategy for
raising awareness among Ugandans, and to implement a training program for members for
climate change issues to trickle down in sectoral constituencies. A Strategic Plan has been laid
out for the period of 2009-2013, but no specific interventions have come forward yet. There is
a need for funds to kick start activities on preparing Uganda for the negotiations in
Copenhagen (PFCC, 2009; Interview, PFCC).
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Annex 7: CDM resources
CDM project developers
Rank
1st
2nd
3rd
4th

Financial
Resources
2
2
2
1

Knowledge/
technical capacity
2
3
-

Human
resources
3
1
3
-

Regulatory power

Knowledge/
technical capacity
9
5
3
1

Human
resources
5
2
6
1

Regulatory power

1
1
1

CDM stakeholders*
Rank
1st
2nd
3rd
4th

Financial
resources
11
11
2
1

5
3
4
3

* NEMA and NFA are only included in Table 5b.

Control of actors over resources according to interviewees
Resources:
Actors:
Public
MWE/CCU/DNA
MFPED
MEMD
NFA
UIA
NEMA
Public sector
Private
Investors/pr. dev*
Banks*
Dom. consultants
UCB
Private sector
Other
NGOs
University
Sectoral
Community
Abroad
Not in country
For. consultants
Private sector
Dev. Partners

Financial
Resources

Knowledge &
technical
capacity

Human
Resources

Regulatory
power &
framework

Natural
Resources

Information
Resources

1
1
1

7
1
3
1
4
2

4
1
3

8
1
4
4

1
1
1

1
1

3
6
4

2
1
1
-

1
2

-

1

-

1
-

3
4
-

2
1
2
1

-

-

-

2
1
4

5
4
-

3
-

1

-

-

* Actor can be domestic as well as foreign
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Annex 8: Stakeholder positioning diagram

Explanation:
Interviewees were asked to position CDM stakeholders in the diagram according to their
influence on the CDM in Uganda (Annex 1: question 5 in the General Stakeholders
Questionnaire). Colours mark increasing consensus on the position of an actor in the diagram
(black = low; green = low-medium; yellow = high-medium; red = high).
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Annex 9: List of organisations
List
21

Organisation

33

NFA
MWE-CCU
NEMA
MFPED
WB
MEMD
GEF

36

Loc-com

7

UWA
UCB
MAAIF
UIA
UNDP
KG
L/d-gov
ADB
MLG
PSFU
Eco
Invest
NCPC
JEEP
UMA
MLHUD
IMF
UTGA
PFCC
EADB
Oxfam
MU
EEF
CETG
Civ-soc
MJCA
SPGS
Pr. hosts
UDB
UMI
UNFF
Consult

2
19
1
28
5

37
4
20
18
39
40
29
6
15
10
41
22
8
25
3
30
44
50
34
12
46
32
23
49
42
45
43
35
16
26
48

National Forestry Authority *
Ministry of Water and Environment - Climate Change Unit *
National Environment Management Authority *
Ministry of Finance, Planning and Economic Development
World Bank
Ministry of Energy and Mineral Development *
Global Environmental Facility
Local communities
Uganda Wildlife Authority *
Uganda Carbon Bureau *
Agriculture, Animal Industry and Fisheries *
Uganda Investment Authority *
United Nations Development Programme *
Katoomba Group*
Local/District Governments
African Development Bank
Ministry of Local Government
Private Sector Foundation Uganda
Ecotrust *
Investors - foreign/local
Uganda Cleaner Production Centre *
Joint Energy and Environment Projects *
Uganda Manufacturers Association
Ministry of Lands, Housing & Urban Development
International Monetary Fund
Uganda Timber Growers Association
Parliamentary Forum on Climate Change *
East-African Development Bank
Oxfam Uganda
Makerere University - Forestry / Mechanical Engineering*
Energy Efficiency Facility
Climate and Energy Thematic Group
Civil Society
Ministry of Justice and Constitutional Affairs
Sawlog Production Grant Scheme *
Local project hosts
Ugandan Development Bank
Uganda Management Institute
Uganda National Farmers Federation
Consultants

Named
26
25
24
23
23
23
21
20
20
19
19
19
18
17
16
16
16
15
14
14
14
14
13
12
12
12
12
12
12
11
11
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
9
9
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11

9
FAO Food and Agriculture Organisation
27
8
UWS 27. Uganda Wildlife Society
9
8
Care Care Uganda
54
7
NPA National Planning Authority
53
7
UNEP United Nations Environmental Programme
51
7
NARO National Agricultural Research Organisation *
38
6
UCSD Uganda Coalition for Sustainable Development *
31
6
PCF Prototype Carbon Fund
14
6
WHO World Health Organisation
17
6
CBR Centre for Basic Research
52
5
KCC Kampala City Council
13
4
UDC Uganda Development Corporation
47
3
NTU Team Uganda
24
2
DCU Development Cooperation Uganda
55
2
SB Stanbic Bank *
59
1
EA Environmental Alert
60
1
MWE-WMD Ministry of Water and Environment - Wetland Management Department
61
1
MTTI Ministry of Tourism, Trade and Industry
58
0
ACDE Advocates Coalition for Development and Environment
56
0
CCC Climate Change Concern
57
0
IUCN International Union for Conservation of Nature
62
0
OPM Office of the Prime Minister
63
0
MWT Ministry of Works and Transport
* Filled in the stakeholder positioning diagram (Question 6). Also performed by Royal Belgian Embassy
(RBE) Department for International Development (DFID) and Royal Danish Embassy (RDE)
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Annex 10: Stakeholder involvement and influence
Organisation
Care
CCC

Practical involvement
Broker in Plan Vivo Uganda (VCM);
Training of DNA and other consultancy
services

MWE
(CCU/CCPC)

CCU: Capacity building and awareness
raising of climate change issues in Uganda,
including CDM; Act as DNA Secretariat;
organising workshops on CDM
CCPC: Advising Minister of MWE on
approval of CDM projects
-

CERA

EA

Ecotrust
ERA
FECE*
KG
IUCN
JEEP
Loc-com
MAAIF

Climate change adaptation and
environmental conservation programmes;
consulted by Busoga Forest Company for
forestry project.
Broker in Plan Vivo Uganda (VCM)
Buyer of electricity from CDM projects
supplied to the national grid
Unknown
PES schemes
Nature conservation activities
Tree planting, efficient stoves, solar energy
Participation in projects (incl. WNEP/
NBRP/ MWCP)
Unknown

MEMD

Supporting the development of CDM
project documentation in energy sector;
Providing training for CDM workshops

NEMA
MFPED

Coordinating Municipal Waste Programme
(CDM); Charged with EIA approval
-

NARO

Unknown

Influence
Development of SD Criteria; consultancy
services for establishment of DNA
Policy research and awareness raising
climate change and CDM;
CCU: Coordination of climate change
issues; leading consultation process on
national stand; Ugandan delegation to
international negotiations;
CCU: Supervising CCU and enhancing
sectoral integration of climate change
Connecting project developers to the
CCU and relevant institutions
Advocacy work for project developers
Workshops

Presentations on carbon offsetting,
including CDM; workshops
Regulator in electricity sector
Capacity development and promotional
work on CDM
Research on PES, including CDM
Policy discussion on readiness for REDD
Workshops
Represented in CCPC; attending
international negotiations; participated in
development of national stand;
developing sustainable land management
framework.
Development Energy Policy and
Renewable Energy Policy; participated in
development of national stand; attending
international negotiations; Represented
in CCPC
Approval of EIAs; Regulator of activities in
the field of environment
Represented in CCPC; Responsible for
annual budgets; responsible for
allocation of development support
Research on climate change adaptation
measures in agriculture; workshops
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NFA

NPA

Developer of CDM projects ( NBRP);
supporting private sector interventions in
forestry
-

Oxfam
PFCC**

Active in climate change adaptation

Project dev.
SPGS
UNT

Development of projects
Active in the VCM
Training on CDM; Development of PINs

UCB

Project development services in carbon
market

UCPC

Training on energy efficiency

UCSD

Unknown

UIA

Registration of investors

UMA

Unknown

UTGA

Active in the Voluntary Carbon Market

UWA

Active in the Voluntary Carbon Market
(FACE project/ Mt Elgon / Kibale forest);

-

Regulator of Central Forest Reserves; part
of Ugandan delegation to international
conferences; biomass data
Responsible for National Development
Plan; represented in CCPC
Unknown
Awareness raising among politicians and
general public
Aiming to develop conclusive policy
environment for climate change and
mainstream climate change in
government budgets
Workshops
Research on carbon forestry
Institutional set-up; attending
international meetings on CDM
Advocacy work on carbon market (Often
act at the same platform as CCU);
Awareness raising and presentations on
climate change and carbon market; Act as
broker for Uganda at international
conferences; Linking project developers
with relevant institutions;
Awareness raising and presentations on
CDM; workshops
Advocacy work on sustainable
development; attending international
conferences; member of Pan African
Climate Justice Alliance
Capacity building for REDD; workshops
Advocating for investor friendly policies
marketing CDM opportunities; lead
investors through registration process;
organise workshops on CDM
Inventory CDM potential in industry and
awareness raising; workshops;
awareness raising among industries
Gathering information and raising
awareness among members; workshops
Jurisdiction over National Parks;
workshops

* This organisation has recently been established, implying that Practical involvement and Influence are
estimated on the bases of their objectives, rather than actual action.
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Not included
Ministries and other public institutions:
-

Ministry of Lands, Housing and Urban Development (MLHUD)
Ministry of Tourism, Trade and Industries (MTTI)
Ministry of Works and Transport (MWT)
Ministry of Local Government (MLG)
Ministry of Justice and Constitutional Affairs (MJCA)
Office of the Prime Minister (OPM)

Banks and financial institutions:
-

Uganda Development Bank (UDB)
East-African Development Bank (EADB)
African Development Bank (ADB)
International Monetary Fund (IMF)
Stanbic Bank (SB)
Global Environmental Fund (GEF)

Development Partners:
-

World Bank (WB)
United Nations Development Programme (UNDP)
United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP)
Food and Agricultural Organisation (FAO)
World Health Organisation (WHO)
Royal Danish Embassy (RDE / DANIDA)
Royal Dutch Embassy (RDuE)
Welsh Embassy (WE)
Department for International Development UK (DFID)
Royal Belgian Embassy (RBE)
Royal Norwegian Embassy (RNE / NORAD)
Japanese Embassy (JA)
Austrian Embassy (AE)
German Technical Cooperation (GTZ)

Other:
-

-

Energy Efficiency Facility (EEF): Unknown
Uganda Development Corporation (UDC): Unknown
Uganda National Farmers Federation (UNFF): Unknown
Private Sector Foundation Uganda (PSFU): not involved
Uganda Management Institute (UMI): Once involved, current status unknown
Centre for Basic Research (CBR): Unknown
Climate and Energy Thematic Group (CETG): Unknown
Local project hosts: included in local communities
Civil Society: too broad, represented by NGOs
Consultants: foreign or already named in other organisations
Kampala City Council (KCC): project developer
Advocates Coalition for Development and Environment (ACDE): unknown
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Annex 11: CDM potential
Sectoral CDM potential in Uganda according to interviewees

Very High
High
Intermediate
Low
Very low

Forestry/ Agriculture
A/R
REDD/AD
9
10
5
4
2
2
1
1

Renewable Energy
Hydro
Solar
11
8
4
5
1
1
-

Industry

Transport

Waste

3
2
3
6
1

4
3
5
3
1

5
6
3
1
-
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